


THIS IS 

NOT 
THE TIME TO 

FIND A FAULT 

IN YOUR 

DESIGN. 

The best time to find problems with a design is in 
the design cycle. NOT during prototype stage, cer
tainly NOT after delivery to the customer. Simulation 
lets you predict how a circuit will behave before 
building expensive prototypes. The OrCADNST logic 
simulator lets you predict it faster, more accurately and 
for less money. 

With time-to-market critical, you need the competi
tive edge that OrCADNST provides. Because it runs 
on the world' s most affordable design platform, 
OrCADNST offers virtually unlimited accessibility. 
Which means you'll have unparalleled productivity for 
every engineer in your design team. And, shorter time
to-market. 

What's more, with every copy of OrCADNST, 
you'll be getting the extensive technical support of the 
best-known logic simulator manufacturer. Including 
free product updates, telephone support and access to 
our 24 hour BBS. 

OrCAD users outnumber the competition by three to 
one (or approximate ratio). For good reason. We 
provide high-performance productivity tools and back 
them with the highest level of technical services and 
support in the industry. 

Call today for your demonstration disk. Then, try 
OrCADNST for 30 days and see if you don ' t agree .. . 

Now is the time for simulation and 
quality, error-free designs. 

OrCAD ®!M 
3175 N.W. Aloclek Drive 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 USA 

(503) 690-9881 • (503) 690-9891 fax 

Call today for your FREE 
Demonstration Disk and Guide 
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Our new function generator 
has all the bells and whistles. 

In fact , it has any kind of 
waveform you can imagine. 
Because the Model 95 
combines a high performance 
function generator with a 
powerful arbitrary generator. 

As a function generator, 
Model 95 produces remarkably 
pure square waves , triangles 
and sines, from 1 mHz to 
20 MHz with synthesized 
accuracy up to 0.001 %. It has 
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the power to output 15 Vp-p 
into son, and includes sweep, 
pulse and modulation modes 
plus four user-selectable 
output impedances. There's 
even an internal trigger 
generator for trigger, gate and 
burst. 

If you'd rather be arbitrary, 
Model 95 gives you up to 128k 
of waveform memory to work 
with, and a sample rate of 
20 MHz. Four different editing 
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modes help you produce even 
the most complicated wave 
shapes quickly and accurately, 
while analog and digital filters 
allow you to create the purest 
output possible. 

For information about all 
the other bells and whistles 
you'll find on the Model 95, call 
Wavetek San Diego, Toll Free at 
1-800-874-4835 today. 
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Our new pulse generators 
will test what you have. 

High Speed Bi-polar 

That's a big statement. But 
these are powerful new pro
grammable pulse generators. 
Combined, they deliver top 
speed, high resolution and 
pulse-parameter flexibility. So 
you get accurate testing of 
your present and future high
speed designs, whether they're 
ICs, PCBs, or components. 

Put the new 500 MHz 
HP 8131A to work on your hot-

BI CMOS 

HP 8130A Pulse Generat.or 

HP 8131A Pulse Generat.or 

ECL ECLips 

test new devices. With a tran
sition time of < 200 ps, plus 
pulse widths down to 500 ps 
with 10 ps timing resolution, 
you get the stimulus you've 
needed for accurate testing of 
your fastest designs. 

For the most complete testing 
of you" high-speed devices, 
choose the new HP 8130A. It 
has the features you've wanted 
in a 300 MHz pulse generator, 

u 
GaAs 



And what you have in mind. 

including variable transition 
times down to 1 ns, and 10 ps 
timing resolution. Which 
means you not only have the 
flexibility for high-speed 
parametric testing of digital 
devices, but for analog device 
testing as well. 

So call l-800-752-0900 today. 
Ask for Ext. 217X to get data 
sheets and application infor
mation. Then get the program-

© 1990 Hewlett-Packard Co. TMBID957A/ED 

mable pulse generators you 
need for the fast devices you 
have in hand and mind. 

There is a better way. 

(hp] HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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ASSURED MIGRATION 
10 16-BIT ARCHITECTURE. 

THE TRUE TEST 
OF A DESIGN THAT FUES. 

Moving up from 8 to 16~bit? With 
Motorola's new 68HC16, there's no 
need to venture to parts unknown, 
where your architecture and 
software base become extinct. 

Now you can rise to power with 
the world's only 16-bit microcontrol
ler that features full upward source code 
compatibility with Motorola's huge 
8-bit portfolio. 

IF YOU'RE HEADED FOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE, YOU'RE 

ON THE RIGHT PATH. 
The 68HC16 not only makes upward mi

gration easier than ever. It also sends 16-bit 
performance soaring into a whole new 
realm. This incredible device averages over 
eight times faster than the fastest member of 
our HC11 Family. And its powerful control
oriented DSP instructions push the limits of 
16-bit performance. 

OUR 68HC16 TAKES YOU IN THE 
RIGHT DIRECTION. 

With our 68HC16 Family's modular 
design, your flight to the future is fast. And 

4)l
1
,, efficient. The HC16 can use any inter
;f., ,,, module bus peripheral from our 

r, "" rapidly expanding 68300 Family. 
So the 68HC16 Family can 

grow quickly to meet your needs. 
And when you're ready to take the 

next step up, you can apply your 
HC16 knowledge directly toward your 

32-bit migration. 
The 68HC16. Yet another addition to the 

ever-expanding families of Motorola microcon
trollers that make one thing very clear. 

For well-planned migration to high perfor
mance, travel with the leader. Motorola. 

r------------------------------------------, 
To receive a Teclmical Product Preview for the 68HC16, 
plus more news to come on our high performance migra
tion path, please complete and return this coupon to: 
Motorola, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1466 
Austin, Texas 78767 EDl0 / 25 /90 

Name _____________ ~ 

Company ____________ ~ 

Title ______________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

Ci~--------------~ 

1 
State Zip Phone ____ _ 

L------------------------------------------

THE PATHWAY TO PERFORMANCE. 

®MOTOROLA 
© 1990 Motorola, Inc. 
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- High Efficiency - 80% 
- No External Components Required 

Reduced Parts Count 
Surface Mount Technologies 
Premium Performance at Low Cost 

CALL 1-800-548-6132 ext. s20 
Fax 1-602-741-3895 
Write P.O. Box 11400- Tucson, Arizona 85734 
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Now design your single-board RISC computer with three NEW 
Performance components: CPU/FPA R3400, PACEWRAP·; & BiCameral SCRAM: 
PACEMIPS~ R3400 
CPU/FPA in a CPU Socket 
o 40/33/25 MHz operation 
o Only 1.2 clock cycles/instruction 
0 Up to 33 MIPS and 11.6 MFLOPS 
o 172 lead flat pack/144-pin PGA 
o Full R3000A/R301 OA functionality 

PACEWRAP R3100 
o Replaces four R3020s and up to 

24 other chips 
o Eight-word-deep Write Buffer 

- with readback 
o Programmable Read Buffer 

- to 32 words and matches refill 
o Parity generation - allows use of 

main memory without parity 
o Bus snooping support 

PACE Technology is a trademark ol PerfoJmance Semiconductor Corporall0f1. 
PACEMIPS Is a joint trademark of Pertroman<:e Semiconductor Corporation aod MIPS Computer Systems. Inc. 
PACEWRAP and BiCameral SCRAM are trademarb OI P9r1ormanc.e Semiconductor Corporation , Inc 

DATA 
BUS(DlS) 

LATCH ,J-J..---'--~ ~------"---'--'. LATCH 
ENABLE ENABLE 

SIOEA SIOEB 

CHIP SELECT 

CHIP SELECT" 

""""'5S 
BUS(O:t2) 

Bicameral SCRAM Logic Diagram 

CIRCLE 179 

BICAMERAL SCRAM 
o Dual 8K x15 or dual 8K x16 

high-speed SCRAMS 
o Instruction and data cache 

on one chip 
o On-Chip address latches 
o Four Bicameral SCRAMs replace 

16 8K x8 SRAMs & 4 latches 
o Available for up to 40 MHz CPU 

operation in early 1991 

For more information or to order, 
call or write Performance Semiconductor, 
the Leading Volume and Speed Supplier 
of MIPS RISC components. 

610 E. Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale, Ca 94089 
Telephone: (408) 734-9000 
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You've Got Better hings 
To Do With Your Design 
Time (And Money) THan 
Learning The M steries 

Of Twisted Pair thernet. 
Let Us Help. 

© 1990 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. 



No other chip supplier knows its way around 

networks like Advanced Micro Devices: Back-

bones. LANs. WANs. you name it. 

Just ask our chipset development partners 

at HP® and SynOptics~ 

AMO is a major. major maker of lOBASE-i 

transceivers. We sell the most cost-effective 

solution. Our silicon is CMOS. so we'll save 

you energy as well as time. And you can trust 

that we're compliant. (We helped write the 

standard.) 

Are you starting development soon? How 

about now? Call (800) 222~9323. 

Advanced Micro Devices~ 
901 Thompson Place. PO Box 3453. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. 
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IN 1990, WE'RE FINA 
JOE, BOB, BEN AND FRAN 

Nowadays it's called "Concurrent 
Engineering''. Back then it was 
simply the way the job got done. 
A small group of people in constant 
communication. From flowchart 
changes to thermal problems. From 
concept to manufacturing. 

Did it work? You bet. It gave us 
things we now use every day. Like 

television. Radio. And computers. 
But time passed, the technology 

got more complex, and the people 
became departments. "Over the 
wall" engineering carried the day. 
Unfortunately, a lot was lost in the 
process. Projects began to control 
people, instead of people controll
ing projects. 

Now there's a way to regain the 
human dimension that makes con
current engineering such a powerful 
competitive weapon. It's called the 
Concurrent Design Environment.'" 

No matter how many engineers, 
no matter how complex the tech
nology, no matter how many design 
disciplines involved, the Concurrent 



LLY BACK TO WHAT 
K WERE DOING IN 1963. 

Design Environment binds your 
engineering force into a highly 
interactive team. Its Falcon 
Framework™ combines state of the 
art design tools with unprecedented 
engineering management capacity. 
For virtually all electronics technol
ogies and engineering disciplines. 
With tools from any source, includ-

ing third party and in-house. 
So let us show you how to turn 

back the clock by moving your 
engineering forward. For a free 
videotape about the Concurrent 
Design Environment, call 
1-800-547-7390. 

Ii Mentor 
~Gra~ICS® 
Changing The WJf The Wlrld fuigns. Togcther. 



LCD Proto Kit 
Everything you need to 
start your LCD application 
.... create complex screens 
in just a few hours! 

240 x 64 
pixel 
Supertwist 
LCD 

5 Pin Alternate 
Power Power 
DIN. Connector. 

Kit provides 
serial inter
fece to IBM 

PC for quick 
prototyping. 

Board also 
supports 

displays up 
to 240 x 128 

pixels. 

The 
CY325 

LCD 
Windows 

Controller 
provides 

parallel or 

1!:~:~~~~r~i 
of Instrument

size LCDs. Up 
to 256 built-In 

windows support 
window-relative 
text, bergraphs, 
waveforms, and 
plots. Text and 

graphics are main
tained In separate 
planes, facilitating 

special effects. 
Complete User 

Manual included. 

Add your own 8051 
CPU for stand 

alone operation. 

Kit also includes: 
Power supply provides + 5v and Gnd for 
board, -12v for LCD, 
and + 12v spare. Sample routines in 

$495 - Kit 
Popular LCD Starter Kit. 

~~~ ~~~ 

8051 Assembler 
and QuickBasic. 

LCD Paint~ for 
creating your own 

siraphics 
images. 

($595 pre-assembled & tested) 

*The CY325 40-pin CMOS LCD Controller 
IC is available from stock @ $75/singles, 
$20/lOOOs (Surface mount also avail in qty.) 

CyberneticMicr.oSystems 
~Box 3000 • San Gregorio CA 94074 
~Tel: 415-726-3000 • Fax: 415-726-3003 
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EDITORIAL 

S
ummer once again has come and gone, and we find ourselves in the 
midst of autumn. But just as autumn once meant back to serious 
schoolwork and studies, for us it means we've come to the serious time 
of year for the electronics business: the industry trade show season. 

Buscon East was held a couple of weeks ago in Marlborough, Mass. (see the 
preview in our previous issue). In this issue, we preview Electronica, the 
giant international show held biennially in Munich (this year, from Nov. 6 to 
10), and in the next issue, we'll look at both Comdex (Las Vegas, Nov. 13-17) 
and Wescon (Anaheim, Calif. , November 13-15). 

Of these, Wescon deserves some special comment this year (as well as a 
small commercial at the end of this piece). It's certainly the oldest of the 
group, and, like Electronica, it spreads its wings over the entire electronics 
industry (although Electronica is much larger), while the other fall shows are 
more specialized. As a show, Wescon certainly has seen better years in atten
dance and in numbers of exhibitors. In years past, it was the premier show on 
the West Coast. What still brings us back to Wescon year after year is the 
wide mix of technologies and new products that can be found each year on the 
exhibits floor. Plus there's the steadfast belief that the show still is impor
tant to the electronics industry as a whole. In recent years, for example, it has 
attracted a growing number of exhibitors offering PC-based CAE tools, as 
well as exhibitors from the Far East, Europe, and Canada. 

Ah yes, the commercial. If you plan to attend Wescon next month, be sure 
to set aside some time to attend "CAE Day," an all-day track of technical 
sessions on CAE. The three sessions, which will be jointly sponsored by Elec
tronic Design Automation Companies (EDAC) and Electronic Design, will 
kick off with a panel of experts from EDAC member companies discussing 
EDA directions in the 1990s. That will be followed by a session on VHDL 
chaired by Electronic Design CAE Editor Lisa Maliniak. The day concludes 
with a panel session, moderated by myself, discussing the shifting price
performance crossover point between PC-based CAE and workstations. 

DESIGN 

Stephen E. Scrupski 
Editor-in-Chief 



3 KHz-800 MHz 
over 50 off-the-shelf models 
from $295 

Choose impedance ratios from 1: 1 up to 36: 1, 
connector or pin versions (plastic or metal case built 
to meet MIL-T-21038 and MIL-T-55631 requirements*). 
Fast risetime and low droop for pulse applications; 
up to 1000 M ohms (insulation resistance) and up to IOOOV 
(dielectric withstanding voltage). Available for 
immediate delivery with one-year guarantee. 

Call or write for 64-page catalog 

' units are not QPL listed 

finding new ways ... 
setting higher standards 

0 Mini:~0~!~m~~c~0! 
PO. Box 350166 , Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 

Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156 
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TECHNOLOGY BRIEFING 

MIXED-SIGNAL SIMULATION IS PROVEN 

P 
racticality is obviously a key factor when exam
ining all of the elements in a particular emerging 
technology. And, when writing a report, such as 
the one in this issue on mixed-signal CAE (see 

"Mixed-Signal Simulators Abound," p. 43), it's my aim 
to bring you up to date on a technology that's either prac
tical now or soon will be. However, it's easy to succumb 
to the spell of a technology that has promise, yet isn't to
tally practical. After many false starts, mixed-signal 
simulation might appear to be dangerously close to this 
category. But, stemming from the events at the recent 
Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting (BCTM) in Min- FRANK GOODENOUGH 
neapolis, it seems that mixed-signal simulation has ar- ANALOG & POWER 

rived as a bona fide, practical design tool. 
At the BCTM evening panel session, six teams, employing tools from eight 

CAE companies, proved hands-down that a 12-bit successive-approximation 
IC analog-to-digital converter (ADC) could be simulated successfully beyond 
the transistor level. Moreover, the simulation techniques that were demon
strated included finding and fixing serious bugs. 

The six teams (and their tools) were Analogy with Saber, Cadence with An
alog Artist-Verilog, EES/Mentor with Precise-LSIM, Intergraph with ISIM
se, Meta-Software/Mentor with HSpice-LSIM, and Viewlogic/Microsim 
with PSpice-Viewsim. Four of the six employed Spare workstations; Inter
graph engineers used their Clipper-based Interpro and Meta-Software em
ployed the Apollo DN4500. Meta-Software also made a few runs with the 
DN 4500 for LSIM, while a more powerful Apollo DNlOOOO handled HSpice. 

Before the meeting, session moderator John Shier of VTC, Bloomington, 
Minn., gave the teams transistor-level schematics of the ADC and Spice mod
els of its transistors (for an earlier article on these tests, see ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN, July 26, p. 16;/or more information, call VTC's Jan Jopke at (612) 
934-5082). Results from all of the teams were consistent. According to Shier, 
ADC conversion times were expected to run between 100 and 250 ns, and the 
results ran from 90 to 260 ns. Simulation times, depending on the platform 
and the level of modeling, ranged from less than a minute to about two hours. 

What came through loud and clear is thatall of these mixed-signal tools are 
hierarchical, making possible top-down and bottom-up design. A mix of both 
approaches was used by each team. However, all of the teams made it manda
tory that individual behavioral circuit-blocks, whether analog or digital, 
must be simulated at the primitive (transistor-resistor-capacitor) level at 
some time prior to, or during, the design process. 

The bottom-up approach, for example, was used by Intergraph. They cap
tured the primitive schematic and simulated the individual blocks. Then be
havioral models were developed-particularly for the successive approxima
tion register (SAR)--simulated, and the results of the simulations compared. 

Analogy started at the top, capturing the block diagram of the ADC in 
their behavioral language, and simulating to prove functionality. Then each 
block was broken down in more and more detail until the primitive level was 
reached. Simulation time ran 20 seconds pure-behavioral, 75 minutes pure
primitive (510 transistors), and 2 minutes in a hybrid mode with 50 transis
tors. In the hybrid simulation, the DAC's switches were a mix of primitive 
and a digital-switch model, and the SAR, D-latch, ana clocks were pure digital 
behavioral-models. Indicative of compute power, the pure-primitive HSpice
LSim that ran on the two Apollos took less than two minutes. 

For some designs, these tools may never replace breadboards or transis
tor-level simulations. However, the tools' ability to quickly simulate complex 
mixed-signal circuits, hundreds or even thousands of times, enables you to 
optimize such circuits and play "what if" games early on. 
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r to 3Gffz from$114s 
Jowpass, highpass, 

bandpass, narrowband IF 
• less than 1 dB insertion loss • greater than 40dB stopband rejection 
• 5-section, 30dB/octave rolloff • VSWR less than 1.7 (typ) • meets MIL-STD-202 tests 
• rugged hermetically-sealed pin models • BNC, Type N; SMA available 
• surface-mount • over 100 off-the-shelf models • immediate delivery 

low pass de to 1200MHz 
PASSBAND, MHz fco, MHz STOP BAND, MHz VSWR 

(loss<1dB) (loss 3db) (loss>20dB) (loss>40dB) pass- stop-
MODEL band band 

NO. Min. Norn. Max. Max. Min. typ. typ. 

PLP-10.7 DC-11 14 19 24 200 1.7 18 
PLP-21 .4 DC-22 24.5 32 41 200 1.7 18 
PLP-30 DC-32 35 47 61 200 1.7 18 
PLP-50 DC-48 55 70 90 200 1.7 18 
PLP-70 DC-60 67 90 117 300 1.7 18 

LOW PASS PLP-100 DC-98 108 146 189 400 1.7 18 
PLP-150 DC-140 155 210 300 600 1.7 18 
PLP-200 DC-190 210 290 390 800 1.7 18 
PLP-250 DC-225 250 320 400 1200 1.7 18 
PLP-300 DC-270 297 410 550 1200 1.7 18 
PLP-450 DC-400 440 580 750 1800 1.7 18 
PLP-550 DC-520 570 750 920 2000 1.7 18 
PLP-600 DC-580 640 840 1120 2000 1.7 18 
PLP-750 DC-700 770 1000 1300 2000 1.7 18 
PLP-800 DC-720 800 1080 1400 2000 1.7 18 
PLP-850 DC-780 850 1100 1400 2000 1.7 18 
PLP- 1000 DC-900 990 1340 1750 2000 1.7 18 

frequency PLP-1200 DC-1000 1200 1620 2100 2500 1.7 18 

high pass de to 2500MHz 
PASSBAND, MHz fco, MHz STOP BAND, MHz VSWR 

(loss<1dB) (loss 3db) (loss>20dB) (loss>40dB) pass- stop-
MODEL band band 

NO. Min. Min. Norn. Min. Min. typ. typ. 

PHP-50 41 200 37 26 20 1.5 17 
PHP-100 90 400 82 55 40 1.5 17 

HIGH PASS PHP-150 133 600 120 95 70 1.8 17 

"'[l_ i::i~ : 
c • 
. g : 

~ : : 
; : : 

PHP-175 160 800 140 105 70 1.5 17 
PHP-200 185 800 164 116 90 1.6 17 
PHP-250 225 1200 205 150 100 1.3 17 
PHP-300 290 1200 245 190 145 1.7 17 
PHP-400 395 1600 360 290 210 1.7 17 
PHP-500 500 1600 454 365 280 1.9 17 
PHP-600 600 1600 545 440 350 2.0 17 
PHP-700 700 1800 640 520 400 1.6 17 
PHP-800 780 2000 710 570 445 2.1 17 
PHP-900 910 2100 820 660 520 1.8 17 

frequency PHP-1000 1000 2200 900 720 550 1.9 17 

bandpass 20 to 70MHz 
BANDPASS 

CENTER PASS BAND, MHz STOP BAND, MHz VSWR 
FREQ. (loss < 1dB) (loss> 10 dB) (loss> 20 dB) 1.3:1 typ. 

MODEL MHz Max. Min. Min. Max. Min. Max. total band 
NO. FO F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 FS MHz 

PIF-21.4 21.4 18 25 4.9 85 1.3 150 DC-220 
PIF-30 30 25 35 7 120 1.9 210 DC-330 
PIF-40 42 35 49 10 168 2.6 300 DC-400 
PIF-50 50 41 58 11.5 200 3.1 350 DC-440 
PIF-60 60 50 70 14 240 3.8 400 DC-500 

freQ.Jeney PIF-70 70 58 82 16 280 4.4 490 DC-550 

narrowband IF 
NARROWBAND IF CENTER PASS BAND, MHz STOP BAND, MHz STOP BAND, MHz PASS-

FREQ. l.L. 1 .5dB max. l.L. > 20dB l.L. > 35dB BAND 
MODEL MHz VSWR 

NO. FO F1-F2 F5 FS F7 F8-F9 Max. 

PBP-10.7 10.7 9.5-11.5 7.5 15 0.6 50-1000 1.7 
PBP-21 .4 21.4 19.2-23.6 15.5 29 3.0 80- 1000 1.7 
PBP-30 30.0 27.0-33.0 22 40 3.2 99-1000 1.7 
PBP-60 60.0 55.0-67.0 44 79 4.6 190-1000 1.7 

FREQUENCY PBP-70 10.0 63.0-77.0 51 94 6 193-1000 1.7 

r;;:;J Mini-Circuits 
P.O. BOX 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 FAX (718) 332-4661 TELEX 6852844 or 620156 WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS 

PRICE 
$ 

Qty. 
(1-9) 

11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 
11.45 

PRICE 
$ 

Qty. 
(1-9) 

14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 

PRICE 
$ 

Qty. 
(1-9) 

14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 

PRICE 
$ 

Qty. 
(1-9) 

18.95 
18.95 
18.95 
18.95 
18.95 
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The UNIX based DECstation™ 5000 Workstation 



Example #1: Performance 
No matter how you measure 

it, Digital's DECstation 5000 

workstation leads all others in per
formance. Whether it's raw CPU 
performance, 2D or 3D graphics 

speed, or price/performance, the 
DECstation 5000 workstation 
comes out ahead. In fact, for over
all performance, nothing else is 

close. And we've got the numbers 
to prove it. 

PERFORMANCE SUN IBM 

UNIX based applications, includ
ing the industry's most popular 

MCAD and EDA applications. 

Example #3: Power Frame™ for 
Design Integration. 

DECstation 
COMPARISON SPARCstation 1+ 

CHAITT (1) 
320/520 5000 ex 

With Digital's 

Power Frame 
design frame
work, you can 

easily integrate 
the DECstation 

5000 worksta

tion with your 
existing UNIX 

based EDA and 

MCAD systems. 

PowerFrame is 

the most widely 

Graphics & 0.24 0.71 1.59 Windowing (2) 

Integer 1.04 (3) 1.34 1.61 

Floating 1.10 (3) 2.6 1.7 Point 

Overall 0.65 1.35 1.63 Performance 

(1) AH data normalized to DECstation 3100. Comparable configurations tested . Geometric mean used to 
combine results. Performance will vary depending on applications and environment. (2) Graphics and 
windcming data measured using X11perf benchmark. CPU Integer and Floating Point performance 
measured from running SPEC V1.0 'NOrl<load . (3) SPEC performance estimate based on SUN 41330 results 
published by Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

Example#2: 
UNIX based Applications 
When you run with the 

leader, you know you're in good 

company. The DECstation 5000 
workstation runs more than 1,500 

used framework for heterogeneous 

design management. 
And, ofcourse,astheleader 

in integrated multi-vendor 

pe. 
networked computing, you can 
count on Digital for full service 
and support. We can help you 

design, implement and maintain 

an engineering computing strategy 
that capitalizes on today's technol-

ogy, while keeping your options 
open for the future. 

For your copy of benchmark 

test results and a list of available 
applications, call 1-800-343-4040, 
ext. 970. These are filled with 

examples of what you expect from 

a leader. Digital 
lias 

it 
now. 

© Digital Equipmenl Corporation 1990. The DIGITAL logo, Digital has it now, D ECstation and Power Frame are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. UN IX is a regis1ered trademark of AT&T. SPARCstation is a 
trademark of SUN Microsystems, lnc. SUN is a registered trademark of SUN Microsystems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of Internat ional Business Machines Corporation. 





TECHNOLOGY NEWSLETIER 

Tl CASE TOOLS AIM As the software backlog grows, so does the demand for computer-aided soft
ware engineering (CASE) tools. To tap this rich vein-estimated to hit $8 bil-

AT MULTIPLE PLATFORMS lion by 1995-Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, is making its CASE software 
run under Digital Equipment Corp.'s VMS operating system, TI1500 Unix, and Fujitsu Unix, 
starting early next year. Later in 1991, developers will be able to write for the Tandem Com
puters Inc. NonStop environment. With Tl's case tools, which the company calls the Informa
tion Engineering Facility (IEF), applications can be written for many platforms from the same 
specification. A developer chooses from a menu of languages, operating systems, and data
base management systems. Then the IEF's construction tools generate the appropriate 
source code, data structures, and screens. SVT 

EMULATE LASERJET IN The first complete hardware and software emulation of HP's LaserJet III / 
PCL 5 is now available. Printer-control language (PCL) 5, an extension of 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PCL 4, is the newest page-description language (PDL) that controls the func
tions of the LaserJet III. Previously, OEMs could get either the hardware or software emula
tions from a supplier. Now they can get Laser Act 5 from Destiny Technology Corp., Milpitas, 
Calif. It's a complete solution that incorporates all of the LaserJet III functionality and adds 
such features as PostScript capability and on-the-fly scaling of resident or downloadable fonts 
from 0.25- to 999.75-point size. Its powerful image modeling can accomplish overlay-image 
combinations in transparent or opaque modes to create special effects, such as shadows and 
reverse-image printing. Destiny has also come up with a software architecture for the lan
guage. The architecture breaks the language down into four modules, each supplying a rela
tionship to a different area: orientation, image modeling, coordinate translation, and network 
interfacing. Destiny will supply the software as well as the ASICs to OEMs. RN 

SMALL DISK DRIVES By simultaneously developing a disk-drive controller chip set and the drive 
itself, a pair of 2.5-in.-diameter drives offer designers formatted capacities of 

PACK INTELLIGENT CACHE 31.5 or 62.9 Mbytes. From Western Digital Corp., Irvine, Calif., the AT-com
patible drives include an intelligent caching scheme called CacheFlow. The scheme improves 
system performance by using a multisegmented adaptive cache algorithm that evaluates the 
way data is requested by the system, and then adapts automatically to the optimum caching 
mode (such as sequential or repetitive). The drives offer six modes for power management
read-write, seek, idle, standby, sleep, and shut-down. They work with the company's 
WD7600LP motherboard logic chip set, which is optimized for low-power laptop, notebook 
computers. The drives are also the lowest-weight units yet released. The WDAB130, with its 
31.5 Mbytes of storage and 19-ms access time, weighs in at just 144 grams and is just 0.6-in. 
high. The WDAH260 packs double the storage, has the same access time, and weighs in at 160 
grams due to its second platter. The extra platter also increases the drive's height to 0.75 in. 
Evaluation units sell for $325 and $495, respectively. Contact Bob Blair at (714) 932-7834. DB 

TECHNOLOGY CENTERS Following the path of several other companies in an effort to offer customers 

A 
easier access to ASIC, SCSI, and PC design expertise, NCR Corp., Dayton, 

EASE DESIGN CCESS Ohio, is assembling a worldwide network of Regional Technology Centers. 
The RTCs will be set up at strategic locations around the U.S., as well as in other parts of the 
world. The centers will provide extensive technical support, and will offer design resources 
for NCR customers developing application-specific ICs as well as other products, such as 
SCSI-based host adapters. The first center is based in San Jose, Calif., and includes private 
work areas with Apollo, Sun, and 486-based workstations. The workstations run software 
from Mentor, Cadence, and View logic for customers that don't have their own in-house design 
capability. Also available will be various logic analyzers, scopes, and PC platforms for easier 
software and hardware debugging. Five additional centers are slated to open before the end of 
1990. They'll be located in Orange County, Calif; Boston, Mass.; Dallas, Texas; Munich, Ger
many; and Taipei, Taiwan. Each RTC will be linked to all of NCR's other facilities through a 
wide-area computer network. DB 
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TECHNOLOGY NEWSLETIER 

DUAL 18-BIT 96-KHZ Hailing from a newcomer to the ADC field, a novel dual IC meant for digital
audio applications may fill the need for 12-to-18-bit sampling ADCs. The 

ADC RUNS OFF 5· V RAIL AT76C120, from Atmel, San Jose, Calif., is the first of the genre to run off a 
single 5-V supply, and it costs just $25 each in 1000s. If two converters are required, the cost 
drops to $12.50 each for an ADC that offers a typical signal-to-noise ratio of 90 dB (approxi
mately 15 bits) while sampling at 96 kHz. Moreover, a reference isn't required (it's on-chip), 
and both ADCs on the chip sample simultaneously. Differential linearity is +1 LSB at 18 bits 
(no-missing-code performance). Atmel brings their expertise in EEPROMs to the AT76C120. 
The chip contains two successive-approximation ADCs. Each combines binary-weighted poly
silicon-oxide-polysilicon capacitor arrays for the MSBs, with polysilicon resistor strings form
ing the LSBs. The switched-capacitor arrays provide the inherent sampling needed to capture 
signals to 44 kHz. At the completion of each conversion, a digital correction for tap-weight er
rors (in the capacitor arrays) modifies the two serial output words. The correction factor is de
termined during factory testing and stored in the on-chip EEPROM. Call Jeff Katz, (408) 441-
0311. FG CIRCLE 349 

NEWWAVE GROWS WITH With the arrival of three new software products, Hewlett-Packard Corp.'s 
(Palo Alto, Calif.) suite of NewWave tools now numbers twenty. One prod-

INTEGRATOR, E·MAIL, FAX uct, called AdvanceLink, enables PC users to integrate minicomputer-based 
applications with a workstation. The tool automates repetitive tasks, such as logging onto the 
host or transferring data, by creating a command file that's invoked with a simple sequence of 
keystrokes or by using a mouse. AdvanceLink also supports Microsoft's DDE (dynamic data 
exchange) protocol, making it possible for further integration with other PC applications. And 
it supplies emulation of HP 2392 and 700/94 terminals, allowing users to access applications 
running on HP 3000 or 9000 systems in line or block mode. AdvanceLink should be available by 
year's end for $299. The second product is NewWave Mail, an electronic-mail tool that lets 
users send messages, video objects, and other data types to other users. It's available now for 
$195. Finally, with OfficeFax, New Wave Mail users can send other users facsimile messages 
directly from their computers. It costs $6000 and is also available now. For more information, 
contact HP's customer information center at (800) 752-0900. RN CIRCLE 350 

DIGITAL J/Q CARD CUTS Using a PC/ AT interface card designed around a proprietary ASIC, users 
can get reduced cost per I/O and improved reliability. The ZT 14CT72 from 

COST, RAISES RELIABILITY Zia tech Corp., San Luis Obispo, Calif., consolidates 192 points of bidirectional 
digital I/O on one card and connects AT-type systems to high-current peripheral devices. The 
card can drive high-current peripherals, such as industrial I/O modules, with the help of the 
16C48 48-point ASIC. In addition, it supplies a current sink of 12 mA. Each of the 14CT72's 
digital I/O lines can be programmed individually as an input or an output, adding configura
tion flexibility for industrial applications. The digital I/ 0 card also features open-collector out
puts that don't glitch at power-up and power-down. Therefore, external devices aren't inad
vertently t riggered. The board, which takes up only one slot in the backplane, costs $5450 and 
comes with the device-driver software. Large-volume discounts are available. For more infor
mation, call Phil Nash at (805) 541-0488. RN CIRCLE 351 

UNDERVOLTAGE SENSORS The MC34164-3 and MC33164-5 from Motorola, Phoenix, Ariz., can monitor 
the supply rails of 3- and 5-V microprocessors, respectively, and apply a reset 

RESET MICROPROCESSORS pulse at power-on. Such a pulse is mandatory in MC68HC11-family microcon
trollers and beneficial in many others. When the 3-V rail rises between 2.55 and 2.8 V, the 
MC34164-3's output goes high; when the rail drops to that window, the output goes low. A 
minimum of 30 m V of hysteresis is supplied to prevent erratic operation. The 5-V rail monitor's 
window is between 4.15 and 4.45 V, and the hysteresis is a minimum of 20 m V. Quiescent 
current of these chips is just 15 µA from a 3-V rail, and 20 µA from a 5-V rail. As a result, they 
lend themselves to battery-powered applications from automotive to medical to PCs. The 
MC34164-3 and MC33164-5 are for commercial-temperature-range operation; two siblings will 
handle industrial temperatures. All four come in plastic 3-pin T0-226AA (modified T0 -92) and 
S0-8 packages. Pricing in quantities of 10,000 ranges from $0.43 to $0.55 each. (602) 897-
3615. FG CIRCLE 352 
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HPandApollo 
proudly announce 
the birth of 
five new 
workstations. 



As yolid expect, 
compatibility runs in 

Solid rrwdelingfor mechanical engineering Graphic inform.a 

Advanced 3D graphics Mechanical computer-

400t 425t 400s 433s 

The HP Apoll.o 9000 Seri.es 400. 



the family. 

t'i<msystem Presentat'i<m spreadsheet Mechanical CAD and manufacturing 

aided engineering CASE canjigurat'i<m management Electronic design aufmrlat'i<m 

You're ready for more powerful 
workstations. But you want them 
at a reasonable price. And you don't 
want to sacrifice your software 
investment to get them. 

Hewlett-Packard has a better way. 

The new Hewlett-Packard Apollo 
9000 Series 400 workstations. 
Based on the latest Motorola tech
nology, they give you astonishingly 
fast performance at a very low 
price. As well as the capability to 
handle over 3200 applications, the 

broadest and best set of applica
tions available. 

At the entry level, there's the very 
powerful 400dl with 12 MIPS for 
under $5,000~ The 425t with 20 
MIPS and 3.5 MFLOPS is priced 
under $9,000~ And, there's the 
affordable 433s, with 26 MIPS and 
4.5 MFLOPS for under $16,000~ 

Our new VRX graphics options offer 
you excellent performance for 2D 
graphics with X Wmdows. Or add 
the unparalleled power of our 
advanced 3D graphics for the best 
rendering technology in the 
industry. 

CIRCLE 154 

The affordable, compatible new 
generation of Hewlett-Packard 
Apollo workstations. Just the kind 
of innovation you'd expect from 
HP Apollo. For more information, 
call 1-800-752-0900, Ext.1455. 

There is a better way. 

r//'09 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 

•U.S. List price. 
1990 Hewlett-Packard Company CPWG002 



Here's one reason that over 
half of all SCSI devices 

sold are NCR. 

Part of the NCR SCSI Development Team: (left to right) 

We created the market ... and we still lead the way. 
Meet NCR's SCSI development team. In 1983, they gave the computer 

industry its first SCSI device. By providing easy connectability and 

significantly reducing time to market, a new product era was born. 

Since then needs have changed. By combining our system skills, high

performance standard cell methodology, and in-house manufacturing, 

NCR has maintained its leadership role with innovative new ideas 

like the 53C700 product family. And the joint 

development of LAD DR - a new architecture 

aimed at cutting the development time of 

OS/2 device drivers by 9fJJ/o. 

Today SCSI is becoming the leading VO 

standard - adopted by industry giants 

like Apple, IBM, HP, and DEC And 

no one is selling more SCSI chip 

level products than NCR. In 

fact, no one even comes close. 

Jerry Armstrong, Sr.Software Engineer; Harry Mason, Strategic Marketing 
Manager; John Lohmeyer, NCR Sr. Consulting Engineer and Chairman of 
the ANSI X3T9.2 Committee and Dave Skinner, SCSI ProductManager. 

North American Sales Headquarters 
1731 Technol o~y Dn v~. 8u1tc ~00 
San Jose, CA 95110 
(408) 453-0303 



Here's another. 
The NCR 53C700 SCSI I/O Processor .. . 
So good, Electronic Design named it the 
product of the year. 
''You can't tell a goo:i SCSI chip just by looking at it. .. "and according 

to Electronic Design, NCR's 53C700 is the best there is. 

The only third generation SCSI device on the market today, it concen

trates all the functions of an intelligent SCSI adapter board on a single, 

smart and extremely fast, chip ... for about 150/oof the cost. 

As the first SCSI I/O processor on a chip, the 53C700 allows your CPU 

to work at maximum speed while initiating I/O operations up to 

thousands of times faster than any non-intelligent host adapter. DMA 

controllers can burst data at speeds of up to 50 Mbytes/s. This new chip 

cuts down system time hookup to a fraction of what it has been. 

Those are just a few of the reasons Electronic Design's ''Best of the 

Digital IC's" award went to NCR's 53C700 last year. 

And now the NCR 53C710! 

For the complete story on the NCR SCSI product line featuring the 

new 53C710, as well as the upcoming SCSI seminars with the NCR 

SCSI Development Team, please call: 

1-800-334-5454 

Gustav-Heinemann-Ring 133 
8000 M unchen 83 
West Germany 
49 89 632202 

CIRCLE 157 

Asia/Pacific Sales Headquarters 
250!, Vicwood Plaza 
199 Des Voeux Road 
Central 
Hong Kong 
825 859 6044 



TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES 

32-BIT VMEBUS BOARD WITH Two 
DSP ICS DELIVERS 30 MFLOPS 

own bootstrap EPROM for 
firmware and data librar
ies. Both processors have 
access to a 4-Mword 
shared-memory array that 
combines static and dy
namic RAM . Up to 16 
Mbytes of common memo
ry on the board are multi
ported between the two 
processors and the VME
bus. With access to the 
VMEbus, memory can be 
shared with processors on 
other boards in a system. 
As a result, each processor 
can address a full 4-Gbyte 
memory and the whole 32-
bit memory space of the 
VMEbus as a master. 

tools are available from 
Data /3. Cost of the board 
depends on configuration, 
ranging in price from 
£5,000 to £12,000 . The 
DBV-96 will be marketed 
in Europe by Data Cell Ltd. 
In the U.S., it will be mar
keted by Areal Inc., High
land Park, N.J. Prices in 
the U.S. have yet to be set. 

W
ith a pair of 32-bit 
parallel buses for 
each of two Mo

torola DSP-96002 chips and 
for a shared VMEbus, a 
VMEbus board can offer 
multiprocessor systems 
more flexibility and pro
cessing power. Developed 
by Data f3 Ltd., Theale, 
Berkshire, the United 
Kingdom, the DBV96 
board delivers sustained 
processing power of more 
than 30 MFLO PS, suiting it 
to real-time DSP, array
processing, and math-ac
celeration applications in 
standard workstations and 
other systems. Up to eight 
boards can be connected in 
various topologies, includ
ing rings and cubes, with 
each board accessing up to 
20Mbytes/s. 

Each DSP96002 has ac
cess to two expansion ports 
on nonshared parallel data 
buses, to common memo
ry, and to the VMEbus for 
optimum configuration 
(see the figure). Robert 
Shaddock, Data f3's direc
tor, explains "In a radar or 
sonar application, a paral
lel connection might be the 
most efficient, while for 
graphics image process
ing, the boards would be 
connected in series as a 
pipeline." Because they op
erate independently, the 
two DSP96002s can be in
terconnected in series to 
form a single-board linear 
multiprocessor suitable 
for complex-number arith
metic. 

One expansion port, a 24-
b it peripheral bus, pro
vides an interface to data
acquisition systems. It can 
be used for direct connec
tion with analog-to-digital 
converter systems or video 
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boards. The other port sup
plies a high-speed 32-bit 
multimaster data and ad
dress facility to intercon
nect with other DBV96 
boards. It's also used as an 
interface with a series of 
daughter modules that can 
be coupled to the user-de
fined pins on the DSP96002 
to create interfaces with 
non-VMEbus bus systems. 

Each processor has its 
own 256-kword fast SRAM 
array, accessed by a dedi
cated 32-bit bus, for pro
gramming or scratchpad 
use. Each also contains its 

Peripheral expansion bus 

An assortment of soft
ware and development 

For more information, 
contact Data f3 Ltd., Unit 7, 
Chiltern Enterprise Centre, 
Theale, Berks RG7 4AA, 
United Kingdom, Tele
phone +44 (0)734 303631; or 
Data Cell Ltd., 10 West End 
Rd., Mortimer Common, 
Reading, Berks RG7 3SY, 
United Kingdom. 

PETER FLETCHER 
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INTEGRATED 80386SL SIMPLIFIES 
LAPTOP SYSTEMS, TRIMS POWER DEMANDS 

Fulfilling their prom
ise to merge the CPU 
chip with the basic 

support circuitry on a PC's 
motherboard, Intel Corp., 
Santa Clara, Calif., created 
a high-integration version 
of the 80386SX. The 
80386SL includes the 386 
core CPU, cache and mem
ory control logic with an 
LIM EMS 4.0 memory 
manager, AT-bus control 

IC DESIGN 

circuits, a high-speed pe
ripheral interface bus 
(with twice the standard 
AT speed), and flexible 
power-management capa
bilities. With special pro
grammable features for 
cache and other memory on 
the chip, system designers 
can create various configu
rations. Thus a range of 
system performance and 
price points is possible. 

Unlike the recently un
veiled 286ZX from Ad
vanced Micro Devices Inc., 
Austin, Texas, which in
cludes many of the PC/ AT 
motherboard functions, 
Intel decided to put all of 
the I/O and control func
tions into a second chip, the 
82360SL. This chip con
tains the programmable in
terrupt controllers, 
counter-timers, DMA con-
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with BiCEMOS™ ECL 
Speed Leadership 

Design tomorrow's fastest systems 
today. Our IDT10484 (4K x 4) will 
be the fastest high-density BiCMOS 
memory to run primary caches in 
ECL systems. At 7ns, the IDT10494 
(16K x 4) is the fastest BiCEMOS 
64K ECL SRAM available in volume 
production today. 

In addition, we offer the densest 
BiCEMOS ECL RAM, the IDT10504 
(64K X 4), at 12ns. And our new 
12ns IDT10496RL (16K x 4) syn
chronous self-timed SRAM (STRAM) 

BiCEMOS ECL SRAM Family 

Part No. Description 

IDT10484 16K (4K x 4) lOK ECL 
IDT100484 16K(4K x 4)100KECL 
IDT101484 16 K 14 K x 4)101K ECL 

IDT10490 64K(64K X l)lOKECL 
IDT100490 64K(64K X l)lOOKECL 
IDT101490 64K(64K x 1)101KECL 

IDT10494 64K(16K x 4)10KECL 
IDT100494 64K(16K x 4)100KECL 
IDT101494 64K(16K x 4)101KBCL 

IDT10496RL 64K(16K x 4)10KSTRAM 

offers registered inputs, latched out
puts, and self-timed write for easier 
system design. 

Each of our ECL SRAMs is availa
ble today in 10 K, 100 K, and lOlK 
configurations in 300mil SOJ and 
400mil Sidebraze DIP packages. 

Tuchnology for the '90s 
We engineered BiCEMOS technol

ogy to offer the best of both worlds: 
the low power consumption of 
CMOS with the high speed of bipolar 
technology. 

Max.Speed Typ.Power 
(ns) (mW) 

7 700 
7 500 
7 700 

8 420 
8 320 
8 420 

7 700 
7 500 
7 700 

12 1000 
IDT100496RL 64K(l6K x 4)100KSTRAM 12 800 
IDT101496RL 64K(16K x 4)101KSTRAM 12 1000 

IDT10504 256K(64K x 4)10KBCL 12 800 
IDT100504 256K(64K x 4)100KBCL 12 600 
IDT101504 256K (64K x 4) lOlK BCL 12 800 

BiCEMOS is a trademark of Integrated Device Technology, Inc. 
CIRCLE 134 

Count on our BiCEMOS ECL to 
take you through the 7ns speed bar
rier for 64 K densities. We believe our 
BiCEMOS ECL will achieve speed 
increases of 20% a year every year for 
the next five years, making BiCEMOS 
the technology for the '90s. 

Samples Available 
Call or FAX us today for samples 

and a copy of the new BiCEMOS 
ECL Product Information booklet 
with information on designing with 
BiCEMOS ECL for ultra-high-speed 
systems. 

IDT Corporate Marketing 
P.O. Box 58015 
3236 Scott Blvd. 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015 

(800) 345-7015 
FAX:408-492-8454 

When cost-effective 
performance counts 

Integrated 
Device Technology 



trollers, a real-time clock, 
24-mA bus drivers, and a 
parallel and serial I/O 
port. Various power-man
agement functions are also 
incorporated. These in
clude event recognizers 
that can trigger a system
management interrupt, a 
programmable CPU clock 
generator, memory re
fresh logic to support slow 
DRAM refresh, and an 
IdeaPort interface. To
gether, the two chips, with 
their 1.1 million transis
tors, form a complete 
386SX-type AT-bus moth
erboard minus the memo
ry, math coprocessor, and 
such major peripheral con
trollers as keyboard, video, 
and mass-storage control. 

The first version of the 
chip set is optimized for 
portable applications, such 
as notebook computers. It 
consumes much less power 
than other integrated solu
tions: Intel estimates that 
systems based on the SL 
chip set may double their 
battery life. To keep power 
low, a new interrupt 
scheme was created. The 
scheme is based on what 
Intel designers defined as 
a system management in
terrupt (SMI), which al
lows the system to perform 
many power-management 
tasks. Those tasks include 
suspend or resume opera
tion, put peripherals into 
standby, control the CPU 
speed, and allow uninter
ru p ti b le power-supply 
changeovers. There's also 
various other extensions 
users can define. 

To minimize the CPU 
chip space in portable envi
ronments, the IC will be 
housed in a 227-pad land
grid-array package. The 
package can be surface 
mounted and has no leads 
that can be damaged. The 
companion system support 
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chip comes in a 196-lead 
plastic quad-sided flat 
package; the CPU can also 
be had in a similar 196-lead 
PQFP. 

As part of the system ex
pansion capabilities, Intel 
defined a memory-card in
terface that's compatible 
with the Personal Comput
er Memory Card Interna
tional Association and the 
Japan Electronic Industry 
Development Association 
(PCMCIA/JEIDA). With 
the standard 68-pin connec-

tor, memory cards based 
on RAM, EPROM, flash 
EPRO M, or any other tech
nology can be connected to 
the system. The standard 
memory card measures 
85.6 by 54 mm and is just 
3.3-mm thick. In that for
mat, Intel plans to offer a 4-
Mbyte flash memory with 
a 250-ns read-access time, 
and a 2-second block erase 
(for 256-kbyte blocks). A 1-
Mbyte card will also be re
leased. 

A similar card format 

TRIO OF REVAMPED MACINTOSHES 
TRIM COSTS, OFFER NEW OPTIONS 

W
ith the arrival of 
three recently un
veiled Macintosh 

computers, sporting more 
feature-laden mother
boards and sle.eker cabi
nets, the minimum cost of 
the all-in-one original Macin
tosh as well as the modular 
Macintosh II family has 
been reduced. And design
ers at Apple Computer Inc., 
Cupertino, Calif., brought 
the prices down while im
proving performance. 

The lowest-cost system 
is the sub-$1000 Macintosh 
Classic, the only one that 
still retains the 9-in.-diago
nal monochrome display 
and all-in-one cabinet 
(though slightly resty
lized). Based on an 8-MHz 
68000, it delivers about25% 
more performance than 
the Macintosh Plus. It in
cludes 1 Mbyte of RAM (ex
pandable to 4 Mbytes on 
the motherboard) and 512 
kbytes of ROM to hold the 
basic operating system 
and device drivers. The 
system also has one Super
Drive, which can read and 
write to any 3.5-in. Macin
tosh, ProDos, or IBM-com
pa tible DOS diskette. 

I C DESIGN 

Moreover, the cabinet can 
hold a second drive inter
nally-a 40-Mbyte hard
disk drive-which ups the 
price to $1499, including a 
second megabyte of RAM. 
Built-in features include 
AppleTalk network inter
faces, an Apple Desktop 
Bus interface, a SCSI port 
for peripheral expansion, a 
floppy-disk expansion 
port, and a four-voice 
sound generator that 
drives a sound-output port. 

The Macintosh LC, Ap
ple's lowest-cost color sys
tem at $2499, has a limited
expansion modular for
mat. Based on a 16-MHz 
68020, it delivers about 
double the throughput of 
the Macintosh SE for about 
the same price. Support is 
also included for three 
monitor types-a new 12-
in. RGB unit with 256-col
or, 512-by-384-pixel capa
bility; a 12-in. monochrome 
monitor with 16 gray 
scales and 640-by-480-pixel 
resolution; and the already 
available 13-in. AppleColor 
16-color monitor. An op
tional 512-kbyte video
RAM module enables the 
system to display more 

has been adapted for a net
work interface. Though 
only in prototype form, the 
card promises to offer the 
same connectivity to note
book computers that full
size adapter cards bring to 
desktop systems. 

The 386SL CPU and 
82360 I/ 0 support chip will 
be sold separately. They go 
for $176 and $45, respec
tively, in 1000-unit lots. 
Contact Bruce Schechter 
(408) 765-5688. 

DAVEBURSKY 

than 32,000 colors with the 
12-in. RGB monitor. 

The LC's low-profile cabi
net is just 3-in. high and 
about 12-by-15-in. on its 
sides. The box has all basic 
features of the Classic plus 
a sound-input port. The port 
digitizes microphone input 
signals for voice annotation 
of documents and electronic 
mail. A 40-Mbyte hard-disk 
drive is standard. 

A unique LC option is an 
Apple Ile add-in card that 
allows most, if not all, of 
the thousands of Ile soft
ware packages to run on 
the Macintosh screen. 

The Hsi swings in on the 
low end of the modular Mac 
II family, with its 4-in. high 
by 12.4-by-14.9-in. cabinet. It 
sets a new low-cost option
$3769. Its single expansion 
slot can be configured as a 
NuBus-compatible slot or 
as a processor-direct slot via 
an adapter card. Based on a 
20-MHz 68030, it's about 
five times faster than the 
Macintosh SE. The Ilsi 
comes standard with 2 
Mbytes of RAM, a 40-Mbyte 
hard-disk drive, one Super
Drive, and all the I/O ports 
of the LC. A new release of 
Apple's A/UX Unix will be 
ready for the Hsi later this 
year. 

DAVEBURSKY 



Like you, Woody Newman will go to 
any length to become a better designer. 
This time he went into another dimension. 



Woody Newman has vanished into 
to get a better look at his designs. 



the Modulation Domain 

Recently, a design engineer named 
Woody Newman was working 
against a deadline when he found 
himself in a familiar predicament: 
To get the performance he wanted 
from his design, he needed a better 
understanding of his prototype. 

Like many modern designers, 
Woody knew the information 
he needed would be revealed if 
he could just see the dynamic 
behavior of frequency agile sig
nals, study the transient response 
of phase-locked loops, or under
stand potential sources of jitter. 
But conventional measurement 
techniques simply couldn't give 
him the right perspective. 

Where could he get a view like 
that? In his search for the answer, 
Woody found the Modulation 
Domain. A place unknown to 
most engineers, where changes 
in frequency, phase or timing can 
be measured with respect to time. 

There, he saw things he had never 
seen before. Like characterization 
of frequency agile signals in secure 
communications and advanced 
radar systems. Quantification of 
jitter in high-performance disk 
drives and digital communications 
systems. And single-shot analysis 
of step response in phase-locked 
loops and VCOs. It was just what 
he was looking for. 

Join Woody in his search to 
become a better designer. Call 
1-800-752-9000.* Ask for Ext. 
1700, and we'll send you a bro
chure and videotape describing 
the Modulation Domain and 
what you can expect to find there. 

There is a better way. 

r//'09 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 

*In Canada, call 1-800-387-3867, Dept. 416. 
Any similarity to ex isting pe rsons or compa nies is purely 
coinc idental. 
0 1990, Hewlett -Packard Co. TMSCD053/ ED 
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POWER-ONE'S International Switcher Series incorporates the latest state-of
the-art switching technology while providing POWER-ONE's traditional high 
quality at low prices. With certification to the world's toughest safety agency 
requirements, the series is especially suited tor products sold not only 
domestically, but internationally as well. • 85 models ... 40 walls to• 
walls• Efficient ... reliable ... economical• VDE construction •Up to 5 
fully regulated outputs • Full International safety and EMI approvals 

POWER-ONE'S International Linear Series is the world's undisputed leader in 
versatile, cost-effective linear power supply products. A long-time tawrite of 
designers and engineers worldwide, the series is the most widely purchased 
power supply line through distribution in the industry. The most popular volt-

age and current combinations are available in a wide variety of off-the-shelf 
standard models. • Popular Industry slandlld packages • 77 models .. . 

6 walls to 280 walls • ± D.05 'II regulation • Up to 4 fully regulated 
outputs • Worldwide safety approvals 

HIGH POWER 
POWER-ONE'S International High Power Series is the industry's only true 
fully-modular high power product line. Specify a power system that meets 

your exact requirements from a wide selection of single, dual and 
triple output plug-in power modules. Virtually any combination of 
output wltage and current rating can be delivered 
from stock. • 500 watts to 1500 watts • Fully 
modul• construction • Up to 15 fully regulated 
outputs • UPS battery backup option • Plnllel· 
able outputs with cunent sharing 

POWER-ONE offers one of the largest selections of switcher, linear, 
and high power standard models in the world. So, whatever your D.C. 
power supply requirement calls for, make POWER-ONE your first choice 
and be sure you're getting the best-not only in quality, but selection and 
value as well. Call today for our new 1990 catalogs. 

CIRCLE 176 

TOLL-FREE 
LITERATURE 
HOT-LINE: 
(800) 235-5943 
In California: 
(800) 421-3439 

ulnnouato,.. In Power Supply Technology" 

Nllll:r-ane 
B.I!. Pll/BeT Sll/IPLl5 
POWER-IJNE, INC. 
740 Calle Plano • Camarillo, c:A 93010-8583 
Phone: (805) 987-8741 • (805) 987-3891 
TWX: 91G-336-1297 ·FAX: (805) 388-0476 



TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS 

WITH MORE EXHIBITORS FROM ASIA, 
EASTERN EUROPE, AND THE U.S., THE 
HUGE SHOW Is TRULY INTERNATIONAL. 

ELECTRONICA HIGHLIGHTS 
COMPONENTS, ASSEMBLIES 

JOHN GOSCH AND PETER FLETCHER 

f there were a hall of fame for the world's most significant electron
ics shows, Electronica, a biennial event in Munich, Germany, would 
certainly be an entrant. And if exhibitions were narrowed down to 
shows devoted to components and assemblies only, Electronica may 
well find itself at the top. That, the show's organizers say, is the view 

of industry and trade officials in the U.S. and Japan. 
The significance of Electronica 90, to be held Nov. 6-10, lies not only in its 

size in terms of floor space and numbers of visitors and exhibitors, but also in 
its international quality and the type of exhibitors (Fig. 1). The latest count 
shows nearly 2000 exhibitors, about 10% more than at Electronica 88. Besides 
their own wares, they'll display those of an additional 530 companies. 

Of the 2000-plus "direct" exhibitors, around 870 will come from outside Eu

1
1. ELECTRONICA 90, an international trade fair for 
electronic components and assemblies, opens its doors Nov. 6 
through 14. The annual event will be held at the Fairgrounds 
in Munich, Germany. 

rope, 44% of the total. They'll come from 39 
different countries, both East and West. 
Carrying the U.S. flag will be 223 firms, 
representing the largest foreign contin
gent at the show. Second and third in line 
will be the United Kingdom with 125 firms 
and France with 85. 

Some 120,000 visitors are expected
about 12% more than in 1988-to flock to 
the Bavarian capital to see Electronica 90 
displays in 16 exhibition halls with a total 
floor space of 110,000 m2, or about 1 million 
ft2. Electronica will draw 30% more visi
tors from East European countries than in 
the 1988 edition, which is "a result of the 
political thaw between East and West," 
says Gerd vom Hovel, managing director 
of the Munich Trade Fair Corp., Electroni
ca's host. 

A key element of the show is it's special
ization. Electronica officials keep a close 
watch on what firms plan to exhibit. Any
thing that's not components-oriented or 
related to electronic subassemblies is 
barred from the show. This ensures that 
only the specialists attend the fair, that is, 
those who are potential buyers of the prod-
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ucts displayed, vom Hovel says. 
The Microelectronics Congress , 

which ran concurrently with the ex
hibition, will no longer be held. Show 
organizers felt that what was pre
sented at the congress was often too 
remote from the practitioner and di
verted attention from the displays. 
Compensating for the absence of the 
congress will be a number of semi
nars and conferences relating to 
components and their markets. 

Of note will be a half-day confer
ence on Nov. 6, at which Raimondo 
Paletto, chairman of the manage
ment board of the Joint European 
Submicron Silicon Initiative (Jessi) 
will discuss Jessi's status, direction, 
and goals for the next five years. 
Jessi aims to develop equipment, ma
terials, and technologies needed to 
produce, for instance, engineering 
samples of 0.5-µm ICs by mid-1991, 
first silicon of 0.3-µm parts by mid-
1993, and engineering samples of 
such parts by mid-1994. The 0.3-µm 
samples will be in pilot production by 
the end of 1995. 

A number of seminars will be con
ducted at the show. They range from 
microsystem technology, test-cost 
optimization, and power electronics 
to producers' liability, quality assur
ance, microelectronic sensors, and 
connector miniaturization. 

Much attention will focus on mem
ories, demonstrating how Europe 
ranks in the field. Germany's Sie
mens AG will present samples of 16-
Mbit DRAMs. The 0.6-µm CMOS IC 
integrates more than 33 million ele
ments on a 142-mm2 chip. 

The Siemens memory, the result 
of a two-year development effort 
that drew heavily on the Siemens/ 
Philips high-density-memory Mega 
project, is now being transferred 
into pilot production. Full production 
will start in 1992, when Siemens be
lieves it will have pulled even with 
Japanese memory producers. 

SGS-Thomson Microelectronics 
(STM), the Italian-French semicon
ductor maker, will present the latest 
additions to the company's EE
PROM family. A minimum of one 
million write/ erase cycles are possi
ble. Such performance is an order-of
magnitude improvement over previ-
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ous-generation EEPROMs. 
The ST93C46A and ST93CS56 are 

1- and 2-kbit EEPROMs built with a 
special process STM calls CMOS F3. 
This is a single-metal/single-poly 
process derived from the firm's es
tablished 1.5-µm CMOS technology, 
with additional process steps adapt
ed for implementing high-perfor
mance nonvolatile memory cells. 

The 5-V ST93C46A and ST93CS56 
guarantee 10-year data retention af
ter one million erase/ write cycles 
per word. They include built-in elec
trostatic-discharge protection; all in
puts withstand 2 kV. 

The increase from 100,000 to 1 mil
lion write/ erase cycles means virtu
ally unlimited write/ erase capability 
in most applications. Coupled with 
the low CMOS power consumption 
and the small footprint of the 8-pin 
package, this makes the devices ide
al for use in TV and radio tuners, 
telephone dialer memories, and cord
less phones. 

LCDs ADVANCE 
Eying the vast potential for liquid

crystal displays to move color pic
tures, Philips Components devel
oped a high-resolution 6-in.-diagonal 
LCD that will be unveiled as prelimi
nary samples. The active-matrix 
LCD works with less than 50 leads to 
drive more than 400,000 pixels in 756 
lines and 565 columns. 

The Philips LCD achieves a con
trast ratio of at least 1:100 over a 
temperature range of -10 to +60°C. 
Viewing angle in the horizontal 
plane is 60 to 90° before the contrast 
falls to below a 1:10 ratio. In the ver
tical plane, the viewing angle is 40°. 
Color displays on the screen compare 
in quality with those attained by 
CRTs. The LCD has a gray scale of 
256 different shades. Development 
work on the LCD will be finished by 
the end of this year. Working sam
ples will be ready during the second 
half of next year and pilot production 
will begin in early 1992. 

Also moving to center stage at this 
year's Electronica will be ICs for 
telecommunications applications. In 
this field, Siemens will show a single
channel high-level communications 
controller for local-area network, In
E S I G N 

tegrated Services Digital Network 
(ISDN), and point-to-point high-level 
data-link control (HDLC) applica
tions. The SAB82526 has won over 70 
design-ins in Europe so far, and 
many more are expected to come. 

The controller features a transfer 
speed ofup to 6Mbits/s,a1.2-Mbit/s 
digital phase-locked loop, and a 64-
byte internal first-in, first-out 
(FIFO) memory for the transmitter 
and receiver. Also included are a 
DMA interface and collision detec
tion. The controller is suitable for 
printers, diagnostic systems, robot
ics and communication networks. 
It's in a 44-pin plastic leaded chip car
rier and costs $8 in 10,000-unit lots. 

To speed up design-in time, Sie
mens offers an evaluation board for 
IBM PCs. The board has two 
SAB82526 ICs, an 80188 processor, 
and a dual-port RAM. Menu-driven 
software, a board description, and a 
manual complete the design kit. 

Rugged miniature pushbutton 
switches that comply with MIL-STD-
22885C and the new pan-European 
CECC96000 quality-assessment ap
proval will be exhibited for the first 
time at Electronica by ITW Switches 
Ltd., Portsmouth, England. The mo
mentary-action with tactile-feed
back silent Series 59 switches, using 
improved-contact plating tech
niques, have a life of 50,000 cycles. 

To debug a multiprocessor com
puter, Microsoft Corp.'s Windows 3 
graphics user interface would be a 
good choice. This is particularly true 
when the processors to be debugged 
are on cards added into a IBM AT or 
compatible. That way, each proces
sor can have its own set of windows, 
visible on-screen simultaneously 
with each of the others. That envi
ronment was chosen by Loughbor
ough Sound Images Ltd., Loughbor
ough (pronounced LUFF-bruh) , 
United Kingdom, to ease software 
development for its new DSP96002 
DSP board (Fig. 2). 

Up to four of the cards, based on 
the Motorola DSP-96002 digital-sig
nal-processor chip, can be added to a 
PC and interlinked to give a com
bined processing power of up to 200 
MFLOPS. Each board can contain up 
to 4 Mbytes of fast static RAM. The 
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1
2. DEBUGGING SEVERAL MICROPROCESSORS simultaneously in a 
multiprocessor system (each with its own window) is possible with the DSP96002 DSP board 
from Loughborough Sound Images. Register, disassembler, and memory activity can all be 
displayed at the same time to ease software development. 

SRAM can be configured in one of 
two ways: to provide three distinct 
data regions for each of the 96002's 
two ports as well as for program 
memory, or for partitioned memory 
to software, enabling X and Y memo
ries to be defined dynamically during 
operation. Proprietary logic controls 
2 kwords of dual-port RAM, which 
appears as an 8-kbyte block in the 
host-PC's memory map. The map is 
accessed through the ISA bus for 
fast data transfer to hard disks and 
video displays. 

The DSP-96002 board is rich in in
terfaces. In addition to the ISA PC 
bus connection to the host PC, 
Loughborough has made full use of 
the Motorola chip's many ports. In
terprocesser links are set up through 
a proprietary 96-way parallel back
plane that the company calls 
Motoway. This is an extension of the 
memory bus with added control lines 
for arbitration logic. With these 
lines , each of up to four interconnect
ed boards can be defined dynamical
ly as bus-master, thus making it pos
sible to address the SRAM on all oth
er board in the system. Loughbor
ough d scribes the set-up as a "four-

layer round-Robin arbiter." Using 
the Motoway bus allows the DSP 
boards to transfer 32-bit words at 44 
Mbytes/s. For external interconnec
tion, an "open-standard" 50-way in
terface uses the Motorola DSPLINK 
ports to provide access to "off-board 
resources." Loughborough is build
ing a range of peripheral interface 
boards for such applications as digi
tal audio processing, multichannel 
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) 
and digital-to-analog converters 
(DACs), and a board to capture high
speed transients. 

United Kingdom price for the 
DSP96002 board is between £3295 
and £3795, depending on memory 
configuration. Adding support soft
ware, including Windows 3, may 
tack on an extra £1,200. Loughbor
ough says delivery depends on the 
availability of the Motorola DSP 
96002 chip. The board will be ready to 
ship during December.D 

How v ALUABLE? 
HIGHLY 
MODERATELY 
SLIGHTLY 
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ULTRA-MINIATURE 

SURFACE 
MOUNT 

Actual 
Size 

DC-DC Converter 
Transformers 

and Power 
Inductors 

These units have gull wing construc
tion which is compatible with tube 
fed automatic placement equipment 
or pick and place manufacturing 
techniques . Transformers can be 
used for self-saturating or linear 
switching applications. The Induc
tors are ideal for noise, spike and 
power filtering applications in Power 
Supplies, DC-DC Converters and 
Switching Regulators. 

• Operation over ambient 
temperature range from 
- 55°C to + 105°C 

• All units are magnetically 
shielded 

• All units exceed the require -
ments of MIL-T-27 ( + 130°C) 

• Transformers have input 
voltages of 5V, 12V, 24V and 
48V. Output voltages to 300V. 

• Transformers can be used for 
self-saturating or linear 
switching applications 

• Schematics and parts list 
provided with transformers 

• Inductors to 20mH with DC 
currents to 23 amps 

• Inductors have split windings 

Delivery
stock to 
one week 

IN NEW YORK CALL 914°699°5514 

CIRCLE 109 
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AMP MICRO-EDGE 
SIMM sockets provide the 

highest security your memory or logic 
module could ask for: Each contact 
produces 200 grams normal force 
on each module pad. Minimum. 

And the contacts float. They're 
free to move laterally, so uneven 
thermal expansion can't separate 
contacts from pads. Goodbye, fretting 
corrosion, opens and intermittents. 

AMP and MICRO-EDGE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated. 

Hello, reliable performance on 100 
mil and 50 mil center modules. 

We've also thought about the 
effects of use on long-run reliability. 
So our MICRO-EDGE SIMM sockets 
provide positive wiping action during 
insertion. And contacts are designed 
to deflect up to .017", with full 
anti-overstress protection-forgiving 
enough to handle any standard 
(.047"to .054"thick) module board. 

sec 

Over the life of your product, the 
socket housing can take a real beat
ing. We've thought that through, too. 
Our liquid crystal polymer housings, 
rated for continual use at 200°C, 
give ramps and latches the strength 
and dimensional stability that promise 
a long, useful life. 

We've also seen to it that contact 
retention in the housings allows 
robotic application, as well as inde-



• untyarea. 

pendent repair or replacement. Closed 
bottom design prevents solder wicking 
and bridging. And, naturally, latching 
ears are protected against overstress, 
and module polarization is designed in. 

Now the best part: MICRO-EDGE 
SIMM sockets are available in the 
style you need. We have .100" or 
.050" centerlines in a wide selection 
of singles and duals, vertical and 
slanted. Plus options, including a 

choice of gold or tin on contact mating 
surfaces. 

Our very-low-insertion-force design 
and high-reliability contacts make 

the 50 mil versions especially attractive 
Every version comes with the quality 
and support you expect from AMP. 

For literature and product infonna
tion, contact the AMP Infonnation 
Center, toll-free, at 1-800-522-6752. 
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 
17105-3608. 

AIVI P Interconnecting ideas 
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A picture is worth a thousand points 
in a time interval measurement. 

SR620 Output 

The SR620 brings graphic statistical analysis 
to time interval and frequency measurements. 
The SR620 shows you more than just the mean 
and standard deviation - multimode frequency 
distributions or systematic drift for example. 
Histograms or time variation plots are displayed 
on any X-Y oscilloscope, complete with 
Autoscale, Zoom, and Cursor functions. 
Hardcopy to plotters or printers is as easy as 
pushing a button. 

HP5370B Output r----------------1 

( 100.038 ns ) 

L----------------~ 

Of course, the SR620 does everything else you'd 
expect from a high resolution universal counter, 
such as frequency, period, time interval, pulse 
width, rise I falltime, and phase measurements. 
The SR620 offers 25 ps single-shot time and 11 
digit frequency resolution and complete statistical 
analysis, all for a fraction of the cost of comparable 
instruments. 

For the whole picture, call SRS and ask about the 
SR620. 

SR620 $4500 
• 4 ps single shot least significant digit 
• 25 ps rms single shot resolution 
• 1.3 GHz maximum frequency 
• 10-9 Hz frequency resolution 
• Sample size from 1 to 1 million 
• Frequency, period, time interval, phase, 

pulse width, rise and fall time 
• Statistics - mean, standard deviation, 

min max, and Allan variance 
•Analyzer display on any X-Y oscilloscope 
• Hardcopy to printer or plotter 
• GPIB and RS232 interfaces 
• Optional oven timebase 

(S RS) STANFORD RESEARCH SYSTEMS 

1290 D Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 TEL (408) 744-9040 FAX 4087449049 TLX 706891 SRS UD 
CIRCLE 182 
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MIXED-SIGNAL 
SIMULATORS 

ABOUND 
he upsurge in systems well-populated with 
mixed-signal ASICs has spearheaded the 
arrival of a broad range of mixed-signal 
simulators. Although these tools aim at 
aiding the design of both mixed-signal sys
tems and ASICs, a major need for these 
tools has sprung up from another quarter. 
Rapidly rising clock speeds of purely digi
tal systems have forced board and ASIC 

designers to consider second- and third-order analog ef
fects that cause clock skew and ground bounce. As a 
result, mixed-signal tools and a diverse group of circuit 
simulators-from special versions of Spice to special ver
sions of microwave simulators-are being brought to the 
digital design arena. 

Most mixed-signal simulators consist of one or more 
analog and/ or digital point tools, under the aegis of the 
large open frameworks being developed by major elec
tronic-design-automation (EDA) tool suppliers. In most 

FRANK GOODENOUGH 

TODAY'S MIXED 
ANALOG-DIGITAL 
SIMULATORS 
HANDLE JOBS 
FROM DC AND 
FAST LOGIC TO 
MICROWAVES. 

cases, the point tools are hierarchi
cal, operating at levels ranging from 
circuit primitives (discrete active and 
passive devices) to such program
ming languages as VHDL (its ana
log equivalent, AHDL, may be no 

more than three years away). 
Many of those point tools, particularly analog-circuit 

simulators, come from third-party tool suppliers and are 
available within frameworks from multiple companies. 
Each tool and framework offers its own features and 
benefits. Analog tools continue to increase in speed and 
performance. Such features as optimization, synthesis, 
and design centering are being added to their presently 
available statistical tools, including Monte Carlo and sen
sitivity analysis. 

While some mixed-signal tools focus on IC design, and 
others on system design, the capabilities of each are be
ing forced to merge. Today's designers must capture and 
simulate a complete system at a high level, then gradual
ly partition the system into standard parts and ASICs. 
Next, designers must determine the mix of analog, 
mixed analog-digital, and digital ASICs; in each case de
ciding between array and cell approaches. Finally, the 
individual ASICs must be partitioned and designed. 
Throughout the process, the simulation of the complete 
system and its parts must be repeated, with different 
blocks modeled and simulated at different levels. 

If the design process occurs within a framework, it's 
possible to sequentially simulate different parts of the 
circuit or system at different levels of hierarchy. This 
permits concurrent top-down and bottom-up designs, 
with designers often changing simulators as the design 
process continues. Moreover, the ultimate goal of frame
work designers is to let the tool user switch between 
levels and simulators on-the-fly, and employ several sim
ulators of the same type at the same time. While more 
than one digital simulator can now be used simultaneous
ly on different parts of a system, no one has figured out 
how to do it with circuit simulators. 
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So-called mixed technology, or 
mixed-media tools, has added anoth
er dimension. These tools aren't lim
ited to modeling and simulating just 
electrical/ electronic elements; they 
can also handle mechanical, optical, 
thermal, chemical, and other phe
nomena. Simulators with this capa
bility are now available from Analo
gy, Intergraph, Meta-Software, and 
Valid Logic. Real-world analog sig
nals can be used to stimulate simula
tion and hardware modelers. Hard
ware accelerators are available for 
the digital portion of the systems. In 
addition, most of the frameworks of
fer the use of multiple platforms, at 
the same time, to speed simulation. 

The most accurate simulators are 
circuit tools, such as the ubiquitous 
Spice. (see "SpiceY tips," p. 45). In 
its most accurate form, circuit simu
lation of complex analog circuits 
with transistor-level models can take 
hours on a Cray computer, while a 
million-transistor microprocessor 
simulated in Spice could tax the com-

. puting power of a code-cracking or-

Gain 

Gain 

Analog control section 

Digital 
control 
section 

ganization. Basically, multilevel and 
mixed-signal simulators trade off 
simulation accuracy for computing 
time. 

If all versions of Spice as well as 
the different look-and-feel of each 
point tool are included on each 
framework porting it, the varieties 
of mixed-signal simulators can be 
overwhelming. But even though 
mixed-signal simulators breakdown 
into the six general species, at times 
it's unclear as to which group a par
ticular tool belongs. In order of de
creasing accuracy and increasing 
computational speed, mixed-signal 
simulators can be classified as: 
• A Spice simulator. 
• One that uses high-level analog 
models of functional digital blocks, 
such as gates, flip-flops, and regis
ters (and analog blocks that include 
op amps). 
• One with a built-in, event-cue-driv
en digital simulator. 
• A so-called "glued" simulator, in 
which digital and circuit simulators 
are tightly linked by communica-

(~) 2 + 2 (~) + ! 

Analog·process transfer function 

Analog feedback 

Zero-order hold (~) 2 + 2 (~) + ! 

Analog.process transfer function 

Analog feedback 

tions software. 
• An event-cue-driven, logic or tim
ing-analysis tool with analog ability. 
• A high-level language that can han
dle both analog and digital entries. 

In general, the glued simulator 
works best for loosely coupled sys
tems containing large blocks of ana
log and digital circuits with relative
ly few events passing between the 
two simulators. Easy multiprocess
ing is possible with the simulator. 
For example, the digital logic can be 
handled by the user's workstation, 
and by the compute-intensive analog 
simulation on a server or second 
networked workstation (Valid Logic 
and Analogy recently announced the 
ability to offload a portion of a pure 
analog simulation on additional ma
chines). 

The top-down design of a mixed 
analog-digital feedback control sys
tem is one example of the glued sim
ulator's proficiency. At the heart of 
the system lies a digital signal pro
cessor, although both the input sig
nal (the process itself) and the feed-

i--------CADAT-------~ 

~-----Sa~r-----~ 

12, 74LS374 i--...-..-tf--."~ 12, 74LS374 

T ri·state T ri·state 
(~) 2 + 2 (~)+! 

latches latches Analog.process transfer function 

Analog feedback 

11. THE "GLUED" MIXED ANALOG-DIGITAL SIMULATOR, Saber-CAD AT from Analogy/Recal-Redac, allows for top
down design, simulating a process plant feedback control system at three levels: frequency domain, G(s), top; time domain, G(z), including the 
acquisition and processing of sampled data, center; and circuit level (bottom). At the circuit level, the TMS32010 digital signal processor is 
operated within a hardware modeler. 
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back signal are analog. A 12-
bit analog-to-digital convert-
er (ADC) and digital-to
analog converter (DAC) 
connect the processor with 
the real world (Fig. 1). The cir-
cuit was simulated with Sa
ber-CADAT from Analogy/ 
Recal-Redac at three differ
ent levels. At the third level 
(bottom), a CATS 12000 hard
ware modeler simulated the 
TMS32010 digital signal pro
cessor as a real device. 

With the exception of the 
last item on the listing of sim
ulators, the remaining tools 
are often lumped under the 

r---- -
1 
I 
I 
I 
I L _____ _ _ 

Schematic capture 
(Viewdraw) 

Waveform analysis 
(Viewtrace) 

-------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I _ _______ J 

tor and one for the digital sim
ulator (Fig. 2). In both the 
core and glued tools, circuit/ 
system elements are tagged 
as either analog or digital 
models so that the simulator 
knows how to treat them. 
These tags are attributes of 
the model and are handled 
similarly to the resistance of 
a resistor, the beta (current
gain) of a bipolar transistor, 
or the propagation delay of a 
logic gate. 

general term "core" or "uni- '---------------------~ 

fied" simulators. They're par- 2. "NETWORK-SPLITTER" software is used in 

If the blocks are standard 
parts in the library of a 
framework, the tags are al
ready there at capture. If de
signers create a model at any 
level from discrete transis
tors to a high-level language, 
they apply the tag. In most 
mixed-signal tools, the type 
of model (either analog or dig
ital) can be switched at any 

ticularly useful when there's 
tight coupling between ana
log and digital circuits (for ex
ample, within an ADC or 
phase-locked loop). However, 
nearly all the major glued and 

glued mixed-signal simulators, such as Viewsim/ AD from 
VIEWlogic. The splitter sends digital models to a digital 
simulator and analog models to a circuit simulator. Models 
tagged for a simulator are available in the frameworks library. 
Designers can tag them at the schematic-capture stage. 

core simulators successfully simu
lated tightly coupled circuits. 

Either or both tools (digital and cir
cuit simulators) that form a typical 
glued simulator may already have 
some mixed-signal capability. For 
example, the analog tool might have 
so-called analog macro, or behavior
al, models of digital blocks, like the 
Spice models in Valid Logic's "Ana
log Workbench II," Cadence's "Ana
log Artist," Meta-Software's 
"HSpice," and "Precise" from Elec
trical Engineering Software (EES) 
(Non-Spice-based Saber also has ana
log macros). Alternatively, they 

W
hether you're a day
to-day user of Spice 
or a newcomer to cir
cuit simulation, you 

may want to take advantage of 
the newsletter "Inside Spice," 
published six times a year by RCG 
Research of Indianapolis, Ind. 
Each issue of this 8-page letter 
packs up-to-date information 
about circuit simulation and in
cludes tips on curing convergence 
and other problems that can occur 
when using Spice. Many tips are 

might have built-in event cues, such 
as Analogy's "Saber," MicroSim's 

. "PSpice," and the just-announced 
"ISIM-se" from Intergraph. 

With the exception of the pure-cir
cuit simulators, all of the mixed-sig
nal tools contain code that deter
mines whether a portion of a circuit 
(a model) should be handled as an an
alog or as a digital entity. In such 
glued tools as VIEWlogic's "View
sim/SD," this code is called a "net
list splitter." It divides the initial net 
list created during capture of the 
system schematic into two separate 
net lists-one for the analog simula-

"SPICEY TIPS" 
given in its "User's Corner," 
where questions from readers are 
answered. Additional topics have 
included modeling, and the rela
tive speed of various PC plat
forms. The latest issue is devoted 
to a hands-on evaluation/ compar
ison (including pricing) of five 
popular versions of Spice avail
able for the PC: IS-Spice from 
Intusoft, HSpice from Meta-Soft
ware , Spice2 and Spice3 from 
Northern Valley Software, Micro
Sim' s PSpice, and Microcap III 

time. 
As the net-list splits in the glued 

simulator, a one-bit ADC model is in
serted automatically between ana
log and digital circuits if the analog 
circuit drives the digital circuit. 
Should the digital model drive the an
alog one, a one-bit DAC model is in
serted. The accuracy of these con
verters, often called "hooks", deter
mines the performance of the simu
lator. Similar hooks do the same job 
in the unified tools. Analogy calls 
these hooks "hyper-models." 

Regardless of tool type, the level 
of simulation selected in the hierar
chy for each portion of the circuit/ 

from Spectrum Software. Vision
ics' Spice-based tool will be re
viewed in an upcoming issue. 

A subscription to Inside Spice 
runs $60 for the first copy; each 
copy is $24. RCG Research also of
fers one-day hands-on training 
classes (in major U.S. cities) for 
beginners, present users, and ex
pert users of Spice. Each one-day 
class costs $240. For additional in
formation on Inside Spice and/ or 
the classes, call Ron Kielkowski 
at 1-(800) 442-8272. 
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A Precision Start, Every Time. 
Motorola's Low-Skew Clock Drivers for Precision Control 

and Tnning of High Speed RISC and CISC Designs 

Record setting performance for high Programmable Time Delays FAST Schottky TTL 
Low-Skew Clock Drivers speed processor designs depends on perfect For really difficult timing requirements, 

timing, perfect control from start to finish. your design can also incorporate Motorola's 
If your high speed CISC or RISC proces- Programmable Time Delays. Along with 

sor flies off the blocks at 25MHz, 33 MHz or Low Skews, MC10E/100E195 (20 pS steps) 

For quad D-type flip-flop applications re
quiring matched propagation delays, the 
MC74F803 Clock Driver provides 1.0 nS skew. 

faster, clock signal skew from ordinary or 196 (80 pS steps) ECL input delays pro-
clock drivers can result in false starts for vide you with more design options when 68030/040 0.5 nS Skew 

devices in close proximity. And, you may board layout dictates. 
ECL/TIL Clock Driver 

Motorola 's MC10H640 series Clock 
Drivers generate clock output for 68030/ 
040 and are warranted to meet all clock 
specs required by these microprocessors. 

also require very exact 50% duty cycle ,·~ -~ 

waveforms. ~;,a••• 

SIGNAL A 

SIG ALB 

Skew is like lining 11p slarting blacks ___J L_ SKEW 
llnevenly-nobody starts at exactly - - · 1 I 
the same time. 

Either way, without precise operation, 
performance suffers. Worst case? You blow 
your race to production and the entire 
design could be disqualified. 

A Precision Start 
To get all of your board's devices off to 

a precision start for critical events, Motorola's 
low-skew clock drivers are setting the 
target pace. 

Offering 200% to 300% less output skew 
than ordinary clock drivers, typical delay 
skews are as low as 0.1 nS in ECL and 0.5 
nS for TTL or 0.5 nS for CMOS outputs. 

When you design with low-skew clock 
drivers, you don' t need to handicap your 
high speed circ;uits with delay chips that 
compromise power and speed. And you 
can avoid trial and error tests with other 
high speed logic devices you had hoped 
would sooner or later work. 

Instead, Motorola's line of low skew 
clock drivers let you design for optimum 
speed control from the beginning, with 
high performance dependability part-to
part and tight clock duty cycles. 

Input Oulpul Output/Input Max.Input Output 
PuU i....i. Skew(nS) Freq. Ratio f"<!.(MHz) levels 

F803 Til I +2 70 Til 

H640 lTlorECL 0.5 +land +4 135 Til 

H641 ECL 0.5 IX 100 Til 

H642 TflorECL 0.5 +2 and +4 135 Til 

ECL 0.5 IX 100 TIL 

E111 ECL 0.1 IX 1000 ECL 

08913 Til +2 110 CMO 

08914 lTL +2 110 CMOS 

08915 Til 0.5 1X.2X.and 4.X ?OMHz' CMOS 

'MC88915 is a PLL Clock Driver, therefore 70MHz is 
the maximum output frequency. 

CMOS Skews of 0.5-1 nS and 
Phase-Locked Loop Capability 

For multiple synchronous outputs, the 
MC88913 Clock Driver (skew 1.0 nS) and 
MC88914CMOSC!ock Driver with Reset (1.0 
nS skew) provide high speed, low power hex 
divide by two capability. The MC88915 Low
Skew Phase-Locked Loop Clock Driver locks 
output frequency and phase into the input ref
erence clock - and can synclironize several 
boards. It also functions as a frequency multi
plier that can double or quadruple the input 
frequency. Skew is 0.5 nS. 

ECL Clock Driver with 
9 Differential Outputs 

The MC10El 11 is a low-skew differential 
driver designed with clock distribution in 
mind - nine outputs and .1 nS skew. 

Full Microprocessor Support 
Motorola's dock drivers support the full 

68000 CISC and 88000 RISC MPU lines. They 
also can drive Intel CISC and RISC MPUs, 
AMD, SP ARC, MIPS, and Clipper MPUs. 

Start your drive for the finish 
If you want the best in clock drivers for 

fast processor designs, begin your drive for 
the finish with a perfect start. Specify 
Motorola Clock Drivers to win at any pace. 

To get off the blocks fast, call toll free for 
more information: 1-800-521-6274. Or, fill 
out and return the coupon below. 

®MOTOROLA 

r--------------------------------------1 
I ;:~~::~:r~i~~rf~::~!~r;~~:~~~~=~:~~ ~~c~~~~~: Phoenix, AZ8~36. 449ED10/25/90 I 
I I 
I Name I 
I Title I 
I I 
I Company I 
I Addcess I 
I City ~ State _ ZIP I 
I I 
I Phone ( I 

L----------------------------- - --- --- --~ 
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system determines the complexity of 
the hooks. The hooks can be nonlin
ear subcircuits or simple primitives 
(Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c). These soft
ware models are used by MicroSim 
(called circuit-to-logic and logic-to
circuit translators by the company) 
in their "Digital Simulation" option, 
a single unified simulator using a 28-
state event cue within PSpice. 

A digital event is a change in a sig
nal's state at a specific time. When a 
time-step of the on-going, current 
simulation reaches that of any pend
ing events, the signal's new state is 
propagated to every device it's driv
ing. The new devices, in turn, are 
evaluated to see if a transition 
should occur. This causes another 
event at the current time plus the 
propagation delay of the device. Sim
ilar translators are used in the glued 
simulator Viewsim/SD, which em
ploys PSpice as its circuit simulator. 

The 'ITL circuit-to-logic (C-to-L) 
primitive looks like an R-C circuit 
(Fig. 3b). When fed up and down 
ramp voltages, it delivers a logic
zero output when the input is be
tween -1.5 and 0.8 V, an X (unknown) 
state between 0.8 and 2 V, and a logic 
1 when the input is between 2 and 7 
V. The analog output of the 'ITL log
ic-to-circuit primitive models the up
per and lower npn transistors in a to
tem pole as different resistor values 
for the 1, X, 0, and Z (high-imped
ance) states (Fig. 3c). The capaci
tance is handled by the switching 
time (TSW). The result is an output 
waveform of rise and fall times, and 
de values. There's a double line in the 
digital waveforms for the X state 
and solid lines for the Z state (three 
state). The C-to-L and logic-to-circuit 
(L-to-C) symbols can be shown on the 
schematic, or deleted. 

At the heart of all simulators lie 
their numerous algorithms. One of 
the most important in mixed-signal 
tools is the algorithm that synchro
nizes the timing between the circuit 
simulation and the internal event cue 
of a unified simulator or the digital 
tool of a glued simulator. In virtually 
all cases, the two run separately and 
are synchronized only when infor
mation must be passed between 
them. With these algorithms, the cir-
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Circuit in Logic out 
Circuit to logic 

Circuit out 

Nonlinear circuit·tO·logic 
translation subcircuit 

Nonlinear logic-to-circuit 
translation subcircuit 
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Logic output Circuit-to-logic level translation 

Hysteresis 562 
standard~ 

\ Logic 6.0V ~---------------, 

Circuit 
in 

C ' out 
load/~I 

Go-------' - _I 4.0 v 
V high V low State 
7.0V 2.0V 1 
2.0V 0.BV X 
0.BV -1.5V 0 

-c-
Circuit to logic 

Analog input 

2.0V 

0.0 v "----'---"-----''----......__ _ __._ _ __,. 
Ons 10ns 20ns 30ns 40ns 50ns 60ns 
v (CKLIN) nme 

Circuit-to-logic translation primitive 

I 

Logic in ' c 
~--' high 

' 

State R1ow Rhigh 

1 200 467 
x 116 42.9 
0 389 7.13 
z 200K 200K 

-o[>-
Logic to circuit 

(bl 

Logic-to-circuit level translation 

Logic-level input 1 O x 0 z 
Logic_in~ 

Circuit 10MI ~ 
out Rhightn ) • ~ I 

lOO (5-V(LGC_ IN))/ ( lh(XSLGLILD to A1.N1)) 
1.0Mlrl 

Switching 
time 

5.5 ns 
3.5 ns 
3.5 ns 
3.5 ns 

R 10.(n)~ I 
1.0 V(LGC_ IN)/(-(ll(XSLGC_ ILD to A1.N1))) 

4.0Vn n Analog output /'"\ 
voltage -----' .~ 

1 
O.OV Ons 10ns 20ns 30ns 40ns 50ns 60ns 

Logic·to-circuit translation primitive V(LGC_ IN) Time 

(Cl 

1
3. SIMPLE 1-BIT ADCs AND DACs in mixed-signal simulators prepare signals 
for alternative forms of processing. Called "circuit-to-logic" and "logic-to-circuit" 
translators by MicroSim, they may contain active, nonlinear elements (a). They may also be 
simple primitives (band c). However, even in the latter two cases, the effects of resistance 
and capacitance are considered when handling, or creating, real·world waveforms. 
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YOU DON'T BECOME 
THE LEADER IN FFT ANALYSIS 
WAITING FOR SOMEONE ELSE 

TO INTRODUCE 200 kHz. 

You do it first. You set the pace 
with a total measurement solu
tion. Tektronix 2642 Personal 
Fourier analyzer does exactly 
that. It extends analog signal 
acquisition, analysis and gener
ation capability far beyond any 
other analyzer you can buy. With 
200 kHz, the 2642 opens the 
door to a whole new world of 
information. Measurement data 
that's critical to filter design, 
switching power supplies, 
surveillance, and underwater 
acoustics is now accessible. 

For high performance closed
loop system analysis, and 
general electronic design and 

Copyright © 1990 Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. 186-199 

test, the 2642 is ideal. And it's 
available with a library of power
ful software solutions including: 
production test management 
with limit testing, math, one 
command data acquisition and 
storage, swept-sine, one-third 
octave, structural analysis, and 
others. Tek leads the way in PC 
based FFT systems and tech
nology. With a broad family of 
Personal analyzers all the way 
up to the new 200 kHz 2642. For 
complete information on the Tek 
2600 family, call 1-800-234-1256 
Ext. 001 or write: Tektronix, 1350 
Dell Ave., Suite 104, Campbell, 
CA 95008. 

CIRCLE 146 

Quick interactive graphics 
provide rapid access to 
measurement information. 
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cuit simulator can run at a maximum 
rate when nothing is happening in 
the analog circuitry. As a result, the 
variable time-step capability of typi
cal circuit tools, such as Spice and Sa
ber, is used to its maximum. Inher
ent in today's circuit simulators is a 
record of everything that has previ
ously run. Thus, it can jump ahead of 
the digital simulator in time. 

FROGGY TOOLS 
For example, if the circuit tool is at 

some arbitrary time t5, and the digi
tal tool has a new event input for it at 
an earlier time ta, the circuit tool 
jumps back to ta. It also receives the 
new information and takes up a new 
simulation path, integrating the new 
data into the differential equations 
it's solving. Similarly, if an analog 
event causes a change of state in the 
digital world, it will be given to the 
event cue for scheduling, with a de
lay if the circuit tool is ahead of the 
digital tool. Alternatively, the digital 
operations can be processed with 
zero delay, feeding the results back 

to the circuit tool to see the effects. 
It's mandatory that these mixed-sig
nal tools accurately handle feedback 
of all types at every level. 

Analogy calls their software that 
implements these techniques within 
Saber the "Calaveras algorithm," 
from Mark Twain's famous story 
about a frog that jumped forward 
and backward. Saber and its frog is 
now used as the circuit tool in the fol
lowing glued simulators: Saber-CA
DAT, Cadence's new system simula
tor "Saber-Verilog," and in Europe, 
GenRad's "Saber-HiLo." Saber-CA-

. DAT is also available from Compu
terVision, and from NCR and Gould 
AMI for use with their mixed-signal 
standard-cell libraries. Other similar 
glued tools include Analog Artist
Verilog and Viewsim/SD. 

Virtually all successful mixed-sig
nal simulators are also multilevel 
tools. For example, Saber has device
level primitives and analog macros, 
and can also represent large parts of 
a system when capturing a system at 
high-level equations. And Analogy's 

Analogv Inc. Electrlcal Engineering MlcroSlm Corp. 
Beaverton, Ore. Software Inc. 
(503) 626-9700 Santa Clara, Calif. 
CIRCLE313 (408) 296-8151 

Analog Libraries Ltd. CIRCLE321 

Boulder, Colo. EEsoflnc. 
(303) 440-3475 Westlake Village, Calif. 
CIRCLE314 (818) 991-7109 

Cadence Design Systems Inc. CIRCLE322 

San Jose, Calif. GenRadlnc. 
(408) 943-1234 Concord, Mass. 
CIRCLE315 (508) 369-4400 

Cad Group Inc. CIRCLE323 

Santa Cruz, Calif. Intergraph Corp. 
(408) 475-5800 San Ramon, Calif. 
CIRCLE316 (414) 866-0520 

Compact Software Inc. CIRCLE324 

Paterson, N.J. lntusoft Inc. 
(201) 881-8361 San Pedro, Calif. 
CIRCLE317 (213) 833-0710 

Contee Microelectronics Inc. CIRCLE325 

San Jose, Calif. Mentor Graphics Corp. 
(408) 436-0340 Beaverton, Ore. 
CIRCLE318 (503) 626-7000 

Computervision CIRCLE326 

A Prime Company Meta-Software Inc. 
Bedford, Mass. Campbell, Calif. 
(617) 275-1800 (408) 371 -5100 
CIRCLE319 CIRCLE327 

Dazlxlnc. 
Boulder, Colo. 
(303) 444-8075 
CIRCLE320 
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Irvine, Calif. 
(714) 770-3022 
CIRCLE328 

Northern Valley Software 
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif. 
(213)541-3677 
CIRCLE329 

Recal-Redac Inc. 
Mahwah, N.J. 
(201) 848-8000 
CIRCLE330 

Sllver-Llsco Inc. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
(408) 991-6000 
CIRCLE331 

Spectrum Software Inc. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
(408) 738-4387 
CIRCLE332 

Valid Logic Systems Inc. 
San Jose, Calif. 
(408) 432-9400 
CIRCLE333 

Vlewloglc Systems Inc. 
Marlboro, Mass. 
(508) 480-0881 
CIRCLE334 

Vlslonlcs Corp. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
(408) 745-1551 
CIRCLE335 

MAST programming language can 
be employed at an even higher level. 

Moreover, alternatives to Saber 
for high-level circuit modeling and 
simulation are now accessible. Meta
Software supplies behavioral models 
for HSpice, and can employ equa
tions as functional blocks. They're 
now available as the analog tool in 
Viewsim/ AD, complementing 
PSpice as an alternative to Cadence
Spice in Analog Artist, and along 
with Saber and Precise as the analog 
simulators in Mentor's Explorer 
Lsim. Also, Valid's recently an
nounced Analog Workbench II can 
do multilevel analog simulation. 

DIFFERENT STROKES 
Explorer Lsim from Mentor 

Graphics was designed originally as 
a unified, multilevel digital tool so 
that designers of digital CMOS ICs 
could operate with different parts of 
their systems, modeled and simulat
ed at different levels, from device to 
VHDL. However, it evolved into a 
framework incorporating a collec
tion of simulators, including both 
unified and glued multilevel, mixed
signal tools. It's equally at home 
with ASICs, boards, and even sys
tems. And by the end of next year, it 
will operate under Mentor's Falcon 
Framework. 

The tool's digital capability is built 
from a multilevel digital simulator 
plus a special high-speed circuit sim
ulator for CMOS digital circuits. IN 
addition, HSpice, Precise and Saber 
are also now available for circuit-lev
el simulation. These three tools also 
take care of analog-simulation tasks. 
Mixed-signal simulation is per
formed either by moving vertically 
or horizontally through the mixed
signal boundary (Fig. 4). Vertical 
movement occurs when digital-cir
cuit simulation is performed; hori
zontal movement occurs when han
dling mixed analog-digital blocks. 
However, even Lsim's programming 
language M can provide analog be
havioral modeling of digital circuits 
with text entry, creating the analog
to-digital and digital-to-analog primi
tives. It produces an analog wave
form by calculating a v out applied to 
a gate output that's modeled as a 



Analytek 2000-the only 
Waveform Sampling System 
that expands in 4, 8, or 
16-channel modules up to 
196 channels. 

We started out right. 
We built the Analytek 

2000 Waveform Sampling System 
using VME/VXI architecture. 
A smart move for you. You're not 
stuck with just a few channels 
like one competing system. Nor 
do you have to buy an additional 
base system each time you add 
another four channels, like you 

do with another competitor. 
Our modular design 

allows the Analytek 2000 
to expand all the way up to 
196 channels with the same 
sampling, timing and pro
cessor cards. 

Every time you add 
channels, you can do so 
without facing a program
ming nightmare. 

And mixing and 
matching sampling mod
ules allows you to trade 
channel count for sampling 

Let us show you 
what you've been missing. 

CIRCLE85 

speed and record length as your 
needs change. 

You can also incorporate 
any add-ons from other manufac
turers that tie into the VME/ VXI 
bus-memory cards, disk drive 
controllers, instruments, you 
name it. 
Remarkable specs. 
Easy to use. 

The Analytek 2000 offers 
the best specs of any waveform 
sampling system: 2 GS/s sampling 
speed, 12-bit digitizing resolution, 
greater than 60 dB dynamic 
range. It's extremely easy to use; 
every operation is mouse driven 
via on-screen menus. 

And there's the extraor
dinary price, as low as $1,200 per 
channel. 

Grow now; grow later. 
The Analytek 2000 is the high
performarice waveform sampling 
system optimized for expansion. 
Call your local Tektronix sales 
engineer or call Analytek at 
(800) 366-5060. FAX (408) 
745-1894. 365 San Aleso Drive, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 

Le Croy HP Analytek 
68808 541110 Serles 2000 

12@2 GS/s 
Maximum 6@13 1 ® 2GS/s 24® 1 GS/s 
Channels GS/s 2® 1 GS/s 48@ 500 MS/s 
per Chassis 96@250 MS/s 

192@ 125 MS/s 

Sampling 1.3GS/s Up to 2 GS/s Up to 2 GS/s 
Speed Fixed Programmable Programmable 

Dynamic Not Not 
> 60dB Range Specified Specified 

Vertical .1% 1.56% .05% Resolution 



ELECTRONIC DESIGN REPORT 

ANALOG AND MIXED ANALOG-DIGITAL SIMULATION 

Thevenin-equivalent driver-similar 
to those described for PSpice. 

The multilevel digital portion of 
Lsim enables users to assign, and re
assign, portions of the circuit to any 
level during the simulation, depend
ing on the accuracy desired. Conse
quently, one part of the circuit can 
employ VHDL, another major block 
may use the hardware accelerator 
MACH (built by Zycad), a third may 
work at the gate level, and a fourth 
could take advantage of the accurate 
timing offered by the switch-level 
tool. The tool includes not only R-C 
circuit parasitics, but it can also sim
ulate bidirectional circuits, such as a 
CMOS pass-transistor EXOR gate. 

In addition, designers can move a 
part of a CMOS circuit at any time 
into Adept, a unique transistor-level 
analog-simulator for digital circuits. 
Unlike Spice or its variants, which 
take discrete time steps and solve 
equations for voltage, Adept takes 
discrete voltage steps and solves for 
time. In addition, similar to event
driven logic simulators, it only evalu
ates active nodes. As a result, simu
lation time grows linearly with the 
number of transistors rather than ex
ponentially, as with Spice. Mentor 
says Adept always converges. 

Semicustom chip makers Sierra 
Semiconductor and International Mi
croelectronic Products (IMP) have 
adopted Lsim for their mixed-signal 
standard-cell libraries. In fact, Sier
ra added proprietary analog algo
rithms to Lsim to create a mixed-sig
nal tool called Montage. 

SALTY SIMULATION 
A real sleeper in the mixed-signal 

simulator arena could be SALT from 
the CAD Group Inc. A true multilev
el, mixed-signal, unified simulator, 
SALT was designed, like Lsim, to de
liver high-speed and accurate simu
lation of large digital ICs and even 
multi-IC systems. Also like Lsim, it's 
event-driven and handles digital 
models at all levels, from switch to 
HDL, concurrently within the same 
simulator. SALT also handles analog 
circuits and incorporates analog-to
digital and digital-to-analog hooks. 
Its speed on analog circuitry is 50 to 
100 times that of Spice, and its per-

Mixed-signal boundary 

Digital circuits Analog circuits 

VHDL 

Hardware accelerated Analog 
behavioral 

Software accelerated level 
Unified, Lsim-gate 

multilevel 
digital Unified, multilevel 

simulator analog simulators 

Analog 
(Saber, HSpice, Precise) 

(CMOS circuit) 
device 
level 

"Glue" Analog device level 
boundary 

Lsim 

14. A MULTILEVEL UNIFIED SIMULATOR is incorporated in the Lsim 
mixed-signal tool within a glued simulator. The mixed11ignal boundary may be crossed 
vertically while simulating digital circuits, or horizontally to handle analog circuits. 

formance correlates well with Spice. 
SALT also was ported to, and suc
cessfully run on, platforms from 
PCs to Crays (virtually all other 
mixed-signal tools require too much 
memory for PCs). 

Various forms of statistical analy
sis represent major features second
ary to most circuit simulators. These 
features include Monte Carlo, sensi
tivity, and stress analysis, all based 
on performing repeated and directed 
simulations. For example, Analog 
Workbench II using Monte Carlo de
termines the combined effect of vari
ations in component tolerance on the 
de, ac, and transient performance of 
the circuit. Sensitivity analysis run 
with the tool determines the sensitiv
ity of a circuit's de, ac, or transient 
performance to individual design 
variables-component values, tem
perature, and process variables. 
When performing stress analysis, 
Analog Workbench II simulates ac
tual operating conditions of all cir
cuit elements, including passive 
parts, semiconductors, and power 
supplies. It flags any of these ele
ments which exceed their voltage, 
current, or power ratings. 

New features in this genre include 
optimization, synthesis, and design 
centering. Optimization programs, 
available as an option to Precise and 

to Analog Artist, help designers 
choose exactly the right components 
to maximize circuit performance. 
For example, optimization goals for 
an amplifier can include maximizing 
voltage gain, or gain-bandwidth, 
while minimizing power drain. Opti
mization programs are particularly 
useful in tailoring the frequency re
sponse of a circuit with multiple 
peaks and dips. And it's been used 
successfully to reduce ground
bounce in digital IC design. 

Just as designers might do multi
ple "what ifs" on a breadboard (or 
simulator), an optimization tool 
takes an initial circuit and performs 
multiple simulations. For each simu
lation, it changes from one to all com
ponent values. But these aren't ran
dom selections. Rather, after each 
simulation, the tool examines and an
alyzes the results and tries a new val
ue based on the results. If a larger 
resistor was expected to raise gain at 
a given frequency on a particular 
pass, but the gain dropped, the tool 
would try a smaller resistor on the 
nextpass.0 

How v ALU ABLE? 
HIGHLY 
MODERATELY 
SLIGHTLY 

CIRCLE 
556 
557 
558 
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Design 
with Service 
in Mind 
You can now design superb automatic servicing 
into a system for less than the cost of a single 
service call. Teleservicing products monitor and 
adjust equipment 24 hours a day, diagnose and 
repair systems, and release software revisions. All 
from a PC connected to an ordinary telephone line. 

The House Call vs. 
the Telephone Call 
House calls by service technicians do not come 
cheap. Nor do they come fast. Especially when the 
equipment is in another city. Or country. 

Plug 'n' Go Telephony: The FCC-certified 052245 Soft 
Modem and the 052249 OAA offer the AT command set, 
OTMF decoding, and direct connection to the public 
telephone network. 

When you design in our alternative, teleservicing 
monitors equipment around the clock in order to 
pinpoint problems before the machine breaks 
down. If something 's wrong, the problem is auto
matically called in to the PC at the service center. In 
many cases, equipment performance can be 
remotely adjusted into conformance with a few 
keystrokes. 

Lower maintenance costs. Less downtime. Minimal 
aggravation. All of which makes for very happy 
customers. 

Build in Fast, 
Efficient Service 
Teleservicing kits retrofit to existing systems. For 
new designs, components are available in the form 
of Stiks, modular subassemblies that snap into 
locking connectors. 

Like the DS2245 Soft Modem Stik, which is about 
the size of a stick of chewing gum. And about one
tenth the size of other line-ready modems. Available 
in 1200 and 2400 bps versions, the DS2245 inter
prets DTMF signals and implements the standard 
Hayes AT command set. The DS2245M adds 
MNP-5 for error correction and data compression. 

The DS2249PH Phantom DAA (Data Access 
Arrangement) eliminates the cost of extra phone 
lines by borrowing the unused capacity of existing 
lines. Versions are available for both the US and 
Europe. 

We also offer the DS2244 TeleMicro Stik, an 8-bit, 
user-programmable microcontroller with a built-in 
modem. And DS0010 Service Toolbox software 
that supervises dispersed equipment from a central 
location. 

FCC-Approved to Reduce 
Your Time to Market 
All our components have transferable FCC regis
tration so you don't have to go through the aggrava
tion of getting approval when you're designing from 
scratch. 

Let's talk numbers. $102.70* is what it costs to 
incorporate teleservicing into a machine. So if 
you're willing to shell out a little cash at the front end 
to lower your customers' maintenance costs over 
the long haul, give us a call. 

*100-piece price for OS2244 and OS2249. 

DALLAS~ 
~~;;,;;:;;;~ SEMICONDUCTOR 

4401 SOUTH BELTWOOD PARKWAY 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75244-3292 
TELEPHONE: 214-450-0448 

FAX: 214-450-0470 



Si~etics. Because com 
isn't just a product 

COMPUTING 
APPLICATION PRODUCT APPLICATION PRODUCT APPLICATION PRODUCT 

Workstations • Advanced BiCMOS Logic Desk Top Video • Video Data Converters Peripheral Products • 8-bit 80C51-based MCUs 
(ABT) • Digital Color Decoders • Zero Power PLDs 

e High-Speed AS I Cs • Programmable 
• Futurebus + Chip Set Personal Computers e High Density ASICs/PLDs Sequencers 
e High Speed PAL ~-type • DRAM Controllers • 3-State ECL Transceivers 

Devices e OTP EPROMs 
• High Performance MCUs e FLASH Memory 



puting per(ormance 
of your engme. 

WI1HOUT nIE RIGHT SEIECTION OF ICs, 
YOUR CPU COUID BE DEAD IN 11S TRACKS. 
Today, everyone is using the same processors. 

So, to separate your computer design from the rest, 
you need to get the full potential out of your pro
cessor. Full potential that's only possible through 
high-performance supporting subsystems. 

To give you this performance we're offering a full 
range of !Cs for major subsystem applications. 
Together they help you get the most from your pro
cessor, so your designs perform like never before. 

For example, our bus interface logic devices are the 
industry's fastest. With our proven BiCMOS process 
- known as QUBiC-our ABT logic family is nearly 
twice as fast as the highest performing Bipolar I Cs. 
This means you get the speed to keep pace with 
today's 16- and 32-bit systems, as well as 
tomorrow's emerging performance 
standards. 

We also offer you a complete family 
of advanced PLDs. Including a full 
range of PAL®-type devices with 
speeds from 4ns to 7.5ns. As well 
as our innovative programmable 
logic arrays (PLA), programmable 
logic sequencers (PLS) and program
mable macro logic (PML). 

When you need microcontrollers, we offer the in
dustry's most complete selection. Including devices 
from 8- to 32-bits and in OTP, EPROM, ROM and 
ROMless versions. Features include FC serial bus, 
low voltage/low power, ND, extended memory and 
more. All for EDP peripheral applications ranging 
from keyboards, disk drives and printers, to termi
nals and mouse devices. 

And for desktop video applications, we've applied 
our expertise in digital video signal processing to 
offer you an 8-bit digital multistandard TV decoder 
subsystem, complete with data conversion and 
clock companion chips. 

So when you need subsystem performance that 
lets your high-speed processors move at 

top speed, choose Philips Components
Signetics. For more information or 

our Computing Brochure, contact 
us today: 800-227-1817, ext. 713C. 
PAL is a trademark of AMD/MMI 

As processor speed increases, and total 
cycle time decreases, the percentage 

of time spent performing interface 
functions becomes more significant. 

Signetics 
EXIENDING 1HE DIMENSIONS OF PERFORMANCE 

• 

PHILI PS 



Quality Semiconductor has the high
speed, low-noise logic and memories 
you need to make the most out of high
speed design. FCT logic in FCT/A/B/ C 
speeds. 16Kx4 SRAMs with 12ns access. 
1Kx9 and 512x9 FIFOs at 15ns with 
fast flags. Logic especially designed to 
eliminate noise problems. Value
added enhancements like on-chip 
resistors, burst-mode counters and 
cache-tag comparators. Memories 
with reliable 6-T cell design. In the 
packages you want-including space
saving ZIP and our new, ultra-small 
QSOP. Available now 
Proprietary CMOS Process Quality's 
QCMOS™ process gives you better 

performance than Bipolar or BiCMOS
yet runs cooler and draws less power. 
Low Noise A controlled output swing 
of 0 to 3.SV reduces problematic ground 
bounce. Optimized slew rates help 
reduce line and signal noise. 
New, Space-Saving Packaging Inno
vative packaging options help you save 
precious board space. 20 and 24-pin 
ZIP saves board space by 50% over PDIP. 
Ask about our new, 150-mil QSOP with 
reduced pin spacing to increase logic 
density by 400%. 
High Speed Hotline Call ( 408) 986-8991 
for the latest copy of Quality's High
Performance CMOS data book-product 
is available NOW 

Q 
QUAI11Y SEMI CONDUCTOR INC. 

2946 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Phone: ( 408) 986-8991 FAX: ( 408) 496-0773 
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Organization 

Buffers 
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Registers 
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Lalches 

touches 

Register/Transceivers 
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Buffers 

9/ 10-bit Transcdvcrs 
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COVER FEATURE 

LOGIC ANALYZERS 
DESIGNERS WHO ONCE SHUNNED THE LOGIC 

ANALYZER Now FIND INSTRUMENTS THAT 
ARE MORE CAPABLE AND EASIER To USE. 

JOHN NOVELLINO 

he logic analyzer was often 
considered a tool of last re
sort, the instrument design
ers pulled out only when 
they couldn't find a problem 
by other means. Today, how
ever, a logic analyzer is of
ten the designer's tool of 
choice, from board turn-on 

through hardware-software integration. 
In addition to their traditional role in re
search and development, logic analyzers 
are finding applications that stretch into 
manufacturing and service. 

Several reasons account for this new 
popularity. Better interfaces, including 
menu-driven screens, and microprocessor 
pods and adapters for fast connections, 
make logic analyzers easier to use. In addi
tion, higher levels of integration have re
duced analyzer prices while improving 
performance. And in some cases, the logic 
analyzer is simply the only instrument fast 
enough to debug current designs. 

The speed issue is particularly impor
tant to designers working with advanced 
microprocessors. With 33-MHz speeds be
coming common, it's hard to find suitable 
emulators, especially if price is a concern. 
But logic analyzers and disassemblers 
available today can help designers debug 
microprocessor code over 50 MHz. 

Consequently, a trend toward using log
ic analyzers as the primary debugging tool 
has emerged. It started with the introduc
tion of RISC processors, because no emu
lators existed for these devices. The trend 
spread to digital-signal-processing appli
cations, because no emulators exist for 
DSP chips, and to the high-power CISC 
processors competing with RISC speeds. 

Emulators have two important pluses 
compared with logic analyzers: They can 
single-step through code and are able to 
look inside a chip's registers. But an emu-

lator is at a disadvantage because it must 
get signals out to the system under test 
and back, and it must simulate the sys
tem's entire memory, notes David Blake
more, vice president of Arium Corp. Send
ing signals out and back is a technical chal
lenge, and both problems are very expen
sive. "An analyzer with a really good 
disassembler, an embedded debugger, and 
a ROM-emulation system (either separate 
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or in the logic analyzer) costs much 
less than a microprocessor emulator 
for the same speed," says Blake
more. 

Although logic analyzer prices 
have ebbed in recent years, design
ers shouldn't expect that trend to 
continue, especially if they want to 
work with the latest microproces
sors. These devices need analyzers 
with more channels and deeper mem
ories, as well as 50- to 100-MHz 
speeds. Adding channels and memo
ry aren't major technical hurdles, al
though they obviously increase 
prices. Keeping up with processor 
speeds is the tough job. 

As a result, analyzer prices are 
probably going to flatten out, ac
cording to Greg Peters, a product 
marketing manager at Hewlett
Packard Co.'s Colorado Springs Div. 
"We're forced to use more expensive 
technology to get the functionality 
that the customer needs," says Pe
ters. "For 100 MHz, we have to go to 
ECL, and that gets a lot more expen
sive. ECL obviously has less density 
and needs more power, and those 
factors generally mean a higher cost 
of processing." 

As important a:> cost is in these 
competitive times, no instrument is a 
good value if it doesn't do its re
quired job. For complex instru
ments, the right specifications are 
highly dependent on the application. 
This is even more true of logic ana
lyzers. Speed, number of channels, 

COVER: LOGIC ANALYZERS 

and memory depth, are obvious con
siderations and relatively easy to 
evaluate. 

Designers working on micropro
cessor-based systems, however, 
must make microprocessor support 
their first priority. They should look 
at the disassembler available for the 
specific processor or processors be
ing used, as well as the probing 
scheme for connecting the analyzer 
to the device in the system. 

TAKE A TEST DRIVE 
Peters advises prospective users 

to actually connect hardware to com
peting systems: "Just try out what 
they have. I say that because when
ever people talk about microproces
sor support, so many variables are 
always involved." 

HP offers a broad range of micro
processor support, which the compa
ny calls preprocessing, for its two 
logic-analyzer lines. The low-cost, 
portable HP 1650 series and the high
performance, modular HP 16500 se
ries accommodate processors from 
Hitachi, Intel, Motorola, National 
Semiconductor, Zilog, and other 
manufacturers. Five models in the 
1650 series range from 32 to 80 chan
nels, with 100-MHz timing analysis 
and 25- or 35-MHz state speeds. The 
SO-channel 1652B and 32-channel 
1653B include two 400-Msample/s 
digitizing oscilloscope channels. HP 
limits the scope bandwidth to one
fourth the sample rate-100 MHz-

11. THE CLAS 4000 FROM BIO MAT ION (left) is hosted by a Macintosh II 
computer. The analyzer mainframe can hold up to four 96-channel cards, which can be used 
as one 394-channel instrument or four separate units. 
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to avoid aliasing. 
The 16500 series is based on a fiv -

slot mainframe with a 9-in. color dis· 
play. The HP 16510B module sup· 
plies 80 channels of 100-MHz timing 
analysis and 35-MHz state analy is. 
It also allows simultaneous timing 
and state analysis. Other modules of· 
fer 1-GHz timing capability, 5-Mbit/ 
s pattern generation, and digital-os
cilloscope function s . The newest 
module, the HP 16540A, boasts 100-
MHz state and timing capability (see 
"100-MHz Card, Improved Inter-
face Enhance Analyzer, " p. 68). 

Another critical consideration is 
the analyzer's trigger capabilities 
and trigger speed. To debug complex 
systems, triggering on event A, or 
event A followed by event B, may not 
be sufficient. Designers may want to 
trigger on a certain event, but only 
after executing a specific subroutine 
and after a specific pattern of inter
rupts. That requires a state machine 
with multiple states. 

It's hard to generalize how many 
states are needed, but four is proba
bly a good minimum, according to 
Chuck Wiley, strategic planning 
manager in Tektronix Inc.'s Digital 
Instruments Div. He notes that state 
triggers are more advanced than lev
el triggers, so it's tough to equate 
the two types in terms of numbers. 

For state analysis, it's important 
to trigger at the same speed at which 
the designer wants to acquire data. 
Because very high-speed triggers 
are hard to implement, Wiley cau
tions users to read the fine print. The 
analyzer may run at the desired 
speed, but if it won't trigger at that 
speed, the data rate for state analy
sis will be limited. 

Tektronix expanded its logic-ana
lyzer product line last year with the 
Prism 3000 series, a modular system 
available in three different package 
configurations. The Prism architec· 
tu rl'! integrates emulation and real
time performance analysis int.J the 
same platform with the more con· 
ventional logie-analyzer functions of 
state and timing analysis and micro· 
processor disassembly. Maximum 
capabilities include 90 channels of 
200-MHz or 40 channels of 2-GHz 
timing analysis, and 960 channels of 



Now you can replace a fistful 
of components, and drive power 
FETs and IGBTs with one cost
eff ective part: The IR2110 mono
lithic dual channel 2A gate driver 
with floating high side and ground 
reference low side. 

Count your design time in 
hours instead of days. And cut 
assembly time to a fraction. 

The IR2 l l 0 runs as fast as it 
designs. With operation above 

I MHz. On-chip bootstrap. Plus 
matched channel delay within 
10 ns. That's right. 10 ns. 

It takes good care of your 
circuit too, with gate under
voltage protection. 

And latched shutdown makes 
current mode control bot 
simple and easy. 

IR211 

Is it rugged? 50 V/ns dv/dt at 
-55 to 150°C in plastic. Versatile? 
Operates off 12 to 500 V rails with 
5 to 20 V input, in any circuit 
topology. Reliable? The IR2110 
meets the same high standards 
as IR's incomparable HEXFET® 
power MOSFETs. 

Call (800) 245-5549 for more 
information. We'll get it off 
the ground and on your desk in 
no time. 

I I\iR 11 nternational Rectifier 
WORLD HEADQUARTERS: 233 KANSAS ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245, U.S.A. (213) 772-2000. TWX910348-6291, TELEX472-0403. EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: HURST GREEN, OXTED. SURREY RHB 9BB, ENGLAND TELEPHONE (0883) 713215, TELEX95219 
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16-MHz or 180 channels of 300-MHz 
state analysis. 

The basic Prism series building 
blocks are the MPM and MPX micro
processor analysis modules. The 
MPM and MPX include a Prototype 
Debug Tool (PDT) that gives design
ers emulator-like control of the sys
tem under test without the intrusive
ness of conventional emulators. To
gether with the module's triggering 
capabilities, the PDT sets complex 
breakpoints and employs the analyz
er's 8-kbit memory as a trace buffer. 
The system lets the microprocessor 
run at full speed with no wait states. 

Tektronix's latest analyzer ad
vance is the Centurion, a 100-MHz 
state, timing, and triggering module 
for the company's high-end 
DAS9200 digital-analysis system 
(see "100-MHz Analyzer ,Card 
Boasts Deep Memory, p. 65). 

A pair of less-obvious analyzer 
specifications also contribute signifi
cantly to the ease-or difficulty-of 
the debugging process. Setup and 
hold times are important for accu
rate capture of the system-under
test's performance. Also, probe load
ing and its effect on signal capture 
can be critical. If the probe capaci
tance is too high, some microproces
sors must be slowed down for proper 
operation. Moreover, probe resis
tance can mask glitches in the ac
quired signal. 

Even with a thorough knowledge 
of an analyzer's specifications, de
signers must read data sheets care
fully to find out if using various 
functions will affect the instru
ment's performance. For instance, a 
unit may be rated for 25-MHz state 
speed and 100-MHz timing. But if 
complex clocks are needed, the speed 
may drop to 17 MHz, warns Bob 
Roth, product marketing manager 
for logic analyzers in John Fluke 
Manufacturing Co.'s Philips T&M 
Group. Furthermore, the use of the 
glitch-capture mode or time tagging 
may cut speed and channel count or 
even state memory, says Roth. De
signers can usually work around 
these limitations, but doing so can in
crease total test time significantly. 

The Fluke/Philips PM 3655 logic 
analyzer requires no performance 
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trade-offs, regardless of which func
tions are used. The unit comes in 24-
to 96-channel versions, with all chan
nels usable for timing or state analy
sis at 100-MHz clock rates. Using the 
5-ns glitch-capture mode won't re
duce the speed or the 2-kbit/ channel 
memory. A bui1t-in MS-DOS-based 
PC has its own separate system bus 
architecture and includes a 5.25-in 
floppy drive and four expansion 
slots. The trigger function features a 
multilevel trigger word sequencer, 
true range recognition, and four 
clock qualifiers. Setup and hold 
times are less than 2.5 ns. 

With features aimed at RISC and 
custom microprocessor designs, the 
PM 3655/R version includes 96 chan
nels, a custom disassembler for the 
Intel i960 CA microprocessor, 640 
kbytes of memory, and a 40-Mbyte 
hard drive. In its new analyzers-the 
PM 3580 family-the Fluke/Philips 
team stresses ease of use and simul
taneous state and timing acquisition 
(see "Easy-To-Use Analyzers Elim
inate Dual-Probing, "p. 66). 

Arium also added RISC capability 
to its line with the MIP-R30 micro
processor support package for the 
MIA400 logic analyzer. The hard
ware-software package consists of a 
target interface adapter and disas
sembler for the MIPS R3000 RISC 
device. The adapter creates an easy 
connection to the board under test by 
plugging into the R3000's PGA sock
et. The processor plugs into the 
adapter. Implemented with Arium's 

proprietary User-Defined Disas
sembler, the R3000 disassembler 
supports all of the chip's instructions 
and displays each data cycle below 
the instruction with which it's associ
ated. 

The MIA400 can run 160 channels 
at a synchronous clock rate of 50 
MHz and 16 channels at an asynchro
nous rate of 400 MHz. It can also han
dle four microprocessors simulta
neously. A recently introduced 256-
kbyte ROM emulator pod can re
place and emulate most popular 28-, 
32-, and 40-pin EPROMs in the user's 
target circuit. The pod supports sin
gle- or double-address buses, emu
lating devices as fast as 70 ns. 

Designers who prefer PC-based 
instrumentation can look at logic an
alyzers from Rapid Systems Inc. and 
MetraByte Corp., the latter a subsid
iary of Keithley Instruments Inc. 
Rapid Systems has a new offering, 
the R3800, which the company be
lieves can compete against low-end 
standalone instruments. Priced at 
$2995, the R3800 features a 100-MHz 
sample rate on 32 channels. It per
forms timing analysis at up to 100 
MHz and state analysis to 50 MHz. 
Memory depth is 16 kbits/ channel 
for timing and 8 kbits/ channel for 
state analysis. 

For timing analysis, trigger capa
bilities include a sequence of four 32-
bit data patterns. Multilevel, 
multiword triggers with data qualifi
ers are possible for state analysis. 
The analyzer comes with EGA color 

lOGIC-ANAl YZER VENDORS 
ArlumCorp. 
Anaheim, Calif. 
(714) 978-9531 
CIRCLE301 

Blomatlon Corp. 
Cupertino, Calif. 
(408) 988-6800 
CIRCLE302 

Keithley MetraByte Corp. Panasonic Factory Automation Co. 
Taunton, Mass. Secaucus. N.J. 
(508) 880-3000 (201) 392-4050 
CIRCLE 305 CIRCLE 309 

Kontron Elektronlk 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
(408) 733-0272 
CIRCLE306 

Rapid Systems Inc. 
Seattle, Wash. 
(206) 547-8311 
CIRCLE310 

John Fluke Mfg. Co. lnc./Phlllps Orlon Instruments Inc. Tektronix Inc. 
Beaverton, Ore. 
(800) 835-9433 
CIRCLE311 

Everett, Wash. Redwood City, Calif. 
(800) 443-5853 (415) 327-8800 
(206) 347-6100 CIRCLE 307 
CIRCLE303 . 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Palo Alto, Calil. 
(800) 752-0900 

Outlook Technology Inc. 
Campbell, Calif. 
(408) 374-2990 
CIRCLE308 

Trace-Tek Instruments Inc. 
Carrollton, Texas 
(214) 446-9906 
CIRCLE 312 

(719) 590-2429 
CIRCLE304 

Consider this to be a guide rather than a definitive list. 
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Start with our high-performance 
standard products.Then add unique 
functional or performance capabilities 
with our semi-standard options.Tu get 
the I Cs you want. And the 
competitive advantage 
you need. Quickly. 
Easily. With 
minimal 
risk. 

Want 
p(JUJerfactor 
correction? 

Don't just 
meet the standard. 
Beat the standard. 

your customer's power distribution 
problems. 

Or how ahout our complete 
family of high-frequency PJiVM' 

controllers. 
They off er you a 

wide range of high
frequency, high

performance 
single chip solu
tions for state-of
the-art switching 

power supplies with 
operating frequencies up 

to 1 MHz. With advanced 
· cro Linear's 

'yofPWM 

W•th · 1 h. and Power Factor 
1 Sing e-C lp ntrol IC's provide highly-

features like improved 
fault protection. 
Added synchronization 

tegrated solutions for a broad standard products range of switching power supplies. 

that offer power factor correction of .99, 
in either boost or flyback (buck-boost) 
configurations. Theyre the first ICs 
designed to reduce harmonic currents 
to help you meet both existing and 
proposed regulations for switch mode 
power supplies. And help you reduce 

CJOOO Micro Lineai: 
Power supply courtesy of Lamda EIK-tronics, Inc. 

Product Cat.egory 

Power Factor 
Control 

PWM Controllers 

Resonant Control 

Mot.or Control 

Features 

High Efficiency Flyback or 
Boost 

1 MHz, Additional Fault 
Protection, Synchronization 

ZVS and ZCS t.o 3 MHz 

BLDC Sensorless 
Conunutation 



capability. Even stability improvements. 
Looking f O'r new tJJchniques in 

motion control? 
Now you have 

some unique design 
options. With our new 
MIA410 sensorless motor 
controller, the first con
troller designed to automatically com
mutate brushless DC motors without 
the need for Hall-effect sensors. So 
you can eliminate the inherent align
ment, torque ripple and flutter prob
lems previously encountered with 
Hall-effect commutation. And design 
smaller, lower cost, higher reliability 
motors for any continuous speed 
application. 

Semi-standanl options. 
Since these standard products 

are based on our 
FB3480, FB3490 
and FB3631 tile 
arrays, they can 
all be easily 

modified to satisfy specific application 
requirements.Whether you 

require proprietary 
circuit modifications, 

special screening, pack
aging or reliability levels. 

Semi-standard 
modifications of And we're not 

our standard products offer 
you better application fit, stonping there. 
with lower nsk. 1:' 

We'll soon be introducing a new 
line of resonant controllers for ZVS and 
ZCS applications and a new soft
switching, phase modulation controller 
that will enable you to design smaller, 
more efficient power supplies. 

Want some 
straight answers? 

Just call Jon Klein today at ( 408) 
433-5200 and ask him about our 
complete line of power control products. 
And about our semi-standard capa
bilities. He'll show that the best way 
to stay ahead of the power curve is to 
take a straight line. 

Straight to Micro Linear. 



software with file, setup, 
trigger, display, and options 
menus. Optional disas
semblers are available for 
most processors. 
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At only $1295, MetraByte's 
PCIP-DLA delivers a user
programmable sampling rate 
up to 20 MHz in either syn
chronous or asynchronous 
modes. A setup time of 2 ns 
ensures the validity of the ac
quired data, which can be dis
played in a timing diagram or 
state format. The system con
sists of a full-size PC card 
containing clock, timing, 
memory, and interface func
tions, and two 8-channel pods. 

12. IN ADDITION TO OFFERINGupto192 
channels, the PLA/2 portable logic analyzer from Kontron 
holds a complete PC/ AT-eompatible host computer. The 3.5-in. 
floppy drive and a 25-Mbyte hard disk are standard. 

can be time-consuming if only 
a typical two-channel oscillo
scope is available. Conse
quently, Outlook Technology 
Inc. introduced its model 1600 
Logic/Oscilloscope. The sys
tem's mainframe offers a 200-
MHz synchronous or asyn
chronous sample rate for log
ic analysis on each of 16 chan
nels. Every channel can also 
be used in the scope mode, 
with a 100-Msample/s sam
pling rate and 4-bit resolution 
in the one-shot mode, or 6-bit 
resolution in the repetitive 
mode (ELECTRONIC DESIGN, 

April 26, p. 57). With a full 

The pods, which connect to the board 
through a 3-ft. ribbon cable, hold all 
sampling comparators and buffer 
circuits. 

To conserve data memory, users 
can set the programmable trigger 
function to pre-, post-, or midpoint 
positions. Alternatively, triggering 
can be initiated randomly through 
the keyboard. Trace memory is 256 
words by 16 bits. The analyzer comes 
with menu-driven software for pro
gramming display type, board-ad
dress setup, trace type, clock select, 
sample period, display magnifica
tion, and data/ disk functions . 

MACINTOSH CONTROL 
A unique feature of the Biomation 

CLAS 4000 is that users control the 
system through an Apple Macintosh 
Ilcx with a graphical interface (Fig. 
1). Pictorial representations estab
lish probe location and reassign
ment, triggering, and external clock
ing. The Mac's large color monitor 
can accommodate 16 windows that 
contain such information as instru
ment configuration, status, and 
time-correlated data in multiple for
mats. A mainframe holds up to four 
measurement modules, a separate 
trace-control triggering module, and 
a Motorola 68000-based computer 
for mainframe control. 

The basic measurement module 
supplies 96 channels at sampling 
rates to 50 MHz, with either internal 
or multiple external clocks. The mod
ule is software-configurable to 48 

channels at 100 MHz or 24 channels 
at 200 MHz. The four modules can 
operate as completely independent 
analyzers or can be connected for 
384-channel operation. A crosspoint 
switch in the module makes it possi
ble for users to reorder the channels 
or reassign them as high-resolution 
inputs without moving the connec
tions. 

Another modular logic analyzer, 
the Kontron PLA/2, is hosted inter
nally by a complete 80286-based, 10-
MHz PC/ AT-compatible computer. 
The system has a 3.5-in floppy drive, 
a 25-Mbyte hard disk, and an EGA/ 
Hercules-compatible graphics card 
(Fig. 2). Three open AT slots allow 
RAM expansion, modem use, or addi
tional measurement capability. The 
basic analysis card is the Kontron 48-
channel General Purpose Data Ac
quisition (GPDA) board. A PLA/2 
can hold four GPDAs, which users 
can configure as one 192-channel an
alyzer or four independent units. 
Synchronous analysis of 50 MHz and 
asynchronous analysis of 100 MHz 
are possible with 4- or 16-kbit/ chan
nel memory. Triggering capability 
includes 12 levels, with 15 pattern 
and two range recognizers. And us
ers can avoid programming complex 
statements across an array of levels 
by writing a Boolean rigger state
ment in one level. 

To uncover a particularly tricky 
timing problem, designers may re
quire more than the 1-bit resolution 
of a logic analyzer. But reprobing 
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complement of nine expan
sion modules, the system supplies 
160 channels of logic analysis and 
scope capability. Users can store set
ups or data on the standard 3.5-in 
floppy drive. An optional hard drive 
is also available. 

A unique instrument is the Omni
Lab II from Orion Instruments Inc. 
In addition to a 48-channel logic ana
lyzer, the OmniLab holds a 2-channel 
digital oscilloscope, an arbitrary-an
alog-waveform function generator, 
a 24-channel digital stimulus genera
tor, and a 500-MHz frequency 
counter. The basic system comes 
with 4 kbits of trace memory and 4 
kbits of stimulus memory. 

The logic analyzer handles state 
analysis to 34 MHz and timing analy
sis to 204 MHz. Orion's Mixed AID 
Triggering system examines all ana
log and digital inputs simultaneous
ly to help capture rarely occurring 
events or mixed-mode problems. 
And designers can use the logic-ana
lyzer criteria, such as time qualifica
tion and pass counters, to describe 
analog waveforms for capture by 
the scope. Test setups are pro
grammed with a mouse to adjust set
tings shown on the screen. With the 
OmniMacros programming func
tion, users can arrange the setups 
into an automated test sequence.D 

How v ALU ABLE? 
HIGHLY 
MODERATELY 
SLIGHTLY 

CIRCLE 
541 
542 

543 





A PER S PE C TIVE ON A N AL OG S Y S TEM DES I G N 

Advanced Linear can help you 
raise system performance levels. 
A leadership family of analog circuits from Texas Instruments is 
helping designers meet difficult design challenges. 

T ' vid, nce i> >tmng. 
Throughout the des ign community, 
systems using the new breed of 
Advanced Linear functions from 
Texas Instruments are achieving the 
keener performance edges that can 
spell marketplace success. 

Tl 's new analog devices are 
enabling design enginee rs to link 
digital brains to analog worlds more 
effectively and efficiently than ever 
before. Some offer new standards of 
accuracy or speed while others are 
highly integrated devices combin
ing ;irnilog and digital functions on 
a single chip. The result is superior 
system performance and design 
fl exibility. 

These Advanced Linear func
tions are the result of leadership 
process technologies that we at TI 
firmly believe are the key to the 
advanced analog devices your 
future app lications will 
demand. 

Intelligent power for 
automobiles 
Designers in the automotive 
industry face a tough challenge: 
Handle high reverse voltages and 
achieve rapid load turnoff while 
prov iding fa ult protection, detec
tion , and reporting and efficient 
load management . To provide the 
needed intelligent power devices, 
we developed one of our newest 
process technologies, Multi-EPI 
Bipolar. It is unique because it can 
combine rugged power transistors 
with intelligent control functions. 

The resulting circuits are now 
providing reliable, cost-efficient 
control of solenoids and valves in 
such automotive applications as 
antiskid braking systems, electronic 
transmiss ion controls, and active 
suspension systems. 

O ther industry segments are also 
benefiting from Tl's Advanced 
Linear process techno logies . Here 
are a few of the winning designs to 
which we have helped add an 
analog edge: 

Toledo Scale 
Challenge: Improve the accuracy 
of po int-of-purchase sca les by 
eliminating drift over time and 
temperature. 
Solution: The TI TLC2654 
Chopper op amp. O ur Advanced 
LinC MOS"' process makes possible 
chopping frequencies as high as 
10 kHz, reducing noise to the 
lowest in the industry. 
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Pulsecom 
Challenge: Develop a linecard 
capable of driving low-impedance 
loads with greater precision. 
Solution: Our TLE206X family of 
JFET-input, low-power, precision 
operational amplifiers. These 
devices offer outstanding output 
drive capability, low power con
sumption, excellent de precision, 
and wide bandwidth . Fabricated in 
our Excalibur process, they remain 
stable over time and temperature. 

Leitch Video 
Challenge: Design a compact , cost
efficient direct broadcast sate lli te 
TV descrambler fo r consumer use. 
Solution: Tl's TLC 5602 8-bit 
Video DAC. O ur LinEPIC "' 
process combines one-micron 
C MOS with precision analog to 
satisfy the demands of the applica
tion for video speeds and low
power operation. 

U.S. Robotics 
Challenge: Build a modem for high
speed data transmission between 
computers; allow flex ible operation 
and minimize data errors. 
Solution: Our TLC32040 Analog 
Interface Circuit (AIC ). A product 
of our Advanced LinC MOS 
process, the AIC combines 
programmable filtering, equaliza
tion, and 14-bit A/D and D/A 
converters with such digita l func
tions as control circuitry, program 
registers, and a DSP interface. 

Xerox 
Challenge: Cut component count 
and cost of copier systems while 
boosting re liability. 

Mr. Coffee 
Challenge: Design an intelligent 
coffee maker that brews faster, 
maintains optimum temperature, 
shuts off automatically, and has a 
built-in cleaning cycle. 
Solution: Our LinASlC "/ 
LinBiCMOS'" capability permits us 
to combine both analog and digita l 
library cells with custom analog 
cells. This results in cost-efficient 
integration of temperature monitor
ing, timing, and high-current out
puts on a single control chip. 

All of these examples point to 
one conclusion: Tl's Advanced 
Linear functions are adding an 
analog edge to many system 
designs. They are contributing 
significantly to the enhanced 
system performance that marks 
a market winner. 

Solution: O ur TPIC2406, a top
performance peripheral driver in a 
standard DIP package that is 
capable of driving heavy loads. It is 
fa bricated using our Power 
BIDFET"' process which permits 
greater circuit density and incor·.;;- ;:;;;~~~~~f~ ~~~~~~~~ 
porates C MOS technology for '*"8 

low total power dissipation. 
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WORLDWIDE MERCHANT IC MARKET 

8% 
MIXED 

----• SIGNAL) 
ANALOGICs 

15% 
LINEAR -

1988 ($39.0 B) 

18% 
MIXED 
SIGNAL 

ANALOG ICs 

Source: VLSI llese<-1rch Inc. 
1989 

H elping you implement your designs 
in a changing world. 
An increasing share of the total 
analog market is being captured by 
mixed-signal devices. As they gain 
more widespread acceptance, they 
are dri ving the expansion of the 
overall analog market (see above). 

C hanges such as this are the 
order of the day in the IC 
marketplace. Texas Instruments 
continues to provide not on ly the 
high -performance circuits you need 
but also the depth of experience, 
support, and service fundamenta l 
to successful completion of your 
designs. 

Experience: 
Building on three 
decades in lCs 
We at TI can successfull y meet 
your requirements for mi xed-signal 
devices because we have acquired 
the necessary knowledge from 30 
yea rs of experi ence in deve lop ing 
both analog and digital functions. 
We have also drawn upon our digi
ta l ASIC strengths in developing 
our LinASIC capabilities. 

Support: 
Speeding our chips to you 
The faster we move new products 
through our design cycles, the 
faste r you can get through you rs. 

We employ a wide variety of design
automation tools and sophisticated 
software ro speed our deve lopment 
process. 

Service: 
Providing a surety of supply 
However advanced our circuits 
may be, they are of little value if 
they are inaccess ible to you. TI 
operates on the principle of global 
coverage, local service. We 
manufacture semiconductors in 13 
countries and operate support 
centers in 22. We have product and 
applications specia lists, des igners, 
and technicians around the world. 
They are linked by one of the 
world's largest private ly owned com
munications networks so that we 
can bring you our best - circuits 
and support - from wherever they 
may be to wherever you are. 

Keeping our 
communications open 
The relationship between you as 
customer and us as vendor is vital: 
You are our chief source for 
firsthand info rmation that can help 
gu ide us in developing the circuits 
you will need fo r your future 
designs. We at TI welcome your 
comments and your suggestions. 

Tl's Leadership Analog 
Processing Technologies 

LinBiCMOS - Combines 
Advanced LinC MOS, digita l 
ASIC C MOS, and up to 0-V 
bipolar technologies to allow the 
integration of digital and analog 
standard cells and handcrafted 
analog components on a 
monolith ic chip. 

LinEPIC - O ne-micron 
C MOS double-level meta l, double
level polysilicon technology, which 
adds high ly integrated, high-speed 
analog devices to the high-perfo r
mance digital EPIC process. 

Advanced LinCMOS - An 
N-we ll , silicon-gate, double- level 
polysilicon process featuring 
improved resistor and capac itor 
structures and hav ing three-micron 
minimum feature sizes. 

Power BIDFET - Merges stan
dard linear bipolar, C MOS, and 
DMOS processes and a llows inte
gration of digital contro l circu itry 
and high-power outputs on one 
chip. Primarily used fo r circuits 
handling more than 100 Vat cu r
rents up to 10 A. 

Multi-EPI Bipola r - A very 
cost-effect ive techno logy that util
izes mu ltiple ep itax ia l layers instead 
of multiple diffusion steps to reduce 
mask steps by more than 40%. 
Used to produce intelligent power 
devices that can handle loads as 
high as 20 A and voltages in excess 
of 100 V. 

Excalibur - A true, single- level 
poly, single-level meta l, junction
isolated, complementary bipolar 
process developed for high -speed, 
high -precision analog c ircu its 
providing the most stable op amp 
performance ava ilable today. 

If you would like a more detailed 
exp lanation of our Advanced Linear 
process technologies, please ca 111-800-
336-5236, ext. 3423 . Ask for a copy of 
our Advanced Linear Circuits brochure. 

iM Trademark of Texas lns1ruments lncorpor,nc<l I 
© 1990 T l 08·0082 
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PRODUCT INNOVATION 

100-MHz ANALYZER CARD 
BOASTS DEEP MEMORY 

JOHN NOVELLINO 

The rare baseball player who 
hits 40 home runs and steals 
40 bases is known as a 40-40 
man. An equivalent magic 

number in today 's logic-analyzer 
field is 100. So it's natural that Tek
tronix named its newest analyzer, 
which hits that goal in five catego
ries, the Centurion. 

The Centurion, offered as a card 
for the D AS9200 digital-analysis sys
tem, features 100-MHz sampling, 
clocking, triggering, and time 
stamping on 100 channels (96 data 
and 4 clock). Channels can be multi
plexed for asynchronous acquisition 
up to 400 MHz on 24 channels. Users 
can connect three cards in one DAS 
mainframe and as many as 16 cards 
with expansion units. 

Introduced this month, the Centu
rion supports 10 32-bit RISC and 
CISC devices with microprocessor 
analysis packages: the AMD 29000; 
the Intel 80386, 80486, 80860, and 
80960; the MIPS R3000; and the Mo
torola 68020, 68030, 68040, and 88100. 
The modules include prepl."o
grammed setups for clocking, chan
nel names and groups, and symbol 
tables. A sample reference memory 
allows quick familiarization with 
processor-specific capabilities. 

Tektronix says it can quickly add 
support for other devices as demand 
warrants. This ability is based on the 
Centurion's 16-state, 100-MHz state 
machine, which can accommodate 
new microprocessors without addi
tional hardware or emulator pods. 
The state machine, which permits 
real-time tracking of bus activity, 
can be programmed to emulate the 
machine-state operation of complex 
buses and to properly place samples 
for processor monitoring. 

To ensure real-time operation at 
th analyzer's full speed, the trigger 
must run at the same speed. There
fore, the Centurion has a 100-MHz 

I 
THE CENTURION logic-analyzer 
probes can be used individually for 
isolated lines, or bundled together in 
groups of eight with a special clip for 
fast connection to wide buses. 

trigger that can identify an event 
and make a trigger decision before 
the next event occurs. The trigger 
can operate at full speed across all 
channels. In addition, users can pro
gram the state-machine trigger from 
libraries or by defining their own 
events. Full symbolic triggering sim
plifies the definition of complex 
events. Trigger resources include 16 
programmable states, 8 decisions 
per state, 8 events and actions per de
cision, and 17 action types. 

The 8-kbit memory in the Centuri
on 92A96 should facilitate debug
ging (a 92A96D version stores 32 
kbits). Because the root of a problem 
may occur long before its first visible 
symptom, users must trigger on the 
symptom, then look back on the ac
quired data. To supply sufficient 
memory economically, Tektronix de
veloped an efficient way to interface 
the analyzer circuitry to commercial 
bulk memory. In traditional designs, 
performance demands require that 
the RAM be integrated onto the cus-

tom analyzer chips, an expensive 
proposition. 

To squeeze 96 channels of 100-
MHz analysis capability onto one 
card, Tektronix designed custom 
ICs . The company packed many 
functions onto each chip, so that 
most signal traffic is on-chip and 
chip-to-chip connections are minimal. 
This eliminated most of the timing 
and skew problems encountered 
when functions were split across 
several smaller devices. 

With speeds as high as they are to
day, probe technology is critical to 
any measurement instrument. Ven
dors must counter lead capacitance 
to ensure signalfidelity. In the Cen
turion, Tektronix uses the same pas
sive compensation technique found 
in the company's high-performance 
oscilloscopes. The probes incorpo
rate a nichrome wire that creates a 
complex characteristic impedance. 
The result is a transmission-line 
quality connection from the probe tip 
to the analyzer's front end, which it
self has a 200-MHz bandwidth. 

Mechanical connections are also 
important in dense circuitry. Conse
quently, the company designed the 
probes to be used separately or in 
groups. Each probe can be connected 
individually to isolated lines, such as 
clocks and strobes. 

Alternatively, a special clip en
ables designers to band eight probes 
together into a small package for 
easy connection to wide buses (see 
the figure). The same probes can 
connect to a microprocessor bus for 
state analysis with disassembly, or 
to a fast asynchronous clock to look 
at bus timing.O 

PRICE AND A VAILABILTY 
Prices for the Centurion 92A96 start at 
$17,950, which includes one year of on-site 
support. Delivery is estimated at 6 weeks 
after receipt of an order. DAS 9200 main
frames start at $9970. 

Tektronix Inc., Logic Analyzer Div., P.O. 
Box 12132, Portland, OR; (800) 245-
2036. CIRCLE 544 
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PRODUCT INNOVATION 

EASY-TO-USE ANALYZERS 
ELIMINATE DUAL-PROBING 

JOHN NOVELLINO 

P
erformance specifications 
don't always tell the whole 
story in test and measure
ment. Sometimes ease of use 

is as important in determining how 
fast and how well a task gets done. 
The Philips PM 3580 family of logic 
analyzers is one example. Because of 
their improved architecture and 
probe technology, even inexperi
enced users can have them up and 
running in less than 30 min., accord
ing to the John Fluke Manufacturing 
Co., which is introducing the analyz
ers in North America. 

The family's performance is good 
enough to stand on its own. In the 
maximum configuration, they offer 
96 channels of 50-MHz state analysis 
and 200-MHz timing analysis, with 2 
kbits of memory per channel (see the 
figure). But the key contribution 
made by the 3580 series is a dual-ana
lyzer per pin architecture. Using 
only one set of probes, every channel 
can collect both state and timing in-

formation simultaneously. 
This capability eliminates the need 

to either dual-probe a circuit under 
test or acquire two sets of data suc
cessively. It also cuts down on the to
tal number of channels needed. 

The other alternative, dual prob
ing, is potentially unreliable and can 
load down the target system. The 
new low-capacitance passive and 
semi-passive probing adapters, how
ever, hold loading to only 7 pF, even 
while recording both state and tim
ing data. In most cases, the quick
connect adapters are matched to de
vice-specific software disas
semblers. In cases where clock tim
ing requires an active adaptor (such 
as the 80386), Fluke can supply a sep
arate adapter for timing informa
tion. 

Pop-up menus and VGA graphics 
also make the analyzers easy to use 
even for inexperienced or occasional 
operators. But expert users can 
speed the process by taking one-let-

I ONE SET OF PROBES, attached with quick-connect adapters, acquires both state 
and timing data on the PM 358°"5eries logic analyzers. Users can display both sets of data on 
the widowed interface. 
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ter short cuts. For instanc , hittin~ 
"T" on the front-panel keyboard 
moves the cursor to the trigger 
point. The full alphanumeric keypad 
makes it easy to enter labels and val
ues, and the large rotary dial speeds 
data scrolling or the positioning of 
the cursor. 

The analyzers feature a fully inte
grated state and timing trigger se
quencer that users can program with 
any combination of state and timing 
parameters, such as data patterns, 
bus ranges, edges, or glitches. As a 
result, designers can use a state se
quence to define a trigger for a tim
ing acquisition. Or a glitch can trig
ger the instrument, even if only state 
data is being collected. 

When an external clock is defined, 
the memory splits between state and 
timing data automatically so that 
both can be stored. But users can 
configure the memory for either 
state or timing information. There
fore, the sequencer can use one type 
of data as a trigger to collect the oth
er version. 

A transitional timing scheme opti
mizes memory use during timing ac
quisitions. Rather than continuously 
collect data, the analyzers record the 
changes and time stamps indicating 
when they occurred. 

Also, memory depth automatically 
adjusts for the speed of the recorded 
signals. For fast signals, transitional 
timing ensures at least the same re
corded length as a conventional tim
ing analyzer with the same memory 
size. For slower signals, the tech
nique permits longer data acquisi
tions.D 

PRICE AND A VAILABILTY 
Prices for the PM 3580 family range from 
$4250for the PM 3580130, with 32 channels 
of 50-MHz state and 100-MHz timing re
cording and a 1-kbit deep m emory, to 
$10,950 for the PM 3585190, which features 
96 channels, 50-MHz state and 200-MHz 
timing analysis, and 2-kbits of memory. 

John Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc., P.O. Box 9090, 
Everett, WA 98206-9090; (206) 347-6100. 
CIRCLE 548 
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High Density Family: If you need 
density up to the level of small gate 
arrays, coupled with high perform
ance and quick development times, 
our MAX™family fills the bill. You 
get parts that can replace up to 50 
TIL parts, or up to 15 PLDs, with performance 
to 50 MHz. Very flexible, very well supported. 

- Standard Enhanced Family: 
If you like the 'classics' but 

want state-of-the-art performance, you'll find 
plenty of solutions in our Standard Enhanced 
Family. Consider our CMOS 18G8 Universal 
PAL at 12 ns. Or our CMOS 22V10at15 ns. 
Or our 20RA10 at 20 ns. Our ECL 16P4 
(10E302) at3 ns. To name a very fastfew. 

*1-800-387-7599 In Canada. (32)2-672-2220 In Europe. 
© 1990 Cypress Semiconductor. 3901 North Fi rst Street. 
San Jose, CA 95134. Phone: (408)943-2666, Telex 821032 
CYPRESS SNJUD, 1WX910-997-0753. Trademarks: 
MAX -Altera Corporation. 

Functionally Specialized (i'r CY7C361 

Family: We've created new 
architectures tailored to key functions, 
to give you maximum performance. For 
example, for state machine functions, our 
CY7C361 employs an innovative 'split-plane' 
architecture to cut feedback loop delay and 
enable 125 MHz performance. 

Call for your free 
Data Boole. Hotline: 
1-800-952-6300.* 
Aslc for Dept. C3J. 



PRODUCT INNOVATION 

100 MHZ Stott E .. 
R3000 Mn1111ontc 

5 

I THE HP 16540A OFFERS l~MHz state analysis with microprocessor support 
for several RISC and high-performance CISC devices. Shown here is the disassembled code 
for the MIPS R3000. 

100-MHZ CARD, IMPROVED 
INTERFACE ENHANCE ANALYZER 

JOHN NOVELLINO 

B 
uilding on its successful HP 
16500A-series logic-analysis 
products, Hewlett-Packard 
has introduced a 100-MHz 

state and timing module with full
speed triggering and adjustable set
up and hold times. The company also 
improved the system's user inter
face. 

The ability to adjust setup and 
hold times (Ts and TH, respectively) 
enables users to capture narrow win
dows of valid data. Three pairs of set
tings are possible: Ts = 4 ns and TH= 
0 ns; 2 ns and 2 ns, or 0 ns and 4 ns. 

Interface enhancements include 
the ability to control the logic analyz
er using the built-in color touch
screen, or through an optional 
mouse, trackball, or ASCII key
board. The keyboard, for instance, 
speeds entry of labels and pattern
generator data. In addition, users 
can now scroll through data acquired 
by the optional 1-GHz timing module 
and 400-Msample/ s digital-oscillo
scope module. · 

The HP 16540A is the basic master 
card that supplies 16 channels of 100-
MHz state and timing analysis. Up to 
four 48-channel HP 16541A expan
sion modules can also reside in the 
16500A mainframe, offering a total 
of 208 channels. The 100-MHz speed 
is available across all channels, as is 
the full-speed (10-ns) triggering. The 
analyzer features a 4-kbit/ channel 
memory with full-speed time or 
event tagging. 

The basic interface and software 
features are similar to those in the 
system's first-generation module, 
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the HP 16510A. That unit offers 100-
MHz timing analysis and 35-MHz 
state analysis. 

Along with the two modules, HP is 
adding processor support interfaces 
for the latest RISC and high-perfor
mance CISC devices. The devices 
supported include the Intel 80386, 
80486, 80860, 80960CA and KA; Mo
torola 68030, 68040, and 88100/88200; 
AMD 29000; and MIPS R3000 (see 
the figure). The interfaces bring the 
number of microprocessors support
ed by the analyzer series to nearly 
100. 

The HP 16540A eases the debug
ging process with four trigger se
quence levels. Before triggering, 
each level can be qualified with an 
occurrence counter (up to 65,535 
times), store qualifier, and a branch 
to a previous level. A store qualifier 
follows the trigger level. 

Trigger capabilities include four 
pattern recognizers, each an AND 
combination of bit patterns in each 
label. A range recognizer identifies 
data that's numerically on or be
tween two specified patterns. The 
maximum size is 32 bits. The state 
trigger can also cross arm the 1-G Hz 
timing module and digital scope mod
ule to look for glitches that may be 
causing a problem. 

Two master clocks on the 16540A 
can clock in data lines on the module 
and on the 16541A. In addition, two 
slave clocks are available on each 
16541A when operating in the multi
phased mixed mode. Users can OR 
together clock edges to run simulta
neously in the single-phase or multi
phase mixed mode.O 

PRICE AND A VAILABILTY 
The 16-channel HP 16540A master card 
costs $7000, and the 48-channel HP l 6541A 
expansion card goes for $8500. Delivery is 
within 16 weeks. The HP 16500A main
frame costs $7500. The new microprocessor 
interfaces range from $1200 to $2500, with 
estimated deliveries of 2 to 16 weeks. 

Hewlett-Packard, Colorado Springs Div., 
P.O. Box 2197, Colorado Springs, CO 80907-
2197; (800) 752-0900. CIRCLE 552 
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ML4400 LOGIC ANALYZER 

New! RISC, CISC 
and DSP Support 

Arium announces three new 
features on their high-speed, 
modular MIA400 

1 High-Speed RISC 
Support 
• Fastest R3000 

support available 
• Supports the 88000 
• Priced 60% below 

the competition 
• User-modifiable 

disassemblers for R3000 
and 88000 micros with full 
instruction mnemonic and 
data display 

• Low-impedance, locally 
buffered connection to the 
R3000 and 88000 micros 

SEE US AT WESCON BOOTH #95!Hl61 

High-Speed CISC 
Support 2 • Full hardware and 

software support 
available for the 68030, 
80386, 80486 micros 

• The only fully synchronizing 
disassemblers for these micros 

3 
Full DSP Support 
Software 
• Disassembler sup

port available 
• Supports Motorola's 56000, 

Analog Devices' ADSP2100, 
and more 

• Source code for disassembler 
provided; user can customize 
displays 

The MIA400 Features: 
• Synchronous channels: 

160 a 50 MHz, 64 Cq, 100 MHz 
• Timestamped trace, data 

qualification 
• Real-time performance 

analysis (histograms) 
• 400 MHz on 16 ch., with 

32K bits/ch. trace depth 
• 100 MHz on 80 ch., with 

8K bits/ch. trace depth 
• Transitional timing, up to 

one billion virtual samples 
• Trigger functions include 

AND, OR, NOT, RANGE, 
COUNT, TIME and GOTO 

• User-defined disassembler 
ARIUM CORPORATION 
1931 Wright Circle 
Anaheim, California 92806. 
714/978-9531. FAX 714/978-3341 

CIRCLE83 ~~~~~~~-~~c!Lm 
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AIM's 50 to 150 Watt 
Board Mounted Power Modules: 

Engineered to take the heat ... 
for virtually 100%-system up-time. 

Our UL*-recognized modules not only with
stand 0° to 90°C temperatu_res, they bring 
Bell Labs' design innovation and AT&T qual
ity to your distributed power architecture. 
This provides leading-edge power features 
that help you reduce design time, and man
ufacturing and servicing costs, while 
enhancing reliability 

Component needs are cut by including 
filtering and control functions within the 
package. They include an EMI filter to meet 
FCC requirements (Class A) by controlling 
both radiated and conducted EMI. 

Modules are hot-plugable in parallel 
configuration and can be replaced or ser
viced while the system is up and running
with no loss of power or data. 

Af&T power modules also allow 
parallel redun
dancy, so you 
need only one 
extra module 
to back up the 
system. All SO, 
100and150 
wan modules measure 4.8 x 2.5 x .S" and 
are available in a variety of outputs. 

Save space and prevent downtime 
with Af&T's power modules. Call today for 
our complete catalog of Af&T SW to lSOW 
devices: 1800 372-2447, ext. 590. 

CIRCLE81 



DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

BY TAKING INTO ACCOUNT EFFECTS LIKE OUTPUT 
LIMITING AND ASYMMETRICAL SLEW RATES, SPICE 

MACROMODELS PERFORM As ACTUAL OP AMPS. 

MODELS CAN MIMIC BEHAVIOR 
OF REAL OP AMPS 

WALT JUNG 
Linear Technology Corp., 
1630 McCarthy Blvd., 
Milpitas, CA 95035; 
(408) 432-1900. 

p amp macromodels are, in a sense, much like ac
tual parts. For example, a given op amp is good or 
bad for an application, depending on its usage. 
Logically, it can be expected that op-amp models 
successfully mimicking modern parts will contain 
a diversity of features, as do their real counter
parts. But many don't. Rather, they're extremely 

generic and don't accurately depict such phenomena as current and voltage 
limiting, common-mode problems, phase-reversal, and asymmetrical slew 
rates. Yet the purpose of Spice simulations, which is to minimize, supple
ment, or corroborate breadboarding with accuracy, is pointless if the models 
aren't accurate. 

When transistor-level op-amp models are used, the memory usage and 
simulation time required quickly become impractical for anything but small 

B•s1c Bowl• ll'IOdel e<11uat1on•: 

Avd = C<;1• •r- 2)(9b • ro2) 

Not•• for th••• ad•1"t•t1ons (Junct1on & PMOS F"ETs, bil"olar•>· 

Outo<>ut volt a9a /curr•nt li.oru.t1n9 v arl•• Ylth dav.Lca twpa. 

JF"ET SFI •w,,_t,...,,. contr-ol optu;inal <••• bo><>. 

Pha•a/fra"!uanc.,,. a wtens.Lons usable uJ.th anw a.....,l1f1ar t1o1pa. 

~ Nod• .. 0" ... d•f•ult common 1n SPICE 

11. THIS MODIFIED BOYLE op-amp macromodel can represent IC op amps with 
virtually any differential transconductance stage on the input. As a result, it can be adapted 
for op amps with npn, pop, JFET or MOSFET input stages. 
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

ACCURATE, DEVICE-SPECIFIC, 
IC OP·AMP MACROMODELS 

circuits. In contrast, using op-amp 
macromodels has the advantage of 
allowing memory use and simulation 
speed to become much more attrac
tive, making larger circuits possible. 
In truth, the macromodel approach 
to Spice may be the only practical 
way for designers to simulate to
day's complex circuits in reasonable 
times. Otherwise, circuit size is limit
ed by the inescapable bounds of 
memory and computer speed. 

Though op-amp macromodels are 
hardly new, the most important 
thing to remember is their funda
mental objective-to beat the simu
lation memory/speed limits. If they 
don't meet this, they're virtually use
less. And, while IC op-amp designers 
have access to a full transistor-level 
model, most board and system users 
of op amps will likely never encoun
ter it. Therefore, good op-amp ma
cromodels are critical when using 
Spice in real-world designs. 

Internally, a macromodel achieves 
efficiency by using elements inher
ent to Spice. For active gain, this 

Sensor 
excitation 

D 

IR s 10 µF 
+ 

sensor 
47k 

G 3.3k 100k 

I 2. THIS SIMPLIFIED PMOS·INPUT·STAGE op-amp macromodel provides 
accurate simulation of op amps with dissimiliar output current sink·to-source ratios. 

means using "ideal controlled 
source" stages instead of transis
tors, a few passive resistors and ca
pacitors, and generally minimum use 
of p-n junctions. Four basic "con
trolled sources" dominate most op
amp macromodels: the voltage-con
trolled voltage-source (VCVS), the 
voltage-controlled current-source 
(VCCS), the current-controlled cur-

0.1 µF 0.1 µF 

390k 

390k 

100k 3.3k 10k 

15 v 200k 

7.5V 

Output 

rent-source (CCCS), and the current
controlled voltage-source (CCVS). 

Typically, a macromodel will have 
two transistors at the input to realis
tically simulate most input parame
ters. Depending on model complex
ity, macromodeling can show useful 
reductions in simulation time and 
memory usage. 

Macromodeling got its start about 

15 v 

1.3M 

100k 

1.2M 
0.02 µF 

4.7M 

700k 

1M 

220µF 
+ 

50k 

potentiometer 
sets time 

I 3. A MOTION DETECTOR CIRCUIT using an IR sensor and a quad micropower single-supply op amp (an LTC1079) can be 
simulated with a macromodel that accurately represents the op amp. The amp can put out 15 mA, yet it draws just 45 µA from a single supply. 
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ACCURATE, DEVICE-SPECIFIC, 
IC OP·AMP MACROMODELS 

REAL OP-AMP MACROMODELS CAN SLEW ASYMMETRICALLY 

Many popular p-channel, 
JFET-input op amps 
like the 197 4-vintage 
355/356 types intrinsi

cally slew twice as fast for nega
tive-going outputs swings. Simi
lar comments apply to the OP-15 
and OP-16 clones. The slew rate 
(SR) specified on the data sheet 
typically was the lower of the two 
rates, the positive. 

Most JFET macromodels avail
able simply don't address the 
asymmetric slew rate at all. Oth
ers have seldom modeled it accu
rately.Slew-rate control was built 
into the original Boyle model, and 
it addresses asymmetry for com
mon-mode signals by means of ca
pacitor ce (or cs for JFET amps). 
However, this approach leaves 
something to be desired, because 
the slopes produced are inconsis
tent. LTC has implemented a new 
means of modeling slew rate 
asymmetry (upper figure). 

This circuit represents a much 
simplified Boyle-type model with 
p-channel JFET input devices jl 
and j2. In typical usage, the slew 
rate is simply iss/ c2, which is sym
metrical when cs is zero. When 
the common source capacitor cs is 
added, the slew rate for common
mode signals can be adapted (ce, 
as is noted in the Boyle paper). Un
fortunately, this strategy works 
best when dealing with common
mode inputs, and not as well with 
inverting inputs. 

LTC models asymmetrical slew 
rates by adding a VCCS, designat
ed "gosit" (shown dotted), which 
dynamically modifies the total tail 
current available to jl/j2. This 
source is driven by the differen
tial output of jl/j2 and produces a 
current which adds to, or sub
tracts from, the fixed current iss. 
Consequently, the resulting cur
rent available to charge or dis
charge compensation capacitor c2 
is higher for one slewing slope 
than for its opposite. This holds 
regardless of whether the ampli
fier operates in the inverting or 
noninverting mode. As an op-

15 
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tion, cs {also shown 
dotted) can still be 
used for further 
slew control of 
common-mode in
puts. 

When generat
ing a macromodel 
with asymmetrical 
slew rates, the low
er of the two slew 
rates is taken from 
the data sheet, in 
addition to the ratio 
of the high-to-low 
slew rates. Algo
rithms in the pro
gram then calcu
late an appropriate 
static value for iss 
and the gain of the 
VCCS "gosit." This 
is so that a proper 
slewing character
istic is produced by 
the model. N onin
verting-mode Spice 
waveforms of an 
LT1056 op amp and 
those produced by 
an actual device 
clearly depict 
asymmetrical slew
ing (lower figure a 
and b, respective
ly). 
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ACCURATE, DEVICE-SPECIFIC, 
IC OP·AMP MACROMODELS 

15 years ago with seminal papers by 
Boyle, Cohn, Pederson, and Solo
mon1, and Solomon2• This general 
model topology, now known as the 
Boyle model, is fairly well under
stood in basic form. 

The underlying principles of the 
topology stand behind the many 
modifications and extensions of it 
found in the diverse models available 
today. While the Boyle model has 
been criticized on a number of points, 
many useful , adaptations do exist. 
Some even offer answers to the criti
cisms. 

Spice modeling in general and ma
cromodels in particular have certain 
"facts of life" which sooner or later 
become evident. For example, it's a 
non-negotiable truth that more com
plex models (whether based on the 
Boyle topology or not) must obey 
certain simulation trade-off rules. 
The LTC (Linear Technology Corp.) 
models to be discussed in this article 
are no exception. 

MODEL TRADE-OFFS 
Several rules can be stated forth

right: Simple macromodels will al
ways run the fastest, use the least 
overhead, converge fast, and (may) 
produce modest accuracy. Converse
ly, more complex models will run 
slower, use the most memory, and 
may have difficulty converging
bu t they can ultimately provide 
greater accuracy. In a world that 
deals with engineering practicali
ties, we designers must always be 
aware of these factors. 

If the modeling process is carried 
to an extreme, it's possible to pro
duce a very complex macromodel 
that offers little or no speed and/ or 
overhead advantages over a transis
tor-level model for the same circuit. 
Worse yet, it may never find a bias 
point in large- or medium-sized cir
cuits (even when the Spice defaults 
are "tweaked"). At this stage, the ob
vious question becomes "What's the 
point of such a macromodel?" If we 
ignore these factors, it can lead to 
complex models which simply don't 
perform as needed. Because of such 
simulation issues, overly-complex 
models (which can actually supply 
very fine emulation in certain areas) 
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may never turn out to be a totally 
general solution. 

The original Boyle macromodel 
used a 741 bipolar op amp, and could 
be configured for bipolar npn or pnp 
input transistors. The current Boyle 
topology adaptations use many dif
ferent transistor types. Interesting
ly enough, many still operate in some 
ways as a Boyle-type macromodel, 
and can be implemented with similar 
design equations. 

A schematic of the LTC p-channel 
JFET macromodel represents a case 
in point (Fig. 1). This model behaves 
fundamentally as a Boyle type, but 
has a host of added enhancements 
(many are optional to the user). It's 
used as an example in the following 
discussions for the general Boyle to
pology, and as a departure point for 
other variations. 

Key equations for a basic Boyle 
macromodel are noted in figure 1, 
and the de signal path is indicated by 
heavy lines. The topology models the 
following op-amp parameters: gain 
bandwidth product (GBP), slew rate 
(SR), phase margin, de gain (Avd), 
common-mode rejection ratio 
(CMRR), input offset voltage (V0 s), 
input bias and offset currents (lb and 
l 0 s), output current limiting, positive 
and negative-output-voltage limits, 
output resistance, and power-supply 
quiescent current. 

The parts of the general circuit in
volved with defining the simulation 
operation are noted in the basic equa
tions (lower left of figure 1). Some 
minor variations occur when input 
transistors change from junction to 
PMOS FET types, or to npn or pnp 
bipolar transistors. More op-amp
specific options involve details of 
voltage/ current limiting and slew 
rate control, so these equations 
aren't shown (see "Real op-amp 
models can slew asymmetrically, " 
p. 7:1). This topology adapts well to 
different op amps. Devices using all 
of the transistor types mentioned 
can be used in the front end. More
over, various options can be added 
for input clamping, differential or 
common-mode characteristics, limit
ing employed in the output circuit, 
and the complexity of phase-fre
quency compensation used. 
E S I G N 

To appreciate the Boyle model to
pology's flexibility in adapting and/ 
or extending to other input transis
tor types, look no further than the jl I 
j2 input differential JFET pair (ql/ 
q2 if bipolar, ml/m2 if MOS), which 
is set by the design parameters to op
erate at a differential gain of unity. 
This normalization step has the bene
fit of increasing the utility of the 
model when simplifying design ex
pressions for slew rate and gain
bandwidth product. It can substitute 
other input devices within this archi
tecture relatively easy. 

MODEL FLEXIBILITY 
Specifically, the input-stage gain

normalization step enables other 
structure variants to be implement
ed without major topology changes. 
As noted, the original paper allowed 
for bipolar pairs in the basic design 
equations. However, if this model is 
viewed more generally, a fundamen
tal characteristic stands out-virtu
ally any differentially operated 
transconductance pair can be used in 
the front end. From the point in the 
circuit Va (the differential outputs of 
jl/j2), the signal path through the 
model remains essentially the same 
and the basic design equations hold. 

While JFETs jl/j2 are shown at 
the input here, other variations have 
provisions for transconductance ad
justments so that other transistor 
types also operate at unity gain with 
suitable biasing. As a result, this 
concept allows many variations of 
the original Boyle model to exist. The 
design equations in the figure dic
tate the overall model performance. 
It can be extended to include all of 
the transistor types mentioned. To 
create a model for an op amp with 
different input-transis tor types , 
Spice transistor model-parameters 
ql/q2 or ml/m2 replace jl/j2. The 
transistor-model parameters of 
these devices then determine the am
plifier's V0 s, l b, and 108' 

Though this input-stage gain nor
malization step makes the input flex
ible, it does insert a trade-off. This 
occurs because the input transistors 
operate at currents and gain levels 
unlike that used in an actual op-amp 
circuit. As a result, input noise per-
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formance of a Boyle model won't 
usually track a real part accurately. 
This factor isn't unique just to the 
Boyle model, but is true of other 
models with input-stage gain nor
malization. 

In the original Boyle model's out
put stage, voltage limiting is set by a 
diode and voltage source 

ing reasonable speed and accuracy. 
The Boyle macromodel was chosen 
to be built upon, enhancing it where 
appropriate, extending and rede
signing it where necessary. 

To generate new models, LTC 
uses a family of programs that im
plement four types of custom macro-

models. Each op-amp input type, 
JFET, PMOS FET, npn, and pnp has 
an associated program. These pro
duce new, unique, ready-to-run op
amp-specific macromodels from 
data-sheet specifications. With this ap
proach, the company can quickly re
spond with new models, or to requests 

for custom values. 
(brute force) hard-clamp to 100k ....----...-----..,...-----.....------. The use of junction and 

MOSFET transistor types in 
a macromodel input stage 
was described by Krajewska 
in an early Boyle model en
hancement.3 LTC's p-chan
nel JFET model is fundamen
tally similar to Krajewska's, 

Output of A2 

Output of A1 

the rail for the positive limit 
(not shown). A similar diode 
and voltage source supplies 
a negative rail limit, and typi
cally these limits are within a 
volt or two of their respec
tive supply rails. This rela
tively simple limit scheme 
produces high internal cur
rents approaching 100 A 
when limiting. 

10----~---~---~---~ but with further adaptations 
10mh 100mh 1.0h 1Dh 100h added. With all its features 

Frequency active, this model is one of 

Current limiting of the 
original Boyle model is sup-
plied by back-to-back diodes. +B.OV 
They work in concert with 
controlled sources produc-
ing a buffered voltage drop +4.0V 
proportional to load current 
(not shown). At high output 
currents, the diodes conduct 
and limit the output current. 
As with the voltage limiter, 

o.ov " ~ 
(1) 

n 

I 

the more complex within the 
LTC library. It may appear 
overly busy, but seldom will 
all options be present at 
once. The following discus
sions highlight the various 
enhancements that go be
yond the basic Boyle model. 

Thejl/j2frontend offers a 
number of possible options 
within the stage. Input ca
pacitance is simulated by ca-

this is also a brute-force limit -4.0~s 
design, producing high cur-

10 s 20 s 30s 
Time 

40 s 50 s 60 5 pacitor cin, and the buffered 

rents in operation. 
These limiting schemes 

have been improved in sever
al regards within model up
grades, allowing more free
dom for the limits and less in
teraction with the model's 
small signal performance. In 
the model shown, more com
plex voltage limiters are de
ployed, which may or may 
not be used for a given op
amp type. The diodes d3a, 
d3b, and controlled source 
(gpl) form a positive voltage 
limiter, while d4a, d4b, and gnl 
form a negative voltage limit
er. The improved current lim
iter is described later. 

The LTC approach to ma
cromodel design aims to
ward practical macromodels 
that emulate the amplifiers 
in both specification and 
functionality while maintain-

(b) 

(C) 

1
4. AN ULTRA-LOW-FREQUENCY analysis from 
the motion detector's input to amplifier outputs is easy on the 
simulator (a). A transient analysis under "alarm" conditions 
on a simulator (b) and on the bench (c) show similar results. 

E L E C T R 0 

clamping network around 
dcml-4 simulates the anti
phase-reversal, common-
mode clamping of LTC JFET 
amplifiers (because this cir
cuit isn't needed for all simu
lations, it comes "comment
ed out" in the model file). 

Transistors jl/j2 have 
model characteristics calcu
lated to yield unity gain with 
gate currents consistent 
with the lb and I08 of the am
plifier modeled. The jl/j2 
model parameters for vto 

supplies V 081 and voltage 
source vcm2 simulates the 
negative common-mode 
characteristic of some JFET 
amplifiers. In general, these 
macromodels should act as a 
real op amp. For example, 
they contain a power con
sumption current source ip, as 
well as a reverse diode dsub 
that also models maximum 
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supply voltage. 
In the model's inner stages, gain 

and frequency response characteris
tics are set by ga, gb, r2, ro2, and c2. 
For a simple case, this essentially fol
lows the Boyle equations. Capacitor 
c2 is used alone as the main compen
sation capacitor, while cl is used 
alone across the input to ga to con
trol phase margin. The system has a 
primary pole set by c2, and a second
ary one set by cl. 

For amplifiers with multiple pole
zero compensation stages, such as 
the LT1007 and OP-27 families, addi
tional phase-frequency compensa
tion can be brought into play 
through rxcl and cxcl, or through 
rxc2 and cxc2. Together, these con
trols enable more complex frequen
cy responses to be simulated without 
additional active stages. Though lim
ited in versatility relative to adding 
many gain stages, it does have ad
vantages. It's a simple extension of 
the Boyle model and it adds no major 
penalty in simulation time and mem
ory needs, which would be the case if 
active stages were added. Moreover, 
because this extension consists only 

of passive parts, optionally added to 
the internal main frequency control 
points of a Boyle-type model, it can 
be incorporated with any op amp in 
the families under discussion. The 
extension is used in the LT1007 and 
OP-27 models mentioned, as well as 
the LT1115 model illustrated in later 
examples. 

This model's slew rate is set by the 
tail current of jl/j2 (ml/m2) and c2 
for a simple JFET (PMOS) amplifier 
case (or, the tail current of ql/q2 and 
c2, for a bipolar case). However, 
many p-channel JFET op amps 
aren't simple cases because they 
don't slew symmetrically. The op
tional circuitry used for these JFET 
amplifiers is described in the sepa
rate section on asymmetrical slew 
rates (see p. 73). The LT1056, 
LT1057, and LT1058 LTC amplifier 
families and older standard devices, 
such as the OP-15and OP-16, use this 
model. 

So far, what's been discussed for 
the model in figure 1 also generally 
applies when PMOS transistors are 
used (ml/m2 replace jl/j2). In this 
PMOS input macromodel, much of 

the rest of the overall model is simi
lar, and there are few changes in the 
FET equations. The PMOS-input
stage model easily handles such use
ful device categories as the low l b, 
low V08 chopper-stabilized units as 
well as single-supply CMOS devices. 

The output current and voltage 
limiters used with the LTC PMOS 
model are usually of the more com
plex form shown, due to several im
portant performance issues. For ex
ample, amplifiers emulated by these 
PMOS models have rail-to-rail out
put voltage swings combined with 
the millivolt-level saturation volt
ages typical of CMOS outputs. They 
also have gains of 160 dB and 
CMRRs of 140 dB. Moreover, that's 
combined with the sub-microvolt off
sets typical of chopper-stabilized op 
amps. The ability to handle many of 
these performance characteristics is 
made possible by model features 
shown in the figure . These include 
improved voltage limiters supplying 
very low saturation voltages with 
minimal gain error. 

Most current-limit schemes used 
within op-amp macromodels sink and 

RIAA phonograph preamplifier (40/60 dB gain) 

Input 

R;0 47.5k (MM) 
100 (MC) 

Com 

cin 

(Select 
per phono 
cartridge) 

Vt 18 V Single· 
41o:rF point 

35 v board 

18V 18V 

Rboost 

49.9 
4 562 Output 

3900 pF 

m-
~ 
c: 

.5! 
-:;; 
·;;:: ... 
Q 

1.0000 

0.80000 

0.60000 

0.40000 

0.20000 

0.0 

-0.2000 

-0.4000 

-0.6000 

-0.8000 

~av 
Rs= 25n 

I-TA= 25'C 

b.J 

Measured \ 

~ 

"" R=mll++---=t~m-!+~~ Computer ·-+- ~ 
t-t-tt+++++---+-+-+-++H-++--- simulated . -+-

ground 
Com<>-<.,.___.,__~~~--~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~_. -1.000 

10k 20 100 50k 
470 ,,F 

35~ 
Note: Bypass supplies with 

low ESRcaps 
Resistors 1 % 

*or use 2 mA current source 
MM = moving magnet 

MC = moving coil 

1k 

Frequency (Hz) 

V- -18 V Other caps: high 
quality film 

I 5. AN AC SPICE ANALYSIS of an RIAA preamplifier, using a macromodel of the LT1115 op amp, agrees to within 0.1 dB when 
compared with a frequency-response plot run in the lab. 
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source output current symmetrical
ly. This typically isn't a problem, be
cause most real op amps also have 
symmetrical limits. However, some 
types don't limit symmetrically at 
all. Their sinking and sourcing cur
rent levels may differ by a factor of 3 
to 5. For example, some CMOS am
plifiers have common drain outputs, 
and the lower n-type device can sink 
more current than the upper p-device 
can source. For example, the 
LTC1050-a chopper-stabilized op 
amp with a CMOS output stage-can 
only source 5 mA of current, yet it 
sinks20mA. 

LTC implemented an improved 
technique to model current limiting, 
one that can also incorporate differ
ent degrees of asymmetry. A much 
simplified PMOS input stage macro
model shows how it's done (Fig. 2). In 
this circuit, output current is sam
pled by a low-value series resistor, 
rso, which is typically 1 n. The cur
rent, proportional to the voltage 
drop across rso, is scaled up by the 
VCVS eel. This eliminates any possi
ble effects of the limiting loading the 
output and thus reducing gain. The 
technique was developed to remove 
the loading effects of brute-force 
limiting. The brute-force approach 
can cause gain errors in a very-high
gain amplifier, such as the chopper
stabilized LTC1050. In general, any 
op amp modeled with a gain of more 
than 120 dB can be subject to limiter
related loading errors. In chopper
type amplifiers, where gains are typ
ically 160 dB or more, the effects of 
brute-force limiting can cause signif
icant errors. 

Selecting the value of rso, the gain 
of eel, the diodes dl-d2 and voltage 
sources vodl-vod2 provide plus and 
minus current-limit thresholds. The 
gain of eel is common for both plus 
and minus current limits, and the 
voltage of the two voltage sources is 
adjusted to reflect the desired sink
ing and sourcing thresholds (for 
equal current limits, the diodes are 
the same and the voltage sources are 
dropped). When an output current 
limit occurs, a predetermined volt
age appears across rel. The overall
curren t-limiting feedback loop is 
then balanced in defining the output 

current limit, with VCCS (gel) ab
sorbing the current from the main 
signal path through the VCCS (ga). 

A somewhat more subtle advan
tage of this limiter is its freedom 
from large internal currents in limit, 
unlike brute-force limiters. Al
though it's shown in the context of 
the LTC1050 PMOS chopper-stabi
lized op amp, the limiter is also quite 
adaptable. Variations of it appear in 
a number of other LTC macromo
de ls, including those mentioned 
along with the JFET families and 
many of the npn bipolar types. 

Not all IC vendors have taken 
these steps in modeling PMOS input, 
CMOS output op amps. Inspecting 
some models released reveal such 
obvious deficiencies as input transis
tors that are totally different from 
the part actually modeled, and lack 
of close attention to output limiting 
levels. Obviously, such a model can't 
simulate input or output common
mode ranges with a high degree of 
fidelity. Nevertheless, these param
eters can be critical in single-supply 
operation. For example, what engi
neer would trust a model simulation 
that depicts amplifier output swing 
going negative at limit when only a 
positive power supply is used? Some 
models do just that. 

PNP MACROMODELS 
The pnp-input-transistor macro

model behaves very similar to the 
Boyle-derived, enhanced-FET mod
els (just described), with pnp transis
tors replacing jl/j2. However, other 
practical differences exist due to the 
functional characteristics of the am
plifiers that it models. These differ
ences are the thrust of the enhance
ments for the pnp-input models. 

the actual parts will see when 
they're in the circuit. Similarly, com
mon-mode transients should be 
clamped as in the real parts. The pnp 
model addresses these additional 
points brought on by micropower 
and single-supply applications. 

LTC single-supply op amps have a 
unique, common feature-input
phase-reversal protection using a 
common-mode clamp network. In the 
macromodel, common-mode diodes 
referenced to a voltage (vcmc) clamp 
voltages applied to the input pair. 
Though not shown, this is similar to 
the buffered clamp network of the 
first model discussed (Fig. 1, again). 
Using this clamping in the models is 
optional, but when present, it allows 
linear common-mode response to a 
few hundred m V below ground with 
no phase reversal, just like the actual 
parts behave.4 

Though not depicted in figure 1, an 
extra output network enhances 
small-signal saturation behavior 
while still allowing full short-circuit 
currents. This represents another 
important feature of the pnp model 
that's also specific to micropower de
vices. It comes into play in the 
LT1078 and LTll 78 series devices. 
For this type of amplifier, one of the 
more difficult aspects of model per
formance lies in simulating the sup
ply-rail saturation voltage while still 
retaining the effects of micropower 
current drain coupled with high max
imum output current. For example, 
in the case of the LT1078, the typical 
supply current is only 45 µA and out
put resistance is a few kilohms, but it 
can deliver +15 mA to a load. The 
output network makes it possible to 
model concurrent micropower small
signal characteristics and high maxi
m um current. The LTC LT1013/ 
LT1014/LT1006 and related micro
power pnp-input op-amp families use 
this model. 

To start, pnp-input op amps are of
ten designed for single-supply and/ 
or micropower applications . For 
these applications, common-mode in
put and output ranges are crucial. 
Obviously, a good model should re- NPN MACROMODELS 
fleet what the real parts do for mean- The npn macromodel schematic is 
ingful simulations. More than just also similar, with of course, npn tran
the basic de gain and frequency re- sistors replacing the JFETs (Fig. 1, 
sponse should be considered. For ex- again). As with other amplifier mod
ample, models should take into ac- els, there are many part-specific de
count common-mode input voltages tails the npn model can handle, de
to ground (or slightly below it), like pending upon the specific op amp be-
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ing modeled. 
Precision npn input op amps often 

use differential-input clamp diodes. 
For example, the LT1001 and OP-07 
family models have back-to-back 
clamp diodes, series resistors, and 
the input capacitance cin. Others 
have various clamping-resistance 
combinations. Most op amps today 
are compensated internally, yet the 
LTC models also handle externally 
compensated units. For instance, 
with the LM108 family of amplifiers, 
compensation capacitor c2 is outside 
the model. 

The extended phase-frequency 
combinations discussed previously 
come to play within a number of npn
input, op-amp types, such as the 
LT1007 /LT1037, the OP27 /37, the 
LT1028 and LT1115, and the LT118 
series. Most of these also use the im
proved voltage-current limiters 
shown in the first model discussed. 
Others, like the LT1012, LT1097, and 
OP-97, use a classic Boyle method of 
current limiting. 5 

It may or may not be obvious, but 
the enhancements added to the vari
ous models are generally "remov
able." In other words, these moder
ately complex models aren't cast in 
concrete. Examples include the anti
phase-reversal clamp and the differ
ential clamps. For situations where 
these enhancements are not essen
tial, the items can be commented out 
in the model file to enhance speed, 
lower memory requirements, and aid 
convergence. 

Virtually all of the enhancements 
can be selectively disabled this way, 
either as a potential aid to trouble
shooting, or simply to enable a "tur
bo" mode. However, while this is 
possible, it's not recommended un
less the different ramifications are 
understood, and in no case should 
model tweaking be attempted by the 
inexperienced. 6 

Readers should note that a given 
macromodel available from a vendor 
may or may not model all of the de
vice parameters listed. For example, 
Vos and I0s can often be skipped, sim
plifying a model's front end to just 
one transistor model for both jl/j2 
(or ql/q2 for bipolar, ml/m2 for 
MOS). With V0s and I0s modeled, ap-

propriately different transistor mod
els are used, as opposed to one com
mon transistor. The latter approach 
is an example of trading off simplic
ity (and a slightly faster speed) 
against the loss of several rather key 
performance parameters. 

MODELS AT WORK 
The "proof of the macromodel 

pudding" lies in how well they 
achieve the tasks intended. In this 
section, two circuits are both simu
lated and lab tested. The examples 
are chosen to bring out some of the 
modeling issues discussed. 

The first example circuit is a mo
tion detector. It uses a single-supply 
op amp, the LT1079 quad micro
power device (Fig. 3). The detector 
has the general design objectives of 
low power consumption from a sin
g le battery. Consequently, the 
LT1079 with a standby drain of 45 
µA/ amplifier is a good choice. 

The circuit operates with an IR de
tector placed in a field illuminated by 
an IR source. When motion within 
the field occurs, the sensor produces 
an ac output. This signal is amplified, 
detected, and stretched to trigger an 
alarm. The circuit consists of a two
stage bandpass amplifier (A1 and A0 
with variable gain and an absolute 
value detector (also A0. These are 
followed by a threshold comparator 
(A3) and a resettable timer (A4). 

The circuit was simulated for both 
ac and transient analysis, using the 
LT1079 model. Spice ac analysis 
makes it easy to check gain vs. fre
quency, even down to 0.01 Hz. This is 
a difficult and time-consuming task 
in the lab. The ac Spice analysis of 
the circuit was run between the sig
nal input and the outputs of both A1 
and A2• In this case, the amplifier 
gain peaks between 0.1and10 Hz, as 
shown in the Spice plot (Fig. 4a). 
Transient results from both Spice 
and the lab test show the composite 
operation of the system exercised 
with a 1-m V pulse input, which is de
tected as an "alarm" condition (Figs. 
4band4c). 

This system was designed and 
tested on the simulator, and later 
verified in the lab. Only minor adjust
ments to address parasitic coupling 
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issues were necessary in the lab. 
There were no conv rgence prob
lems found in the simulation. Typical 
runs took 2-3 minutes on a MAC us
ing PSpice. 

An ac preamplifier with frequen
cy-dependent gain was chosen for 
the second simulation example (Fig. 
5). In the past, when this was a popu
lar method to accomplish Record In
dus try Association of America 
(RIAA) phono equalization, predic
tive analysis was very useful toward 
designs of this circuit type. Regard
less of the dwindling popularity of 
LP records, this type of amplifier is 
still sufficient to illustrate the utility 
of Spice analysis. 

The circuit employs frequency-de
pendent feedback around a very high 
quality amplifier gain block. With 
the appropriate choice of the net
work values and sufficient amplifier 
gain bandwidth, very close confor
mance to a standard RIAA curve can 
be attained. To correctly deempha
size the preequalized signal, three 
well-known time constants are re
quired: 3180, 318, and 75 µs. 7 

In this circuit, four passive R-C 
components comprise the main 
RIAA equalization network as de
tailed on the LTC demo-diskette8 and 
the LT1115 data sheet9. For the cho
sen gain of 40 dB, the network sup
plies accurate RIAA equalization 
with standard values. The active cir
cuit consists of an LT1115 op amp 
with its output followed by an 
LT1010 unity gain IC buffer (Fig. 5). 
The LT1115 model is from the LTC 
library, while a unity gain VCVS 
stands in for the LT1010. 

In audio circuits of this type, rela
tive errors on the order of + 0.25 dB 
or less for frequency response are 
considered negligible. In figure 5, 
both the Spice and lab results show 
deviations Jess than this. The agree
ment between the lab and Spice re
sults is mostly within ± 0.ldB. 

This circuit was designed entirely 
on the simulator, and later verified in 
the lab. No problems exist with con
vergence. The simulation took 9.4 
seconds on a 16-MHz 386 PC clone. 
Interested readers may try it for 
themselves with the LTC demo Spice 
macromode! diskette (available free 
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from LTC literature request 1 (800) 
637-5545). Any of the LTC application 
notes listed in the references can be 
obtained by calling that number.D 
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TIPS F 0 R 

ENTREPRENEURS 
• Venture capitalists look at early stage com
panies, not early stage products. Don't focus 
on the merits of the product Rather, show 
precisely what is needed to build a company 
to produce and market it 
• Set your marketing priorities early and re
search well, squeezing out risk at each stage. 
• Clearly identify your customer base and 
profile it in detail in your business plan. To 
show existing support and shrink investment 
risk, share your product idea with potential 
customers and garner early endorsements. 
• Seek the best support a reputable industry 
consultant., respected accounting firm, and, if 
the product core is patentable, a top legal 
firm. Get them excited about your company so 
they can help you network with contacts in the 
financial community. 
• Don't underestimate your competition for 
venture capital funds. Early stage funding is 
available but harder to get than in the past 
Those who do the best homework may have 
the edge. Study the major players, their track 
records, and distribution channels. 
• Watch your industry to be sure your product 
will be competitive in two years. 
• A special product should be able to pull 
together an experienced team of senior mar
keting and salespeople. They are essential to 
engineers and designers. A business plan 
without them probably will lack credibility. 
• Like packaging on a new product, how a 
business plan is written plays an important 
role in its acceptance. Consult expert sources 
who can help you do a professional job. Be 
sure the plan answers key risk parameters. 
• Be creative in pursuing funding. Besides 
venture capital, consider aligning with stra
tegic corporate partners, perhaps in a royalty 
relationship; check out Small Business Ad
ministration loans and boutique investment 
banking firms; or put together an investor 
group of friends and relatives. 
• Don't lose hope. It's a long and difficult 
process where persistence pays. 
by Alex Cilento, vice president of 321 Ven
tures, Newport Beach, Calif , which 
fu nds technology startups. 

MICROPROCESSOR SURVEY 

WHICH MICROPROCESSOR DESIGNS 
DID YOU USE IN THE PAST YEAR? 

56.7% Used 16-bit 
microprocessors 

Used 8-bit 
microprocessors 

Used 8·bit 
microcontrollers 

Used 32-bit CISC 
microprocessors 

Used 16-bit 
microcontrollers 

Used 32-bil RISC 
microprocessors 

Used 4-bit 
microprocessors 

Designed custom 
16-bit microprocessor 

Designed custom 
32-bit microprocessor 

Designed custom 0.4% 
8-bit microprocessor 

0% 20% 40% 60% 

Source: survey of Electronic Design readers conducted by the Adams Co., Palo Alto, Calif. 

Most design work still focuses on 
16- and 8-bit applications. The next 
12 months should bring big 
changes, though. More designers 
are working with 32-bit micropro
cessors as fewer focus on 8-bit
based projects. About one-third use 
8-bit microcontrollers. These con
clusions come from a recent survey 
of Electronic Design readers on 
microprocessor design and use. 

Use of reduced-instruction-set 
computer (RISC) chips is growing 
sharply. About 10% of the design
ers polled currently use 32-bit RISC 
microprocessors. In the next 12 

months, 20% plan to use 32-bit RISC 
processors. In comparison, 24% of 
the readers now use 32-bit complex
instruction-set computer (CISC) 
chips. And 32% expect to use CISC 
processors of 32 bits in the next 
year. In the next 12 months, about 
half the readers expect to use 16-bit 
CISC processors. And 19% expect 
to use 16-bit RISC processors. 

Earlier this year, the Adams Co. 
mailed surveys to 1000 Electronic 
Design subscribers in the U.S. , 
chosen at random. The Palo Alto, 
Calif.-based company received and 
tabulated the 406 responses. 



.. 
ne glance at the full array 
of options Motorola offers in 
real-time, and you'll see why 
it's become the developer's 

platform of choice. For both target 
and host environments, no other 
single vendor has anything like it 

One reason is our long-time 
experience with real-time technology, 
beginning with our 
pioneering work back 
in 1980. Another is the 
broad spectrum of our 
product line, which 
includes !Cs, boards, 
systems, and software. 
In short, Motorola has 
everything you need to build real
time applications ranging from simu
lation to industrial automation to 
imaging and more. 

Yet another reason to choose 
Motorola is our unending commit
ment to open standards. Our real-time 
platform gives you standards-based 
choices at various levels of inte
gration. The centerpiece of this non
proprietary approach is VMEexec~ 
our wide-open, totally integrated 
development environment VMEexec 
allows you to use standard UNIX" 
interfaces to write a single set of appli
cation code, and then reuse it for 
other projects. Better still, you can 
combine any software product that 
conforms to these standards. VMEexec 
includes a high-performance real
time executive, a strong run-time 
connection to UNIX-based systems, 
flexible and efficient real-time 1/0 and 
file systems, as well as powerful 
development and debug capabilities. 
And because VMEexec is integrated 
with the hardware, you can begin 

software development even 
before the hardware is available. 

If you're thinking about 
real-time, you should be think
ing about time to market, and 
that's all the more reason to 
think Motorola. Especially 
when you consider that we can 
help speed product integration 

by serving as a single source 
for boards, software and 
systems. Add to that the 

e . 

Right now, Motorola real-time systems are hard at work 
in critical applications worldwide. 

industry's best applications 
expertise and design support, 
ranging from small embedded 
control systems to multi-processor 
simulation.Then factor in Six 

CISC to RISC in both the develop
ment and run-time environments. 

Sigma quality control. And remember 
that Motorola gives you the indus
try's only true migration path from 

Give us a call today at 1-800-
624-8999,ext 230, and put the real
time resources of Motorola on your 
side.We think you'll find the benefits 
are very big, and very real. 

We Do Real-Time Full-Time. 
tMotorola, 
we'vededi-
cated an entire 

division solely to real
time development 
systems. Our real-time 
system architecture 
begins at the micro
processor level in either 
CISC or RISC, and 

extends all the way to 
the end-user. 

Right now, you can 
use VMEexec to port 
UNIX applications to a 
SVID/POSIX-compliant 
real-time environment, 
and vice versa. And they 
can be used for run
time capabilities as well 

INTEGRATED REAL-TIME PLATFORM 

as for development 
Several human inter
faces are available, 
including X.11, Motif, 
Delta Windows7 X.400, 
and LU6.2. As for net
working, Motorola 
supports all popular 
protocols, including 
TCP /IP, NFS, OSI, and 
SNA. We also offer a 
real-time database and 
CASE tools, and you can 
work in C, FORTRAN, 
ADA, PASCAL, LISP, 
COBOL, and BASIC. 
Put it all together, and 
you'll discover only one 
company gives you the 
full story on real-time, 
and that's Motorola. 

NIOTOROLA 
CIRCLE 128 Computer Group 



otorolasln 

1990 Mmorola, Inc. Motorola Computer Group is a member of Motorola's General Systems Sector. VMEexec is a trademark of Motorola, Inc. All other prcxluct or brand names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks 
their respective holders. 



YOUR MONEY 

IRAs: WHEN YOU 
CHANGE JOBS 
Engineers are changing jobs more often 
these days. Career growth, company mergers, 
and defense cutbacks all play a part. On leav
ing a company with a 40l(k) retirement plan, 
an employe receives a lump sum distribution 
of the vested amount. 

Funds in retirement plans have been 
growing on a tax-deferrred basis. Taxes are 
postponed until funds are withdrawn. Once an 
engineer receives the lump sum, he can: 
•Pay taxes now. He may be eligible to take 
advantage of certain favorable tax rates. 
Then he can use or reinvest the balance. 
•IRA rollover. If he doesn't need the money 
immediately, he can deposit it into an IRA 
rollover account within 60 days of receiving 
the distribution. His retirement funds thus 
keep growing tax-deferred. 
•Partial IRA rollover. He may elect to roll 
over part of the distribution into an IRA. He 
must pay income taxes on the amount kept, at 
ordinary rates. 

If he decides to keep the entire distribu
tion, his age and number of years he partici
pated in his company's plan determines how 
the distribution is taxed. 
• If he is more than 59 1/2 years old and par
ticipated in the plan for at least 5 years, he 
may elect favorable tax treatments known as 
5- or 10- year income averaging. Income aver
aging calculates his tax liability as though 
his distribution were received in equal, year
ly installments. As a result, the distribution 
may be taxed at a lower overall rate than if it 
was considered ordinary income. 
• Those who receive less than $500,000 benefit 
most from 10-year averaging (1986 rates). 
• If an engineer turned 50 before Jan. 1, 1986, 
participated in the plan for at least 5 years, 
but is still under 59 1/2, he can take advan
tage of 5- or 10- year averaging. But he is sub
ject to an additional 10% penalty tax (unless 
he's taking early retirement at 55). 
• If he wasn't 50 before Jan. 1, 1986, he must 
pay income tax and a 10% penalty tax. 

An engineer can avoid all taxation and the 
penalty tax by rolling over the lump sum dis
tribution into an IRA. He should weigh all his 
choices against his near- and long-term fi
nancial needs and goals and consult his tax 
and financial advisors. 

by Henry Wiesel, a licensed financial con
sultant with Shearson Lehman Brothers, 
Shrewsbury, N f He is also a qualified 
pension coordinator. Comments and 
questions are invited c/o the editor. 
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T 
he X terminal market is a turbulent one. Vendors and product models enter and 
leave the market almost daily. Sorting out X products and players should get a 
bit easier, though. A free Comparison Guide to X Terminals is available 
from the X Business Group. The fall edition covers 90 products, monochrome and 

color, from 30 vendors. 
The X Business Group, a market research and consulting company, focuses on X window

ing systems, graphical user interfaces, and X terminals. For a copy of the guide, contact the 
X Business Group, 39791 Paseo Padre Parkway, Fremont, CA 94538; the telephone number is 
(415) 226-1075; the fax number is (415) 226-1094. 

... Perspectives on Time-to-Market 
BY RON KMETOVICZ 
President, Time to Market Associates Inc. 
Cupertino, Calif.; (408) 446-4458 

I 
devote this column to a definition problem often called 
"creeping features." First off, it's unlikely that such fea
tures will ever be stopped-too many forces are at work to ensure their existence. 
But they can be brought under control. 

At the intersection of the market information row and the product column of the Defini
tion Matrix (Kmet' s Korner, Sept.13), the product development team is asked to agree upon 
necessary performance,features, cost, price, and timing. 

A change in the product feature set is likely to influence the product's performance, cost, 
price, and timing. Change to the original definition should be produced only with close 
coupling and interaction between functional members of the team. R&D, marketing, and 
manufacturing must calibrate each other on what change is desired, why it is necessary, and 
what is possible within a given time reference. All participants need to compromise. Good 
business judgment must dominate. At times, certain team members have to really flex to 
make necessary changes a reality. At other times, the program progresses without altering 
the product's feature set. The team has to make difficult choices followed by rigorous work. 

Using the external reference specification (ERS) as a control document exposes feature 
creep throughout new product development. Any change, regardless of size, should be pre
sented to the entire matrix team so they can assess the affect it will have on their work. The 
program manager then collects team feedback to determine the possible impact in the mar
ketplace. Based on the cosVbenefit analysis, a decision is made. If change is viewed as de
sirable, the ERS is revised. 

A cosVbenefit analysis is easiest to produce on me-too-with-a-twist and next-generation 
product-development efforts. For these classifications, a fair amount of market knowledge 
is available. This makes it easier to assess the sales gains produced by the added feature. 
Market research techniques (sales research, structured surveys, focus groups, interviews, 
and so on) can be put to good use so that hte customer's desires are included in the decision
making process. 

CosVbenefit analysis is difficult to do on first-of-a-kind and derivative development 
efforts that are targeted at new markets. These efforts are also the ones most subject to the 
creative instincts of those involved in coming up with new product and market concepts. 
Completing a Definition Matrix for these types of efforts is an important step forward to 
keep creeping changes visible and under control. Visionary people now have a product and 
process model that exists outside of the mind that they must physically modify. This action 
forces them to think through the cause-and-effect relationships of their actions. If the vi
sionaries are prudent, they will do the mind work before they suggest changes in the prod
uct's feature set. 

I don't advocate making feature change difficult for first-of-a-kind efforts. Sometimes 
it's very necessary. But those who advocate changes should be made fully aware of the im
plications of their actions. 
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What do you think about the education that young engineers are receiving these days? 

A s a 1987 BSEE, I feel that I have a good perspective on the current 
status of the engineering curriculum. 

Post-secondary schools are getting an unfair portion of the blame 
for low-quality engineers. Much of current public elementary and 
secondary education consists of learning by rote. Students are not 
taught how to think, only to regurgitate the facts. Universities are the 
last stage of the educational process, and the most visible to employ
ers, so most of the blame gets directed at them. If employers are wor
ried about the continued supply of good engineers, I feel that, for now, 
they should be concentrating more on elementary and secondary 
schools than on universities. 

Improvements can be still be made at the university level. The cur
riculum should be lengthened to five years, but not necessarily to cram 
in more technology. The courses that should be added are ones that 
address production and manufacturing concerns, concurrent engineer
ing philosophies, and real-world scenarios for engineering business, 
instead of focusing strictly on design. Requiring internships for the 
engineering profession would also give young designers an introduc
tion to the demands of an engineering career. 

Finally, leave room for humanities courses. Bringing in real-world 
issues from outside the laboratory can help broaden students' perspec
tives, help them appreciate diversity, and encourage new and creative 
ways of thinking. Brad R. Kelley, Albuquerque, N M. 

H umanities courses must continue to play a role in engineering 
education. Granted, today's electronics engineer faces ever

challenging technologies; they are equaled by the world's ever-chal
lenging social conditions. In short, things are tough all over. 

All students must be aware of environmental issues, the alarming 
incidents of racial and cultural intolerance on North American cam
puses, the erosion of individual liberties in the U. S., and the impor
tance of maintaining physical health to enhance mental performance. 
To these, add the importance of written and verbal communication 
skills in the workplace. 

It's essential for graduating engineers to participate in the contem
porary global climate that engineers previously helped to establish. 
Craig Cullum, McFarland, Wis. 

HOT PC PRODUCTS 

m oving various shapes around on flowcharts can be a 
headache, whether the charts are drawn by hand or in 
software. To ease making these changes, Patton & Pat
ton's Flow Charting 3 displays the object or area as it is 

moved to ensure precise placement 
Flowcharts can be imported and exported to other documents. Flow 

Charting 3 makes multipage charts and prints at 300 dots/ in. on HP 
LaserJet laser printers and compatibles in normal, compressed, and 
ultracompressed modes. Version 3, an upgrade to II+ , also has driv
ers for dot-matrix printers. 

Besides a pop-up menu that has 35 predefined shapes, the program 
permits use of 200 shape sizes. Text can be displayed and printed in 10 
styles, inside and outside of shapes. The program has a list price of 
$250; an upgrade from II+ costs $60. For more information, contact 
the company at 485 Cochrane Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037; (800) 525-
0082, exl 3366; fax (408) 778-9972. 

T he current level of learning upon graduation can be considered 
adequate. It would always be nice to learn more, but you must 

draw the line somewhere. When a young engineer graduates, he may 
have four years of student loans to reimburse. Adding an extra one or 
two years will strongly "demotivate" pursuing engineering when you 
can make as much money from business, commerce, or other fields. 

The first use of an engineer is in low-level design and this is what 
the curriculum should provide for. Humanities and other ancillary 
courses may rather be more appropriate when going up into manage
ment (for example, group leader, and so forth) and should be provided 
by employers. Does the inverse stand? I don't believe that graduates 
of humanities are required to take engineering courses. That is also 
why too many managers do not have technical knowledge. Only the 
bottom line counts, and the Japanese corporations surpass the Ameri
can ones. 

In addition, too many employers treat engineers as disposable re
sources (i. e. do not allow technical upgrading during business hours). 
Engineers must often reinvent the wheel because of this and can make 
serious errors of omission while doing so, thereby exposing their 
employer to serious liabilities. By formal upgrading, learning from 
the mistakes of others also prevents the unnecessary stress associated 
with reinventing the wheel within an optimistic and management-im
posed deadline. 

Let me add another question: Should an engineer learn a second 
language to provide access to untranslated engineering knowledge 
(for example, Russian, Japanese, German, or French)? This could also 
ease access to foreign markets. Alain Beaulieu, Ottawa, On
tario, Canada. 

What's your opinion on the education of today's young engineers? 
Which areas are being under- or over-emphasized? What role 
should humanities courses play in engineering education? Are four 
years enough to give young engineers a good foundation? Send 
your opinions to our fax (201) 393-0637 or to Compuserve address 
75410,3624. Or mail your responses to Electronic Design, Read
er Opinions, 611Route46 W, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604. 
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WHEN MANY THINGS COME lbGETHER, 
BREAKTHROUGHS HAPPEN. 

Now AVAILABLE! A REAL BREAKTHROUGH IN DSP: 
400MOPS ARRAY PROCESSING CHIP SETS. 

SOLUTION 
lK 64K 2K tap 
complex complex FIR 
FFT FFT 

Array A66 

1 processor 131 13.1 2.3 
µSec mSec MHz 

Fully cascaded 26µSec 1.6mSec 25MHz 
(5) (8) (13) 

parent. For example, eight simple 
instructions execute a complex 
64K-point FFT. Array Microsystems 
delivers complete solutions, not 
just DSP chips. The A66 family 
includes everything you need: chip 
sets, software development tools, 
complete array processor boards, 

and custom memory 
!Cs and modules. 
The Digital Array 
Signal Processor 
(DASP) is the heart 

of the chip set, and executes 16 high
level functions, including FFT 
butterflies, windowing, complex 
multiplies, and general-purpose 
functions. The Programmable Array 

CIRCLE 131 

Controller (PAC) manages the entire 
system, including address genera
tion for DASP and memory, and 
1/0 up to 80 MHz. For even higher 
performance, you can cascade 
DASP/PAC chip sets (see table). 
You'll see A66 solutions in 
next-generation aero
space and defense 
systems, test 
equipment, 
medical 
instru
ments, and 
other break
through applications 
like HDTV. Join us by 
calling our DSP hotline. 
We'll help put the world's fastest 
DSP into your next application. 

1420 Quail Lake Loop, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906 •Call 719-540-7999, FAX 719-540-7950. 



PEASE 
PORRIDGE 

WHAT'S All THIS 
NEATNESS STUFF, ANYHOW? 

office and asked, "Bob, do you have a 
Siliconix catalog?" I replied, "Sean . . 
. . you're standing on it." He looked 
down and, indeed, he was. He was im
pressed. But I knew right where it 
was, because I had recently tossed it 
over by the doorway so I could then 
put it in the bookcase by the door. 
Sean just happened to walk in before 
I put it in the bookcase. 0 

nee upon a time, there was a 
rapidly converging conflict: 
My boss thought my office 
was getting messier and 

messier, and he wanted me to make it 
neater. Now, this was just a year or 
so after my desk had won a $500 
prize for being the "Ugliest Desk in 
Northern California." So I guess he 
thought he was justified in pressur
ing me to clean up my act. He solved 
that problem by making it one of my 
goals to get my office to an accept
able (whatever that meant) level of 
neatness. Well, we never found out 
what that meant. Every time he 
would ask me how I was coming on 
the neatness campaign, I would tell 
him all of the other things I was do
ing to help our customers. 

What if I came in on a Saturday 

BOB PEASE 
OBTAINED A 
BSEE FROM MIT 
IN 1961 AND IS 
STAFF SCIENTIST 
AT NATIONAL 
SEMICONDUC
TOR CORP., 
SANTA CIARA, 
CALIF. 

with good inten
tions of neatening 
up some of my of
fice, and the 
phone rang. 
Should I tell the 
customer, "No, I 
won't help you, I 
have more impor
tant things to 
do"? 

So every year 
he would mark me 
down points in my 
review for not ful
filling my goals. 
He finally got so 
discouraged that 
he left the compa
ny. The poor guy. 
He just wasn't de

- ----- vious enough! He 
could have waited until the next 
earthquake and told one of the guys 
to knock over a couple of my piles of 
papers. Then he could then explain 
that I had to get it at least to a rea
sonable level of safety. But he never 

figured that out, and I didn't tell him 
until after he left. 

Some people keep their desk neat 
because that's what feels good to 
them. I find that neatness is not a pri
ority compared to a number of other 
things, such as answering the phone 
when a guy needs help, or volunteer
ing advice when a customer has a 
problem. Some people find it easy to 
keep a neat desk because they throw 
out things that make it look messy. I 
just don't operate that way. 

One time I was 

More recently, I inherited a couple 
of filing cabinets and a huge 7 ft. X 3 
ft. X 7 ft. cabinet from a Fairchild 
laboratory. Our secretary explained 
that I would have to junk it unless I 
could find a use for it. I said, "Well, I 
could always put it in my office." She 
looked at this huge ark and said, 
aghast, "No, you couldn't do that." 

I thought about it. I got a yard
stick, and I figured out that, with an 

working on a Sat- ---------------------, 
urday after being 
at National just a 
few months. My 
desk was already 
stacked up pretty 
high. Another guy 
was at his desk, 
which had just a 
few dozen things 
on it. He was pick
ing them up, one 
by one, studying 
them, and then 
throwing most of 
them in the waste
basket. I com
mented, "You 
sure do keep your 
desk neat." He 
said, "Yeah, if I 
find something I 
don 't need, I 
throw it out." I 
said, "Doesn't 
your wife ever get 
nervous?" He re
plied, "It's my 
third wife .... " No, 
I don't operate 
that way. 

One day, an en
gineer stepped 
gingerly into the 
entry way of my 
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Surface Mountain 
Sprague-Goodman offers a wide range of Surftrim® 

trimmer capacitors and Surfcoil® chip inductors 
for surface mount applications. 

For high quality, sensible prices and ready availability, 
phone (516) 746-1385 today. 

134 Fulton Avenue 
Garden City Park, NY 11040-5395 
TEL: 516-746-1385 •TELEX: 14-4533 
TWX: 510-600-2415 •FAX: 516-746-1396 
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.: Analog Designers ... . ·. · 
. - CDMTRAN® ls .Now' On The 386 '" 
Automatic optimization adjusts selected component 
values of your topology to make its response fit your 
arbitrary target curves in magnitude, phase, Z;"' Z00,, 

or any combination. Multiple passes allow standard 
value capacitors in precision filters or other networks. 

• COMTRAN® is fast. Each plot here was generated 
on screen in 6 seconds. Optimization took less than 
3 minutes using a 25 MHz 386/ 387 (or an HP 310). 
• COMTRAN® is an interactive, intuitive AC circuit 
analysis program that handles component entry, 
editing, analysis, optimization, and user scaled 
Linear/ Log graphics in one program. 
• COMTRAN®'s tolerance mode graphically shows 
the effect of real world components. Impedance 
mode plots impedance at ANY node in your circuit. 
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Actual Plotted Output of COMTRAN (Reduced Size) 

• COMTRAN® can create, capture and analyze time 
domain data, then use it to stimulate your circuit and 
plot the result in either time or frequency domain. 
• COMTRAN® has over 10 years of field experience on 
l lP computers. Now it runs on 386™ machines, too. 
And it still drives HPGL plotters. 
• COMTRAN® is modular-buy only what you need 
today. Ready-to-use packages start at under $1000. 

d1)ijfi;ld Integrated Software/ 
A Division of Jensen Transformers, Inc. 

10735 BURBANK BOULEVARD, N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601 
FAX(B18)763-4574 PHONE(213)876D059 

COMTRAN is a registered trademark of Jensen Transformers, Inc. 386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 
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DESIGN 

PEASE 
PORRIDGE 

inch to spare, I could do that. My 
technician and I spent nearly all 
morning reassembling that cabinet 
and easing it into the corner of my 
office. I put about 1/3 of a million cu
bic inches of my paperwork into that, 
and into the other file cabinets, and 
improved the appearance of my of
fice so much that our senior secre
tary admitted that I qualified for an 
"Enviros Award." In the past, the 
various departments would vie to 
achieve cleaner clean rooms and 
higher-yield fab lines by having bet
ter cleanliness. A whole department 
of 20 or 30 people would work real 
hard to cut down the number of parti
cles in their area and win an Enviros 
Award. But I got my Enviros Award 
single-handedly. I hate to guess how 
many particles I straightened up. 

Right now, my office seems to be 
in the getting-messier-again phase. 
When I have to review a mask set, 
with precision down to the last tenth 
of a micron, I get my head in the right 
mood to do that. And when I'm done, 
in sheer rebellion I guess, I abandon 
the neatness for a while. I save what 
seems to me to be of value. Often 
that includes documents and papers 
and notes that other people would 
think aren't very valuable-until 
they come to see me years later, hop
ing I might have the information 
they need. Often I do. Go ahead, call 
me retentive. See if I care. 

Now that the NBS has changed its 
name to the "NIST" or "National In
stitute of Standards and Technolo
gy," I have figured out the next way 
to enhance the neatness of my office. 
I'm going to buy a big dresser with 6 
big drawers and a mirror and every
thing. I'm going to put it right at the 
entrance of my office, and put our 
ultra-precision resistors and capaci
tors in those dresser drawers. And 
I'm going to call it "The National Bu
reau of Standards." 

All for now. I Comments invited! I 
RAP I Robert A. Pease I Engineer 

ADDRESS: 
Mail Stop C2500A 
National Semiconductor 
P.O. Box 58090 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090 



2P A o s is a Personal 
Computer based '000 Printed Circuit 

board design system with 
many advanced features 
capable of outperforming 
most Workstation-based 
CAD systems-at a fraction 
of the cost. 

As the most productive PC 
based board CAD system avail
able today, PADS-2000 can 
handle even the most complex 
designs including: double sided 
surface mount boards, mixed 
technology boards, high speed 
designs and layouts exceeding 
2000 IC's. 

PADS-2000 design functionality 
includes: 
• Over 11 ,000 parts/ 32 ,000 

connections 
• 1 micron Resolution 
• True T-Routing capability 

• Intelligent Copper Pour 
feature leaving isolated tracks 
and pads 

• 0.1 ° parts/pads rotation 
• Extensive Macro capability 
• Digital, Analog and Critical 

Circuit autorouters 

• On-line and Batch Design 
Rule Checking 

• Instant track/segment length 
measurement 

• Complete Forward/Backward 
ECO capability 

• Uses 32 bit/386 native code 
for increased speed and 
functionality 

• Easy-to-learn and Easy-to
use 

CIRCLE 89 

Call today for a demonstration 
at your local authorized CAD 
Software Dealer 

Ask about our affordable 
Leasing Plan. 

Call Today 
Inside MA: 

(508) 486-8929 
Outside MA: 

(800) 255-7814 

GI' Software, Inc. 
119 Russell Street 

Littleton, MA 01460 



0.5 to 1000MHz trom $13~& 24qfy) 
Tough enough to meet full MIL-specs, capable of operating over a wide - 55° to +100°C 

temperature range, in a rugged package ... that's Mini-Circuits' new MAN-amplifier series. 
The MAN-amplifier's tiny package (only 0.4 by 0.8 by 0.25 in.) requires about the same 
pc board area as a T0-8 and can take tougher punishment with leads that won't break 

off. Models are unconditionally stable and available covering frequency ranges 0.5 to 
1000MHz, NF as low as 2.8dB, and power output as high as +15dBm. 

Prices start at only $13.95, including screening, thermal shock -55°C to +100C, 
fine and gross leak, and burn-in for 96 hours at 100°C under normal operating 

voltage and current. 

Internally the MAN amplifiers consist of two stages, ir.cluding coupling capacitors. 
A designer's delight, with all components self-contained. Just connect to a de 

FREQ. 
RANGE 
(MHz) 

MODEL fl tofu 

MAN-1 0.5-500 
MAN-2 05-1000 
MAN-1LN 0.5-500 

0MAN-1HLN 10-500 
*MAN-1AD 5.500 

supply voltage and you are ready to go. 

The new MAN-amplifiers series ... 
another Mini-Circuits' price/performance 

breakthrough. 

GAIN MAX. NF DCPWR PRICE 
dB OUT/ PWRt dB 12V, $ ea. 

min flatnesstt dBm (typ) mA (10-24) 
28 1.0 8 4.5 60 13.95 
19 1.5 7 6.0 85 15.95 
28 1.0 8 2.8 60 15.95 
10 0.8 15 3.7 70 15.95 
16 0.5 6 7.2 85 24.95 

ttMidband 10fL to fu12.±0.5dB t ldB Gain Compression OCase Height 0.3 In. 
Max input power (no damage)+15dBm; VSWR in / out 1.8:1 max. 

*Active Directivity (difference between reverse and forward gain) 30 dB typ. 

finding new ways ... 
setting higher standards 

0 Mini-Circuits 
A Division of Scientific Components Corporation 

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156 
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

CIRCLE 

5 21 AMP STABILIZES WEIN 
BRIDGE OSCILLATOR 

acteristics of the OTA. 
The variable resistance represent

ed by the OTA circuit is connected ef
fectively between pin 3 of oscillator 
amp A1 and ground, through C6 and 
the OTA. This resistance, with R1 
and R2, form a voltage divider that 
determines the gain of A1. 

KARL TIPPLE 
P.O. Box 181208, Dallas, TX 75218. 

W
hen making frequency
response measurements 
with a Wein Bridge oscil
lator-type audio-signal 

generator, it can be frustrating and 
time consuming to check and reset 
the generator output level after each 
frequency change. Unfortunately, 
many such signal generators using 
light bulbs or FETs as gain-control 
devices in the oscillator circuit suffer 
from fairly severe amplitude varia
tions as the frequency is changed. 

A circuit using an LM13600 opera
tional transconductance amplifier 
(OTA) can stabilize the output level. 

r--------, 

, 

Typical 
Wein 
R·C 

network 

f o-----
1 
I 
I 
I 

+12V 

The OTA is connected as a variable 
resistance in the oscillator circuit's 
negative feedback loop (see the fig
ure). The circuit operates with a 
maximum amplitude variation of 
about 0.1 dB over each decade in the 
20-Hz to 20-kHz frequency range. 
This comes from combining the large 
dynamic resistance range represent
ed by the OTA with the oscillator lev
el-sensing scheme used. An addition
al 0.1to0.2 dB variation is evident up 
to a maximum operating frequency 
slightly above 100 kHz. The maxi
mum operating frequency of the cir
cuit shown is determined by the char-

The OTA circuit gets its control 
voltage from A2• A2 is biased so that 
the OTA represents a low resistance 
for oscillator startup. As the oscilla
tor output rises to about 6 V pk-pk, 
the positive peaks of the sine wave 
begin to exceed the LM311 compara
tor threshold set by the voltage di
vider R3 and R4• As a result, the com
parator output is switched low for a 
short time on each positive peak. 
This action prompts a negative de 
voltage to develop across C5, which 
alters the control voltage for the 
OTA, causing it to represent a higher 
resistance. The higher resistance re-

A1, A2 = TL071 or LF351 JFET input op amp 

I 
I 

~, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i ;;i ;ff;a;;lifierj 

>-'--~1------0_utp_u_t le ..... vel control : : 

1ok ( I 
Sine.wave output 

r 
I 
I L _______ J 

R13 
27k 

+12V c 
R14 s 

~v.----4 + 10 µF 
18k 

-12V 

R11 
10k 

C1 
3.23 pf 

100k 

+12V 

R7 100k 

-12V 
R8 6.Bk 

I I 
-= L ______ J 

+12V 

Rs Cs 100 µF 
33k + 

C3 C2 

o.1µFJ 1100 µF 

3.3k .,,. -12V.,,. 

I THE LM13600 OTA, connected as a variable resistance in the negative feedback loop of a Wein Bridge oscillator, stabilizes the output. 
This serves to eliminate amplitude variations as the frequency is changed. 
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duces the oscillator circuit's gain. At 
this point, any slight variation in the 
oscillator output's amplitude causes 
a significant change in the compara
tor's conduction low period. The re
sulting correction of the OTA control 
voltage supplies regulation to the os
cillation amplitudes. 

The R6-C5 time constant must be 
long enough to supply stable opera
tion at the lowest desired oscillator 
frequency. The various values 
shown in the figure work down to 20 

IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Hz. If a lower frequency limit is de
sired, say 10 Hz, it may be necessary 
to increase either R6 or C5• A longer
than-necessary time constant is un
desirable because of the adverse ef
fect on the circuit's recovery time af
ter a frequency change. 

Circuit adjustment should start in 
the 100-Hz to 2-kHz frequency 
range. Vary the circuit by first in
creasing R2 until oscillation starts 
and then stabilizes over the tuning 
capacitor's full range. A/s output 

CIRCLE 

5 2 2 DISCONNECT UNSTABLE 
COMM CHANNEL 

H. STEPHEN BERGER 
ROLM Systems, 2420 Ridgepoint Dr., Austin, TX 78754; (512) 469-5000. 

T
he receivers used in today's 
high-speed fiber-optic com
munications channels must 
remain predictable and sta

ble when the transmitter is either 
turned off or disconnected. The high
gain front end that maximizes the 
system's dynamic range makes 
these receivers susceptible to noise 
and oscillation when no incoming sig
nal is present. 

In FDDI and similar applications, 
a synchronization signal keeps the 
receiver phase-lock loop tied to the 
transmitter. However, the high-gain 
front end may oscillate or amplify 
noise when not loaded. These errant 
signals could be interpreted as an in
coming data stream, causing most 
receiver-decoder chips to signal inva
lid data patterns. The system con
troller then deals with the data er
rors. But, in the "quiet-line state," 
the decoder will attempt to decode 
amplified noise which it occasionally 
decodes as valid data. 

The system controller, which can 
deal rather nicely with occasional 
transmission errors, could be com
pletely occupied servicing the quiet 
line. This will degrade the control
ler's ability to perform any other 
tasks assigned to it. The controller 
should see occasional errors in a val
id transmission so that it can N AK 
(negative acknowledge) the trans
mission, call for retransmission, or 

921 E L E C T R 0 N I C D 
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deal with the error according to the 
system's protocol. However, it's de
sirable to mask off a data stream 
containing continual errors so that 
the controller can ignore that chan
nel and perform its other functions. 

A simple technique can effectively 
close off a channel that's receiving 
an unacceptably high error rate (see 

o, 

1N914 

+sv 

c, 
J560pf 

the figure). First, a line associated 
with decode violations is rectified. In 
this example, the violation pin on a 
transparent asynchronous receiver 
(AMD AM7969) is used. The line then 
charges an RC circuit, which is input 
to a comparator with the other input 
set to about half of V cc· When the 
rectified signal charges the circuit 
above the preset level, U 1 triggers 
and generates a low signal that 
masks off the received signal. 
E S I G N 

should be about 6 V pk-pk. Next, ad
just the dial pointer and tuning-ca
pacitor trimmer for best dial calibra
tion and tracking. Tweak R2 for max
imum flatness as the tuning is varied 
over the full range. At higher fre
quencies, the OTA starts to intro
duce phase shift, which degrades 
dial-calibration accuracy if left un
corrected. As a result, the final cir
cuit adjustment is to set cl for cor
rect dial calibration at some high fre
quency, such as 20 kHz or above.D 

The values of the RC circuit are 
chosen so that an occasional error 
won't trip the comparator and the 
circuit will discharge before the next 
error occurs. Designers must define 
the frequency of errors that that 
would trigger the circuit. Occasional 
errors will be fed through because 
they won't charge the RC combina
tion enough to trip the comparator. 
But a data stream with continuous 
errors will keep the comparator 
turned on and mask off the channel 
causing the trouble. Designers must 
also be sure that sufficient hystere
sis is used in the circuit to avoid con
stantly turning the channel turning 

WHEN A 
rectified violation 
signal charges this 
RC circuit above a 
preset level, the 
comparator masks 
off the transmitter 
from the received 
signal. That 
disconnects a 
transmitter to 
avoid receiving 
unwanted error sig
nals. 

the channel on and off. 
With this inexpensive technique, 

fiber-optic channels can use all of the 
available dynamic range without be
ing plagued by noise from a discon
nected receiver. A series resistor, R1, 

should also be used with the rectify
ing diode, D1, to send an acceptable 
load to the violation line driver. 

The design starts by setting the 
comparator's trigger and reset level. 
This circuit generates an active-low 



SOLID STATE RELAY 
Our FB Series military 

solid-state relay features high speed 
and low off-state leakage. 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Here's what you get: 
•Availability to pending DESC drawing 

89116 with screening to "W" and 
"Y" levels of MIL-R-28750. 

• High-voltage output 
•Very-low leakage current (200 nA) 
• DC or bi-directional power FET output 

(see wiring diagrams) 
•Ideal for ATE applications 
• Optical isolation 
• Fast switching speed 
• Adjustable turn-on times 
•Low profile 6-pin mini-DIP 
• Cost efficiency 

Review the electrical characteristics below and call us for immediate application assistance ~ 

Part Number FBOOCD FBOOFC FBOOKB Units 
Bidirectional Load Current (ILOAol ± 1.0 ± 0.50 ± 0.25 Aoc/APK 
DC Load Current (ILOAol 2.0 1.0 0.5 Aoc 
Bidirectional Load Voltage (VLOAol ± 80 ± 180 ± 350 VodVPK 
DC Load Voltage (V coAol 80 180 350 Voe 
ON-Resistance IRON) at (ILOAol max. 0.72 1.8 12.9 Ohms 
Turn-On Time (T oNI 800 800 500 µs 
Turn-Off Time (T0 ") 300 600 500 µs 

Notes : 1. A series resistor is required to limit continuous input current to 50mA (peak current can be higher) . 
2. Rated input current is 25mA for all tests. 
3.Loads may be connected to any output terminal. 
4.0N resistance shown is for the bidirectional configuration. The DC ON resistance is y, of these values. 

"CREATING THE STANDARD OF THE FUTURE" 

B-directional and ac conliguralion 

~---ffif----"'i:ood'f-o ~\- J ;;~~~de 
RETURN : : ___ , -Vdc 

I I 

~ionalea-se wound----

DC conliguralion 

~ TELEDYNE SOLID STATE 
A Division of Teledyne Relays 

*For immediate application assistance call 1-800-284-7007. 

Teledyne Solid State, 12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250. 
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output. The first comparison voltage 
(V coM) triggers the comparator. 

V coM(inactive) = 
+5R/{ R4 + [R3R/ (R3 + R5)]} . 

The violation pulses must charge 
cl above this level to drop the output. 
Once the comparator is triggered, its 
output goes low. This lowers the 
comparison voltage, which is the cir
cuit hysteresis. The reset level-the 
point ·where the circuit output goes 
high-is calculated as: 

V coM(active) = 
+5[R4R/(R4 + RJ]I 
[ R3 + [R4R/ (R4 + R5)]}. 

The circuit will reset when the er
ror pulses are infrequent enough so 
that the voltage On C1 falls below V CO· 
M(active). 

The next step is to determine a 
hold time-the time the circuit stays 
low after triggering. This can be cal
culated as: 

~old= R2Clln[V MAX 
/V coM(active)]+ t393, where 
v MAX= v signal(high)- v diode 
and t393 = LM393 response time. 

Finally, the density of the viola
tions that trigger the circuit must be 
set. One pulse shouldn't trigger the 
comparator, therefore choose R1 and 
c l to satisfy: 

tpulse > R!Clln [V MA/ 
[V MAX - v COM(inactive)] l + t393' 
where tpulse = maximum violation 
pulse width. 

Now, the frequency of pulses that 
trigger the channel must be set. If 
t uis/R1 is greater than t0 / R2 (t0 rr = 
the average time between pulses), 
then the circuit will trigger. This re
lationship sets the frequency of er
ror pulses that will close off the 
channel.O 

VOTE! 
Read the Ideas for Design in this 
issue, select your favorite, and cir
cle the appropriate number on the 
Reader Service Card. The winner 
receives a $150 Best-of-Issue 
award and becomes eligible for a 
$1,500 Idea-of-the-Year award. 
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5 2 3 OBTAIN OPTIMUM 
ZENER CURRENT 

JOHN DUNN and CHUCK MEYER 
Bertan Associates Inc., 121 New South Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801; (516) 433-3110. 

lz = j 
7.5mA 

T
ypically, an op amp and ze
ner diode are used to derive 
reference voltages that 
aren't readily obtained from 

common reference ICs (Fig. 1). The 
circuit's Zener diode can be a temper
ature-compensated device from the 
1N823 family. However, that type of 
diode requires a 7.5-mA current to 
guarantee the best possible temper-

20k 

+ 5·V 
reference 

20k 
..,. 10k 

Eout1 

adjustment 
10k 

15k 

..,. 
75k 

10k 

10k 

VREF = gain X Vz 

RSAT = (VREF- Vz)/lz 

1. THIS circuit 
derives reference 
voltages not readily 
acquired by 
common reference 
ICs. But, because 
the Zener voltage is 
toleranced at ± 5%, 
a gain adjustment 
is needed to get the 
exact reference 
voltage. 

ature coefficient. Because the actual 
Zener voltage a device can exhibit at 
7.5 mA is toleranced at +5%, a gain 
adjustment is needed to obtain the 
exact reference voltage required. 
Thus, a select-at-test resistor, RsAT, 
must be calculated on a case-by
case basis to establish the required 
current. 

This procedure can be cumber-

10k 

Adjust for 7.5 mA 
50 into device under test 

309 

Device 
under 
test 

10k 

Eout2 

12. TO FIND A VALUE for the select-at-test resistor easily, adjust the potentiometer 
so that E0 u11 equals the V REF from the first circuit. Then measure E00t2• This number, in 
millivolts, is equal to RsAr in ohms. 
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Capture an image, manipulate it, transmit it, display it-and do it 

all with 8rooktree's Image Technologies. They'll give your system 
a visual edge in competitive markets. 

In fact, Image Technologies can be the key differentiator in 

today's look-a-like world. At 8rooktree, we're dedicated to creat

ing the highly integrated devices designers need to set their sys

tems apart with exciting imaging and graphics capabilities. 

IMAGE ACQUISITION 
Image Acquisition starts with our 8t251 Gray-Scale or 8t253 Color 

Image Digitizer chips. They're the easy, economical way to add 
image capture to your system, with flexible architectures and 

standard MPU interfaces. 

And they link up to our new 8t261 30 MHz Line Lock Controller. 

It will change the way you bring video images into your system. 

It's flexible and fully programmable. 
Program it to strip horizontal and vertical sync information 

from any incoming video signal it encounters. Program its sync 

noise gating to cope with noisy signals and to enable locking to 

horizontal sync. 

In fact, you won't find a more flexible solution to the timing 
control section of your design. Or a better way to assure your 

Image Acquisition system is programmed for success. 

IMAGE MANIPULATION 
Once you capture an image, change it. 

That's easy with our 8t281 real-time Color Space Converter/ 

Color Corrector chip. It's programmable and lets you convert from 

any color space to any other, including YIQ, YUV, RG8 and Y, R-Y, 

8-Y, while capturing or displaying the image. 

So now you can optimize the color space of your frame buffer 
for image processing independent of the video signal you're digi
tizing and the CRT's RG8 needs. The 8t281 handles everything. 

Since the 8t281 has programmable matrix coefficients and 
input look-up RAMs you can also use it for gamma correction, 

color correction or other image restoration techniques. 
And if you think that's hot, you should see the Image Manipula

tion chips we'll be introducing this winter. Here's a hint: It will 
scale new heights. 

IMAGE TRANSMISSION 
How can you send your image from here to there? Digitally? In 

real time? 
Enter two more pieces of 8rooktree's Image Technologies story: 

The 8t291 and 8t294 VideoNet"' point-to-point Video Interfaces. 



Simply put, the Bt291 and Bt294 let you ship and receive live 
color digital video using an 8-bit interface. 

Which means you can replace about a square foot of board real 
estate with two highly integrated devices. And take the rest of the 
week off. 

The two devices have, respectively, input or output look-up 
table RAMs to simplify the inter
face to the frame buffer and to add 

or remove gamma correction and 
scale signal levels. 

So if you 're working with 
CCIR601 , SMPTE RP125, EBU 

3246-E or other digital video stan-
dards, we've done our parts. You Sea"""'~ Stllllmoge 

E Cameras""-"""'-- A.rOs 

take it from here. 

IMAGE PRESENTATION 
When it comes to display technology, our true colors really shine. 

We invented RAMDACs. We understand the special needs of 

graphics systems designers. And we've never stopped 
innovating. 

lmogillg 
Systems 

A perfect example is our Bt473, designed specifically for VGA 
true-color graphics. It has three 256x8 color look-up tables with 
8-bit video D/A converters to support 24-bit true-color operation. 

And it can also support 8-bit pseudo-color, 8-bit true-color and 15-
bit true-color operations. That makes it a perfect match for the 
Bt253 supporting the same formats. 

Format 

~· 
Trtnsmission 

& 
Dtcompm-

81281 

Prtsenlltion 
81463, 

Btc73 & 81479 
RAllDlCs 

Bt121 
VIOEOOAC 

CRT 

VCR 

LAN 

Disk 

Printers 

Film 

Now our new TrueVu"' RAM
DAC, the Bt463 is what's hot for 

designers of next-generation 
workstations eager to add win
dows capability, and delighted to 
do virtually everything with a sin

gle device. The Bt463 is the first 

monolithic true-color RAMDAC. 
... .,..,, That means it supports multiple 

display modes-both True Color and Pseudo Color-

simultaneously. And with multiple windows, you get multiple 

colormaps, avoiding conflicts. Bt463 supports multiple plane 
depth, too, so a window can be 24, 16, 12 or 8 planes deep. And for 

a little frosting on the cake, it's flexible and easy to design in. 
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B8-Bit Flash AID Converter, 18 MSPS, External Zero and Clamp Control, 

\ On-Chip Voltage Reference, Overflow Output, No Video Amplifier Required, 

28-Pin PLCC or 24-Pin DIP Package. 

highly integrated chiPJ you need to handle ~ , --Bil Single Channel Image Digitizer, 18 MSPS, 4:1 Multiplexed 

~---

Brooktree Corporajiori 
9950 Bai:nes Cafiyon R . 
San Diego, A 92121 
1·800-VIDEO IC. FAX 1-619-452-7294 

Brool _____ ~ 

Vjdeo Inputs, 256X8 Look-up Table RAM, MPU Adjustable Gain and Offset, 

c Detection, No Video Amplifier Required, 44-Pin PLCC Package. 

IBJ8-Bit Triple Channel Image Digitizer, 18 MSPS, 2:1 Multiplexed Video 

nputs, Output Format Logic, MPU Adjustable Gain and Offset, Sync Detection, 

Video Amplifier Required, 84-Pin PLCC Package. 

• HSYNC Line Lock Controller, 30 MHz Pixel Clock Generation, MPU ·--Programmable Video Timing, Programmable Noise Gating, Generate HSYNC, 

Recovers VSYNC and FIELD, External VCO or High Speed Crystal Oscillator 

Interpolation/Output Decimation, 

Standard MPU Interface, 36 MHz, 

84-Pin Package. 

TATION 

rtii_ !:!av CUrsors, Yarlabl Palette Size, Reconfigurable Pixel Port, 

Adlj!IJ~~~cs Including LITAG Port, 170, 135 and 110 MHz Operation, 

169-Pln PGA. 

Compatible, Compatible with 81253 

Output Fonnals-24-Bit, 15-Blt and 8-Bit True-Color, 6/8-Bit Pseudo-Color, 

ogrammable SetupJO or 7.5 IRE), Internal/External Voltage Reference, 

RS-343A/RS·1JllComRatible Outputs, 80, 66, 50 and 35 MHz Operation, 

~Cjlage. " 

' " 
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some because the Zener voltage, V z, 
of the device at currents other than 
7.5 mA won't be exactly the same as 
the 7.5-mA Vz value. Trying to find 
RsAT by adjusting for 7.5 mA in the 
circuit can be difficult because any 
metering needed to measure that 
current can, upon removal, cause a 
marginal current shift. 

A convenient solution to the prob
lem is a test circuit (Fig. 2). The de
vice-under-test is the specific Zener 
diode to be used in the voltage refer
ence circuit. With the Zener diode 
connected, first adjust the 10-kn po
tentiometer so that E 0 uu in the test 
circuit equals the intended V REF out
put from the first circuit. Then, Eout2 
is measured. This measurement will 
be in millivolts, equal to the required 
RsAT resistance in ohms. 

For example, let the intended V REF 

equal 8.0 V. Then connect a Zener to 
the circuit and turn it on. Op amps A1 
and A2 will pump exactly 7.5 mA into 
the Zener, regardless of the exact 
value of V z· Afterwards, set Eoutl for 
the intended value of 8.0 V. Assume 
that the Zener exhibits 6.32 Vat 7.5 
mA. Then: 

E 0 ut2 = (E0 uu - V z)/7 .5 = (8.0 -
6.32)/7.5 = 224 mV, meaning that 
RsAT of the first circuit should equal 
224 n to go with the Zener being test
ed. 

This result's accuracy depends on 
the accuracy of the components cho
sen for the second circuit. Using 
quality op amps, resistors, and a 
good +5-V reference IC is highly rec
ommended.D 

IFD WINNERS 
IFD Winner for June 14 

Robert A. Pease, National Semi
conductor Corp., 2900 Semicon
ductor Dr., Santa Clara, CA 
95051; (408) 721-5613. His idea: 
"Protection circuit cuts voltage 
loss." 

IFD Winners for June 28 
Jeff Kirsten and Len Sherman, 
Maxim Integrated Products, Inc., 
120 San Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, 
CA 94037; (408) 737-7600. Their 
idea: "Isolate data-converter sig
nals." 

If you had to choose only 

one technical magazine... _ 

Your choice would be 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN. 

... FIRST with new technology 

... FIRST with Ideas for Design 

... FIRST with new products 

... FIRST on your must-read list 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN ... 
Written by engineers for engineers, worldwide 
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The PSpice family of products includes both the 
Circuit Analysis and Circuit Synthesis packages. 
The Circuit Analysis package contains our 
PSpice circuit simulator and its options, and the 
Circuit Synthesis package contains our filter 
synthesis products, Advanced Filter Designer 
and Standard Filter Designer. 
Advanced Filter Designer is an interactive design aid 
giving you the ability to design and analyze active 
filters. Features include a menu-driven interface, hard 
copy report summaries and plots, cascading multiple 
designs, and interfaces to PSpice and SWITCAP. 
Advanced Filter Designer uses a well established 
methodology in applying classical approximations to 
your filter specification. Available filter types include 
low pass, high pass, band pass, and band reject, all of 
which may be synthesized by Butterworth, Chebyshev, 
Inverse Chebyshev, and Elliptic (Cauer) functions. 
There is also the capability to synthesize arbitrary 
fransfer functions and delay equalization filters. 
A full editing capability allows you to insert, delete, 
and reorder stages, and modify coefficient values. These 
editing features allow a filter expert to fine tune a 
design, or quickly make a small modification to an 
existing design. 
Advanced Filter Designer supports both active RC and 
switched-capacitor biquad filter structures. The 
components may tie scaled or resized to center the 
values in preferred ranges. 
Both Bode and pole-zero plots are available. Normally, 
you can determine the acceptability of your design by 
the inspection of its Bode plot. The Advanced Filter 
Designer plots gain, phase, and delay vs. frequency . 
For sampled data designs, you can plot your choice of 
the s- or z-domain transfer function. Pole-zero plots 
allow you to inspect the roots of the transfer function in 
either the s-domain or z-domain. 
Filter Designer works with our PSpice circuit simulation 
package. PSpice and its options form an integrated 
package for the analysis of electronic and electrical 
circuits. 
Each copy of our Circuit Analysis and Circuit Synthesis 
programs comes with our extensive product support. 
Our technical staff has over 150 years of experience in 
CAD/CAE, and our software is supported by the 
engineers who wrote it. 
For further information about our Circuit Analysis or 
Circuit Synthesis packages, please call us at (714) 770-
3022 or toll free (800) 245-3022. 



PRODUCT INNOVATION 

SOLID-STATE SENSOR SWITCHES 
SA VE LIVES AND EQUIPMENT 

TEMPERATURE AND CURRENT-SENSING I Cs WILL Go 
IN PRODUCTS FOR HOME, OFFICE, AND FACTORY. 

wo new low-cost chips, from Raytheon and Teledyne Compo
nents, can help overcome two natural hazards to every piece of 
electrical or electronic gear-water and high temperature. The 
Teledyne ICs represent the first members of a new family of 
solid-state thermal switches, designed to replace expensive, vi
bration-sensitive, bimetallic temperature sensors commonly 
used in applications ranging from coffee makers to home-heat
ing thermostats. Raytheon's device is a low-power two-wire 
ground-fault interrupter (GFI) controller. Though designed 
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1
1. THE TSC620 TEMPERATURE-SENSING SWITCH from Teledyne 
Components has been programmed to sense when the chip's temperature rises to specific 
high and low set-point. When it reaches the High set-point, it turns the MOSFET and then 
the fan on. When its temperature drops to the Low set-point, it turns them off. 

FRANK GOODENOUGH 
E L E C T R 0 N I C D E s I G Nl lOl 

OCTOBER 25, 1990 



for use in home hair dryers, it could 
be used as a safety element in any
thing that plugs into the ac line 
which gets wet at the same time a 
human touches it. It's a result of Un
derwriters Laboratory (UL) edict 
UL943: To be UL certified, all hair 
dryers sold in the U.S. after 1990 
must include a leakage current de
tector in the dryer, or in the cord. 

Because both the Teledyne and the 
Raytheon I Cs aim at products for the 
consumer, they are low-priced: In 
low volume, they go for under $1 
each. Therefore, not only will they 
find their way into various appliance, 
toy, entertainment, garden, automo
tive, and tool products for the con
sumer, but they also should repre
sent a low-cost way for sharp design
er-marketers to distinguish their 
products from the competition. Com
puters and office machines of all 
types (for example, medical instru
ments) seem a natural for both. 

The Teledyne ICs, TSC620 and 
TSC621, both sense temperature: 
The TSC620 has an absolute accura
cy of ±3°C with an on-chip ion-im
planted resistor, while the TSC621 

SENSING SWITCHES 

uses an external thermistor. The 
TSC620 can replace the snap-action 
thermal switches found in many ap
pliances or motors, providing simple 
on-off protection and / or control. 
However, unlike such switches, 
these I Cs sport high and low-temper
ature, user-programmable (with two 
resistors) set-point inputs and a trio 
of logic outputs for control. As a re
sult, they lend themselves to simple, 
but versatile, multi-temperature 
alarm or control systems. One 
TSC620 and less than two dozen low
cost parts can build a complete heat
ing-cooling thermostat for the home. 

One 90-kD. to 200-kD. resistor con
nected between each programming 
input and the supply determine high 
and low temperature set-points, re
spectively (Fig. 1). The two logic out
puts, Low Limit and High Limit, 
obey the following truth-table: The 
Low Limit and High Limit outputs 
go high whenever the chip (or exter
nal thermistor) rises to the tempera
ture programmed by its respective 
resistor. That is, as the temperature 
rises, the Low Limit output first 
goes high and then the High Limit 

output will go high. Each limit-out
put goes low when the chip (or 
thermistor) temperature drops 
about two degrees below its pro
grammed value. In a typical applica
tion, when the Low Limit goes high, 
it could turn on a fan and alert a host 
(human or silicon). If the tempera
ture rises enough to trip the High 
Limit, the system can shut down and 
set off an alarm. 

The Regulate logic output goes 
high when the temperature that's 
sensed rises to the High set-point 
and goes low when it drops below the 
Low set-point. 

N 0 MORE SHOCKERS 
The Raytheon device's job is to 

open both sides of the ac line in less 
than 24 ms if a dangerous condition 
arises. That is, it must detect 5 or 10 
mA of leakage current (5 mA in the 
U.S., 10 mA in Europe) and open the 
line in less than two cycles of 50 or 60 
Hz. Two major features that affect a 
hair dryer's cost, design, and time-to
market separate the RV 4140 from 
other approaches for detecting and 
stopping ground-fault leakage cur-

,-------------~-- - - --------- -------- - --, 
I Current-sensing transformer Molded mto cord set at plug Normally closed latching contacts 

Hot side of line 

Neutral side of line 

L SOIC 
RsET r---------------- ----------, 

I C . I 
I urrent mirrors RV4140 GFI controller I 

11 1 a 

I I ~-"--+---~--:----! 
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1
2. A CURRENT TRANSFORMER, plus the RV4140 two-wire ground-fault interrupter (GFI) from Raytheon, senses the difference 
in current between the hot and neutral side of the ac line if the leakage current between the two through the load exceeds 5 mA. The same 
situation would occur if a load, such as a hair dryer, falls into a tub of water. When detecting the fault, the chip fires the SCR, which in turn 
opens the latched relay and then the line. 
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• Only $195 
• New Symbol icon browsing 
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• Spice & Susie interfaces 
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• Best performance on a P.C. 
• Double sided SMT 
• Real time design rule check 
• Interactive push & shove routing 
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• Worlds only P.C. Hybrid system 
• Automatic component synthesis 
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FLUKE AND PHILIPS THE T&M ALLIANCE 

Philips 2 GHz PM 3340 
and 300 MHz PM 3323 
DSOs with extended 
analysis functionality. 

FAST-PM 3323 
• 300 MHz bandwidth 
• 500 MS/s single-shot sampling rate 
• 2 ns glitch capture 
• 10-bit vertical resolution 

FASTER-PM 3340 
• 2 GHz bandwidth with 1 mV/div sensitivity 
• Full range triggering up to 2 GHz 
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or a product demonstration. 

FLUKE 
ccopyright 1990 John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
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SENSING SWITCHES 

rent-no modification to existing 
dryer designs is needed, and only a 
two-wire line is required between 
wall outlet and dryer (Fig. 2) . 

Present solutions require three 
wires from the GFI to the dryer; the 
third wire connects to a metal plate 
inside the dryer. The metal plate and 
third wire increase the cost. The met
al plate requires both redesign and 
retooling for each existing and new 
design, adding further cost and de
sign time. Finally, every new design 
and every redesign must be qualified 
or requalified by UL, extending the 
time-to-market. 

The RV 4140 and its circuit elimi
nate these problems. They are mold
ed into the cord set, which, once qual
ified, can be used to connect to any 
dryer, or to any other appliance. Re
ducing cost and size even further, 
the RV 4140 contains a full-wave 
bridge rectifier, which must be add
ed externally to available GFI ICs 
(including Raytheon's RV 4145). 

At the heart of the detector is a 
current-sensing transformer with a 
toroidal laminated-steel or solid-fer
rite core. A ground fault causes a dif
ference between the currents in the 
hot and neutral wires. 

Amplified, rectified current 
generates an error at pin 1. If the er
ror is greater than 
the reference voltage at pin 3, the 
comparator C trips and fires the 
SCR, thus opening the relay and the 
line to the dryer.D 

PRICE AND A VAILABILTY 
In quantities of 100, Teledyne's commer
cial-grade TSC620 goes for $1.18 each, 
dropping to $0. 70 in volume quantities. 
The Raytheon RV4140 typically runs on 
350 µA from the ac line through pin 8 and 
the bridge rectifier. It comes in 8-pin D!Ps 
and SO/Cs. In quantities of 100, the con
troller goes for just $0.68, and is signifi
cantly less in greater volume. 

Teledyne Components, 1300 Terra Bella 
Ave., P.O. Box 7267, Mountain View, CA 
94039-7267; Rich Clarke, ( 415) 968-924 I. 

Raytheon Company, Semiconductor Div., 
350 Ellis St., Mountain View, CA 94039· 
7016; Harry en (415) 968-9211. 

How v ALU ABLE? 
HIGHLY 
MODERATELY 
SLIGHTLY 

CIRCLE 533 

CIRCLE 
534 
535 
536 
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Bus control logic 

Timers/counters 

Refresh timer 

DRAM controller 

PRODUCT INNOVATION 

Data cache 
(1 kbyte) 

Shifter 
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Address adder 

PC increment/multiplexer 

Exception/control registers 

Write buffer and memory interface control 

Address (32) Data (32 t 4) Control 
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I THE HIGHEST-INTEGRATION MIPS PROCESSOR from LSI Logic 
packs 8 kbytes of instruction cache, 1 kbyte of data cache, a DRAM controller, and three 
counter-timers. The chip's features let the processor tackle demanding control applications. 

AIMED AT EMBEDDED CONTROL SYSTEMS, 
A MIPS CPU CHIP TAKES ON DEMANDING TASKS. 

HIGHLY INTEGRATED RISC 
CPU PACKS 1/0 AND CACHE 

DAVEBURSKY 

!though RISC-based systems offer top performance, they're 
usually expensive to implement because they require many 
more high-speed support components than their CISC-based 
counterparts. This is particularly true for embedded control
lers. The high implementation cost is critical when RISC pro
cessors are being considered for embedded control applica

tions. In such applications, the large number of fast static RAMs and other 
support functions push the RISC subsystem cost up, and very often demand 
more board area than the application can spare. 

By redesigning its licensed version of the R3000 processor, LSI Logic has 
taken into account many of the system-level requirements for an embedded 
controller. As a result, they've combined the equivalent of about 20 chips into 
one device-the LR33000. The CMOS chip is built with static logic to mini· 
mize power consumption during standby or power-down situations. 

Along with the R3000-compatible integer processor, the LR33000 proc S· 
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one-chip motor driver could be 
the smartest move you'll make. 

UNSURPASSED INTEGRATION. 

Power. Protection. Control. 
These critical elements
essential to all motor-driving 
applications-are also inherent 
in the most highly integrated 
Smartpower™ device available 
today, the LMD18200. 

Our one-chip solution with 
on-chip intelligence eliminates 
multiple discrete parts, saving 
you valuable board space. 

The control logic of the 
LMD18200 connects both sides of 
the H-Bridge. Which eliminates 
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easy to use. Plus, its rugged design 
and process makes it extremely 
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FAIL-SAFE PROTECTION. 

Not only does the LMD18200 
know when to start, it knows 
when to quit. Specially equipped 
with a two-stage thermal warning 
system, it transmits a distress flag 
to the host system at 145° C, allow
ing you enough time to take any 
corrective action. 

And if the temperature 
reaches 170° C, the device automat
ically shuts down. A fail-safe feature 
that eliminates damage to your 
equipment. 

What's more, the LMD18200's 
on-chip defense system provides 
overcurrent protection, which pre
vents damage both to the device 
and the motor in case a shorted 
load causes the motor to draw 
excessive current. 

PLAY IT SMART. 

For your LMD18200 design 
information kit, call or write us 
today. But make the move now. 
Before your competition wises up. 

1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext.18 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
P. 0. Box 7643 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7643 

J?A National 
~Semiconductor 

© 1990 National Semiconductor Corporation 

HEXSense is a trademark of International Rectifier. 
Smartpower is a trademark of Nartron. 



sor includes 8 kbytes of instruction 
cache, 1 kbyte of data cache, a dy
namic-RAM refresh controller, three 
counter-timers, a one-word-deep 
write buffer, and other features (see 
the figure). All of that memory and 
logic has been compressed into one 
160-lead quad-sided plastic flat pack
age or a 155-lead pin-grid array. One 
reason for the high pin count is sepa
rate address and data buses, and op
tional parity lines on the data bus. 
The processor will come in maximum 
operating frequencies of 25, 33, and 
40 MHz, with maximum power con
sumption of 2 Wat 25 MHz. 

On-chip caches and an integrated 
write buffer give the chip almost the 
same performance as the R3000 CPU 
with a large external cache for em
bedded systems applications. The 
benefit of integrating on one IC 
cache and other logic with the CPU 
was also adopted by Integrated De
vice Technology. The firm has also 
embellished the R3000 CPU with fea
tures targeted at embedded control 
(see "Approaching the problem dif
ferently, "this page). 

Both the on-chip caches on the 
LR33000 are direct-mapped. To en
sure data-cache coherency, a write
through approach is used to keep 
data current. Single-word memory 
references or blocks of data can be 
loaded into the cache. The block size 
for refill operations of 2, 4, 8, or 16 
words can be programmed indepen
dently for both the data and the in
struction caches. 

To offload the write operations, a 
one-word write buffer lets the pro
cessor think it wrote a word into 
memory. Therefore, the CPU can 
start its next operation while the 
buffer actually writes the word into 
main memory. If the buffer is full 
and the CPU tries to write to exter
nal memory, the processor will stall 
until the buffer is free. In addition, if 
an entry is located in the cache, the 
processor will update the cache as 
well as the main memory. 

To pack all of the system features 
on the chip, designers at LSI did 
make some sacrifices. Unlike the 
R3000, the LR33000 doesn't include a 
memory-management unit because 
most embedded control applications 
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APPROACHING THE PROBLEM DIFFERENTLY 

A
s if they gazed into a 
crystal ball concerning 
LSI Logic's introduc
tion, designers at Inte

grated Device Technology Inc., 
Santa Clara, Calif., jumped the 
gun on LSI and unveiled a pair of 
Mips-based CMOS embedded-con
troller chips targeted for similar 
applications. However, the chips 
have a different mix of features 
than those selected by LSI. As a 
result, they're optimized, per
haps, for yet a different set of em
bedded-control applications. The 
IDT R305X family consists of two 
basic high-integration CPUs, both 
based on the R3000A processor. 

Four different speed options-
20, 25, 33, and 40 MHz- will be 
available for each processor, giv
ing users a performance span 
from 16 to 35 MIPS. Designers at 
IDT, though, decided not to rede
sign the CPU core to use static 
CMOS logic. Consequently, the 
R305X processors, like the 
R3000A, require that a clock sig
nal always be present to keep the 
internal dynamic logic active. 

The lowest-cost version, the 20-
MHz R3051, contains instruction 
and data caches of 4 kbytes and 2 
kbytes, respectively. A higher-in
tegration version, the R3052, 
packs 8 kbytes of instruction 
cache and also 2 kbytes of data 
cache. But unlike the LR33000, 
which has separate address and 
data buses, the IDT processors 
employ a multiplexed address/ 
data bus to reduce chip pin count, 
squeezing into 84-lead plast\c 
leaded chip carriers. Further
more, the IDT processors include 
both a 4-word-deep read buffer 
and a 4-word-deep write buffer 
rather than the LR33000's single
word write buffer. IDT also in
cludes DMA arbitration logic on 
the processor, making it easier to 
add DMA channels. The LSI 
LR33000 has two modes for its di
rect memory access, one which 
grants the address and data bus, 
and the other in which the DMA 
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logic uses the on-chip DRAM con
troller to access the memory. 

Although the 3051 or 3052 don't 
have the DRAM controller or the 
counter-timers that LSI felt nec
essary to include on the chip, the 
IDT processors kept the memory
managemen t unit (MMU) and 
translation-look-aside buffer 
(TLB). Actually, IDT designers 
thought that each processor 
should be available with a choice. 
As a result, two versions of the 
R3051 and two versions of the 
3052 actually exist: one version of 
each without the TLB for lowest 
cost, and another version of each 
with the TLB for slightly more. 

The more-spartan CPU chips 
from IDT will sell for less- in 
1000-unit lots the lowest-cost ver
sion of the R3051 (20 MHz, no 
TLB) will sell for about $45, while 
the larger-cache version, the 3052, 
will go for about $65. Limited 
sampling will start this quarter. 

To add many of the system-lev
el features, such as multiple DMA 
channels, serial 1/0 ports, DRAM 
control, parallel ports, counter
timers, interrupt controllers, and 
more, IDT has planned a trio of 
support chips. The circuits include 
the IDT79R3720 bus exchanger, 
the 79R3721 DRAM controller, 
and the 79R3722 1/0 interface 
controller . The three sup port 
chips will come in low-cost 68- and 
84-lead plastic leaded chip carri
ers and a 132-lead plastic quad-sid
ed flat package, respectively. 
When used as a set with the high
integration CPU, they form a 
compact and relatively complete 
RISC system-somewhat akin to 
a PC motherboard. The cost for 
the entire chip set, including the 
20-MHz R3051, CPU will be less 
than $100 in large quantities. Th 
three support chips will be ready 
to sample in the first quarter of 
1991. 

Integrated Device Technology 
Inc., 3236 Scott Blvd., Santa 
Clara, CA 95052,· Bob Rowe, (408) 
492-8631. CIRCI~E 524 
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don't rely on virtual memory ad
dressing. Moreover, because float
ing-point math is more the exception 
than the rule in embedded control, 
the math coprocessor interface was 
also eliminated. 

One area that LSI didn't skimp on, 
though, was aids for troubleshoot
ing and diagnostics. Because debug
ging embedded systems can be more 
difficult than debugging general
purpose computers, a strong set of 
diagnostic features were included on 
the chip. Separate instruction and 
data breakpoint registers are avail
able. And the processor can perform 
instruction traces to track down er
roneous operations. 

Furthermore, since the chip is still 
software-compatible with the R3000, 
existing R3000 software develop
ment tools will serve the develop
ment teams. However, because nine 
instructions using the coprocessor 
and four that reference the transla
tion-look-aside buffer can't execute, 
the processor traps when it encoun
ters one of those commands and can 
either raise a flag or vector to a sub
routine to aid in program debugging. 

To take on the embedded applica
tions, the three on-chip timers serve 
both the on- and off-chip timing 
needs. Of the three timers, two are 
24-bit down counters and are avail
able for any application. Each 
counter operates at the system clock 
rate. Each will reload the initial 
count value after it reaches a 0 count. 
Timer 2 also has a Terminal Count 
Output pin, as well as a Count En
able Input pin, suiting it for timing 
external events. 

The third timer is just 12-bits long 
and supports the DRAM refresh con
troller. That refresh controller in
cludes a programmable wait-state 
generator that allows almost any
speed DRAM to be used with the 
chip. Commonly available 70- and 80-
ns memories can be used with the 
processor. When running with the 
page-mode DRAMs, four CPU cy
cles are needed for the first access, 
and then two for each subsequent ac
cess on the same memory page. 

The chip provides the row-address
strobe, column-address strobe (RAS, 
CAS) and output-enable signals 
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needed to control standard and page
mode DRAMs. The on-chip memory 
controller allows for an address 
space of 256 Mbytes. However, to 
drive more than one bank of memory 
chips, address multiplexers and 
buffers should be used. The memory 
controller can also tie into off-chip 
DMA controllers that use a synchro
nous bus protocol. Single-cycle block 
refills can thus be done when inter
leaved memories are employed. 

The processor can handle 32-, 16-, 
and 8-bit data-words. Byte ordering 
can be set for either "big-endian" or 
"little-endian" formats. To deal with 
different system-cost strategies ef
ficiently, tlie processor can boot it
self from either a low-cost 8-bit 
EPROM, or from a full 32-bitstorage 
subsystem. A Bytewide control pin 
tells the processor which type of 
memory subsystem to look for. With 
a programmable wait-state genera
tor, users can also specify the time 
between reads, from 0 to 15 wait 
states. In addition, the internal 
wait-state generator can be over
ridden by setting a control bit in the 
processor's configuration register. 
That lets the memory access be con
trolled by the External Data Ready 
signal. 

Furthermore, a generic synchro
nous 32-bit interface makes it easy to 
tie the LR33000 into support chips or 
moderate-speed static RAMs . A 
memory-mapped 16-Mbyte I/O 
space gives users plenty of room for 
peripheral extensions to the chip. D 

PRICE AND A VAILABILTY 
In 1000-unit quantities, the 25-MHz, ce
ramic pin-grid-array version of the 
LR33000 sells for $192; samples will be 
ready in December. A plastic quad flat
packaged version of the 25-MHz chip will 
sell for $99.95, available in the second 
quarter of 1991. Ceramic PGA versions of 
the 33- and 40-MHz chips will be ready to 
sample in the first and second quarters of 
1991 and will sell for $290 and $385, respec
tively. 

LSI Logic Corp., MIPS Div., 1525 McCar
thy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035; Rob Tobias, 
(408)954-1789. CIRCLE525 
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Anritsu's MG3633A $yntkesiz«I Signal Generator 
reduces sideband noise to -140dBc!Hz (20kHz 
offset from lGHz sigttal), for the most precise 
performance and charactlmstics evaluation of 
all bands of radio communications equipment, 
even quasi-microwave. 

Operating over the frequency range of lOkHz 
2 7GHz, the MG3633A provides AM, FM, and 
pulse (combined with the MA1610A) modulation, 
as well as simultaneous modulation in any com
bination. The DC mode enables simulations of 

digital transmissions, and provides FM stability of 
± lO~z/H (typical). 

The MG3633A also has an extremely accurate 
programmable attenuator to ensure ± ldB accu
racy over the broad range of output levels from 
-123dBm to a powerful + 20dBm. Output can be 
displayed in dBm, dBµ, V, mV, µV, or relative values. 

From research to system maintenance, Anritsu 
gives you the best there is. 

SYNTH~IZED SIGNAL GENERATOR MG3633A 

/I 
. t ANRITSU CORPORATION 10-27, M;,lamiazabu 5-cllome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan Tel . 03-446-1111 
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PRODUCT INNOVATION 

PROCESS· INDEPENDENT IC 
TOOLS AID TOP-DOWN DESIGN 

A DEVICE-LEVEL 
COMPACTOR Is 
THE KEY TO 
FAST AND EASY 
MIGRATION OF 
DIGITALICs 
To ALTERNATE 
PROCESS 
TECHNOLOGIES. 

LISA MALINIAK 

wo major concerns for 
engineers are the abili
ty to reuse IC designs 
and the ability to catch 

critical mistakes before the end of 
the design cycle. These concerns can 
now be driven away with two IC de
sign tools from Valid Logic Systems: 
Construct Process-Independent 
(P.I.), an advanced cell-layout tool, 
and Compose Architect, a floorplan
ning tool. These devices implement 
process-independent and top-down 
IC design methods. Process indepen
dence means that users can create IC 
designs without concern for specific 
process design rules. 

With the tools, which are enhanced 
versions of Valid's previous Con
struct and Compose software, users 
can architect and analyze an entire 

I THE DEVICE-LEVEL COMP ACTOR in Construct P.I. is the essential element 
in process-independent IC design. The compactor references the technology database to 
shrink or expand all layers of the layout while keeping design-rule corr~tness. In this 
screen, the compacted layout is in the right window. 

chip at a high level. Both tools enable 
design teams to migrate chips quick
ly when a process change occurs. In 
addition, they save time because de
sign teams can reuse portions of 
their design in future chips. 

Construct P.I. includes device-lev
el compaction, graphical device gen
eration, and net-list-driven layout. 
Essentially, it brings process-inde
pendence into the realm of the layout 
designer. The device-level compac
tor is the key to process-independent 
physical layout. This new feature 
complements the existing process
independent methodology for chip 
assembly made possible by the 
mixed block-cell compactor in Com
pose. In addition, these compactors 
work from one process technology 
database. 

E L E C T R 

Device-level compaction spaces 
(shrinks or expands) the layout auto
matically according to the design 
rules in the technology database (see 
the figure). The software can com
pact both orthogonal and encapsu
lated non-orthogonal geometries. It 
also maintains connectivity between 
wires and devices during compac
tion. 

The single technology database 
centralizes control over both physi
cal-layout and chip-assembly tasks, 
eradicating schedule impacts due to 
design-rule changes. Design rules 
stored in the technology database 
can be easily modified when a 
change in process is necessary due to 
technology advancements or found
ry changes. For instance, designs 
can be easily migrated from a 2-µm 
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to a 1-µm CMOS process with a mini
mal amount of manual layout work. 

In addition to the device-level com
pactor, Construct P.I. implements 
process independence through the 
Graph-A-Cell graphical device gen
erator. Graph-A-Cell minimizes the 
effort needed to lay out and maintain 
device libraries. Designers automati
cally generate parameterized cell 
(PCELL) programs that produce de
sign-rule-correct layout. In addition, 
because the primary input source is 
graphical, layout designers of all 
skill levels can easily generate 
PCELL programs rather than rely 
on a CAD programmer to accomplish 
this task. 

GRAPH-A-CELL 
Using Graph-A-Cell, designers 

can quickly sketch a device without 
regard for design rules or efficient 
use of area. Graph-A-Cell then uses 
scanning technology to assign layer
to-layer constraints automatically. 
The C-code program output from 
Graph-A-Cell can be stored in a de
vice library and called by the design
er during layout editing to generate 
PCELLS instantly. These programs 
can also be manually modified to cre
ate complex PCELLS containing spi
rals and odd angles. Entire device li
braries, as well as the designs con
taining the devices, can be rolled 
over to a new process simply by 
changing the rules in the technology 
database and recompacting for de
sign-rule correctness. 

Construct P.I. achieves correct
by-construction layout design with 
net-list-driven editing that maintains 
actual connectivity in the design da
tabase. The net-list-driven editing 
feature reads the net list and associ
ated schematic properties-such as 
gate sizes, wire widths, and device 
groupings-to drive the physical
layout design.Net-list-driven editing 
and correct-by-construction layout 
design reduce the need to perform 
design-rule checking and layout-vs.
schematic comparison. 

Construct P.I. also includes sym
bolic editing. This editing technique 
gives engineers the flexibility to 
view and edit physical design data at 
the symbolic level for simplified data 
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PROCESS-INDEPENDENT 
IC DESIGN TOOLS 

representation and faster display 
speeds. It also lets them view and 
edit at the mask level for detailed 
representation. 

In addition to a process-indepen
dent IC design environment, Valid 
offers Compose Architect, a multi
level, top-down floorplanner for 
mixed block-cell chips. The top-down 
design implemented by Compose Ar
chitect improves designer productiv
ity and shortens the design cycle. 

Compose Architect is a net-list
driven chip floorplanning and analy
sis tool that lets IC design engineers 
explore architectural trade-offs ear
ly in the design cycle. They can work 
with mixed block and cell designs 
from the top level of hierarchy down, 
assembling a chip floorplan to opti
mal size and performance specifica
tions. This top-down method facili
tates the use of different design 
methodologies on one chip. For ex
ample, engineers can create chips us
ing a combination of handcrafted de
vices, compiled modules, standard 
cells, synthesized layouts, and 
scaled existing layouts. 

At any level of design hierarchy, 
Compose Architect coordinates the 
assembly of IC design elements in 
varying stages of abstraction or 
completion. Each design level and 
design element can be individually 
floorplanned and partitioned so that 
design teams can work simulta
neously. Top-down floorplanning is 
linked with bottom-up chip assembly 
and layout to minimize design itera
tions. Detailed placement, routing, 
and compaction can be performed 
throughout the floorplanning pro
cess before all of the underlying 
physical layout data is fully created. 
Compose Architect tracks the status 
of all levels and elements in the floor
plan to the end of the design cycle. At 
this point, the floorplan represents 
the finished chip design, incorporat
ing all physical layout data. 

To speed floorplanning and facili
tate concurrent design, Compose Ar
chitect includes a suite of in-process 
tools for power, delay, and path anal
ysis. With these tools, engineers can 
identify and correct chip size and per
formance problems up front, before 
the problems seriously affect the de-

D ES I G N 

sign or work schedul . 
Compose Architect's power ana

lyzer improves the accuracy of pow
er-supply tapering by calculating 
voltage drops and adjusting net 
widths accordingly. With the delay 
analyzer, engineers can dynamically 
examine chip timing at any design 
stage. Compose Architect calculates 
pin-to-pin delays automatically for 
direct input into Valid's RapidSim 
digital simulator or other commer
cial simulators. Engineers can fur
ther improve chip speed with the 
static critical path analyzer. Com
pose Architect calculates resistance 
and capacitance values and passes 
them to Pathmill. Pathmill then high
lights critical paths and delay bottle
necks in the floorplan. 

Valid's Design Process Frame
work is the key to providing a com
plete family of IC products. The 
framework features rules-driven 
and multilevel design techniques 
that improve communication be
tween engineering and layout per
sonnel using the products. Front-to
back integration through the frame
work ties Valid's front-end tools with 
Construct, Construct P.I. , Compose, 
Compose Architect, and the Confirm 
verification tools . The Confirm suite 
includes tools for on-line design rule 
checking and layout-vs.-schematic 
comparison.D 

PRICE AND A VAILABILTY 
Construct P.l. and Compose Architect will 
begin shipping in the fourth quarter for 
Sun workstations. Both will be available 
for the DEC and IBM workstations in ear
ly 1991. Construct P.l., including the de
vice-level compactor, starts at $50,000. 
Current Construct users can upgrade to 
process independence by purchasing the 
device-level compactor separately. The de
vice-level compactor option begins at 
$15,000. Compose Architect can be pur
chased standalone starting at $30,000. It 
also comes bundled with the detailed rout
ers of the Compose chip assembly tool, 
starting at $65,000. All prices include Ac
cess network licensing. 

Valid Logic Systems /11c., 2820 Orchard 
Pkwy., San Jose, CA 95134; (108) 432-
9400. CIRCLE 529 
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When xou're the first and fustest, 
what ao you do fOr an encore? 

Whatever it is, it 
better be good. 

After all, our 
EL 3200 was the first 
68020/ 030 develop
ment system with 
33 MHz speed. 

So, while others were just getting 
into the act, Applied Microsystems 
upped the ante. 

We made the EL 3200 a more 
powerful performer. So you get an 

advanced event system for easier 
tracing and debugging 

of complex 32-bit 
designs. Support for the 
memory management 
unit, floating point, cache 

burst and synchronous 
cycles. And a graphical 

interface to set breakpoints more 
quickly and a powerful macro lan
guage to simplify lengthy routines. 

All this comes with full Ethernet 

network support to maximize your 
investment in workstations and PCs. 
Plus installation, training and appli
cation assistance to help you finish 
your designs faster. 

For a free dem
onstration, call 
Telemarketing at 
1-800-343-3659 (in 
WA, 206-882-2(XX)). 

Because folks, 
it's show time. 

11 11 111111 

Applied 
Microsystems 
Corporation 

C> 1990 Applied Mic:ro.<ystems Corporation, P.O. Box 97002, Redmond, WA98073-9702 USA. Ali righlS reserved. AMC-17. Other names indicated by <II> are registered trademarks of their respective holders. For the name 
of your nearest dlstrlbu- In Europe, call 44-(0)-296-62S462. Europe Fax 44-296-623460. Or contact Applied Microsystems Corporation, Uc!., Chiltern Court, High Stree~ Wendover, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP22 6EP, 
England. InJ- call 03--49;Hr770.Japan Fax 03-493-7270. Or contact Applied Microsystems Japan, Uc!. , Nilion Seimei, Nishi -Gotanda Building, 7-24-5 Nishi -Gotanda, Shinagawa-KU, Tukyo 1141,Japan. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

N E W P R 0 D U C T S 

Power Source Up-Date 
Single Board Construction Shrinks 750W Size and Cost: 
58°/o Smaller, 300/o Cost Savings 

Designed for high-end computer 
products, TOD D's MAX-750 combines 
a compact size, 13.5" x 5" x 2.6" com
pared to the typical 5" x 8" x 11 "shoebox 
switcher (see photo insert) , and very 
competitive pricing. OEM product 
designers can reduce product size with 
a MAX-750 or build in power supply 

High Efficiency 
DC Converters Fit 
AC To DC Footprint 

TODD's DC to DC converters provide 
up to 350 watts from 48 volts DC input. 
Designed as companion units to TODD's 
standard line of AC input power sup
plies , they are fit , form , and function 
compatible with the MAX-350, MTC-
250, MTC-350, and certain single output 

redundancy, replacing one "shoebox" 
switcher with two MAX-750's in the 
same space. 

The small package size, high power 
density of 4 watts/in. , high peak current 
for motor starting , and cooling options , 
make the MAX-750 the power supply of 
choice for VMEbus systems, worksta
tions, file servers and mini-computer 
systems. The switcher provides 120 
amps of + 5 volts for logic and memory, 
and features up to three auxiliary out
puts providing high efficiency, tightly 
regulated 12 volts or - 5.2 volts at up to 
20 amps. Designed for world wide use, 
the series offers AC power fail, AC auto-
1 ine select , and meets International 
Safety standards and Class A RFI 
requirements of FCC and VOE 0871 . 

Call 1-800-223-TODD, or CIRCLE 169 

SC series products. 
Available in a 250 watt "DC" single 

output series and a 350 watt multi output 
"DCX" series these power supplies have 
up to 50 amp main output of tightly reg
ulated 5V power, two fully regulated , 
high-efficiency, post-regulated mag
amp outputs and one low-power three
terminal regulated output. 

Call 1-800-223-TODD or CIRCLE 170 

New Technology Shrinks 
500 Watt Power Supply 
TODD's MAX-500 switchers pack 
25% more power into TODD's 400 watt 
packagesize(11 .5"x5"x2.5"). The series 
incorporates a new SMT circuit, newly
available components, improvements to 
TODD's VERl-DRIVE current-fed inverter 
topology, monocoque construction, and 
a high efficiency FLUX-GATE switching 
mag-amp auxiliary post regulation. Result 
higher performance, higher reliability 
(approaching 100,000 hours MTBF) and 
lower cost. 

Call 1-800-223-TODD o r CIRCLE 171 

Super Micro Supply 
Has a Cool 350 Watts 

Targeting the computer-based OEM, 
TODD engineers developed the 9" x 5" 
x 2.5" MAX-350 series of competitively 
priced switching power supplies. Low 
component count, extensive use of SMT 
and raising efficiencies to 80% with 
attendant reduction of heat sink require
ments results in MTBF approaching 
100,000 hours. 

The series features up to 50 amps of 
+ 5 volts for logic and memory and fully 
regulated high efficiency mag-amp out
puts to power up to four disc drives . Aux
iliary outputs power common peripherals 
like ECL monitors , RS232 outputs, com
munications drivers, etc. 

Call 1-800-223-TODD, or CIRCLE 172 

More information on these and the full 
line of TODD Switching Power Supplies 
can be obtained in EEM File 4000, by 
circling the response card numbers, or 
by contacting : 

TODD 
PRODUCTS CORP. 

50 Emjay Boulevard 
Brentwood, New York 11717 

(516) 231-3366or1-800-223-TODD 
FAX (516) 231-3473 

SEE US AT ELECTRONICA 



NEW PRODUCTS 
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COMMUNICATIONS-TARGETED DSP 
CHIPS DELIVER TOP THROUGHPUT DAVE BURSKY 

A
s the communication spec
trum gets more crowded, 
more precise filtering and 
frequency control is needed 

to ensure high-quality and stable re
ception of transmissions. To aid in 
the filtering and tuning, a digital dec
imation filter and a combination nu
merically controlled oscillator and 
modulator have been developed by 
Harris Semiconductor. With those 
two CMOS chips, designers can now 
build the heart of a digital receiver 
with an out-of-band attenuation of 96 
dB and a tuning accuracy of 0.006 Hz 
(with a 30-MHz sampling rate). The 
chip set can considerably simplify 
applications such as i-f channels for 
satellite data links, radar and sonar 
data gathering, narrowband spec
trum analysis, and others. 

The first of the two chips, the 
HSP43220 decimating digital filter, 
operates at clock rates of up to 35 
MHz and can be programmed for 
decimation levels of up to 16,384-
loosely equivalent to about 512,000 
standard filter taps. On the chip is 
actually a two-stage filter structure, 
with the first stage performing the 
high-order decimation. The decima
tion is performed with a sample-rate
reduction scheme that delivers deci
mations of up to 1024 through a 
coarse low-pass filtering process. 
The high-order section provides up to 
96 dB of alaising rejection in the sig
nal passband. 

Employing a finite-impulse-re
sponse decimation filter in the sec
ond stage, the circuit can appear as a 
transversal FIR filter with up to 512 
symmetric taps, or an arbitrary
phase filter with up to 256 taps. The 
FIR section can perform decimation 
by up to 16 while preserving the 96-
dB rejection. 

Data words fed into the filter chip 
are 16 bits wide, and data outputs are 
24 bits. The wider data output bus al
lows more accurate results to be de
livered. Internal routing paths per
mit the designer to bypass either the 
high-order filter or the FIR filter sec-

HSP43220 
Decimation to 1024 Decimation to 16 

Input clock 
24 Dataout 

Data input 16 Decimation Finite·impulse-
filter 

Control 16 

l Coefficient and control 

.-----~ responsefilter ....,_ __ _ 
Dllaready 

Rnite-impulse-response filler clock 

HSP45116 

Phase 16 

Frequency 32 

Clack 

Control Lookup 
t---1 table 

tion if only one level of filtering is 
needed. The chip has three-state out
puts, which permit multiple circuits 
to tie into a common bus. 

With a complex multiplier and 
complex accumulator as well as a 
quadrature numerically-controlled 
oscillator (NCO), the HSP45116 al
lows complex vectors to be rotated 
for quadrature modulation and de
modulation subsystems. The NCO 
portion of the chip includes a phase 
and frequency control section, as 
well as the sine/cosine ROM. The re
sultant sine and cosine outputs of the 
NCO section are fed into the complex 
multiplier-accumulator that com
putes the product of those terms 
with the magnitude and phase values 
of the incoming vector. 

A 32-bit input controls the input 
frequency, with a frequency resolu
tion of better than 0.01 Hz at30 MHz. 
Furthermore, the error in the sinu
soidal vector is less than -90 dB. Al
though input vectors are represent
ed with 16-bit real and imaginary val
ues, the chip delivers two 20-bit out
put values that represent the rotated 
complex vector. 

Sine 

Cosine 

Complex 
multiplier

aa:umulator 

When the HSP45116 is used in con
junction with a pair of 43220 decimat
ing digital filters, the trio forms the 
main section of a quadrature down
converter. The system can tune in on 
signals whose bandwidths are sever
al orders of magnitude less than that 
of the input-signal sampling fre
quency. The entire system could of
f er sampling rates of over 30 MHz, 
16-bit accuracy, out-of-band attenua
tion of up to 96 dB, and 0.006-Hz tun
ing accuracy. The chips permit the 
tuning frequency and phase to be al
tered in a single clock period, with no 
loss of data due to settling time. That 
permits schemes such as frequency
hopping for secure communications. 

Samples of both chips are immedi
ately available. The 84-lead pin-grid 
array version of the HSP43220 deci
mating filter sells for $140 in 1000-
unit lots, while the 144-pin PGA ver
sion of the HSP45116 goes for $175 in 
similar quantities. 

Harris Semiconductor Corp., 
1301 Woody Burke Rd., Melbourne, 
FL 32902; Clay Olmstead, (407) 724-
3868. In the U.S., call (800) 442-7747, 
ext. 1083. CIRCLE 336 
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VGA IC UPS 
RESOLUTION 

The OTI-067 graphics controller 
from Oak Technology provides 
1028-X-768-pixel resolution 

with 16 colors for IBM VGA-compati
ble graphics systems. Compared with 
the company's OTI-037 entry-level 
VGA controller, the 067 requires fewer 
external components. 

Only two 256k-by-4 DRAMs are re
quired for 800-X-600-pixel resolution or 
1024-X-768-pixel resolution with 16 col
ors. Four DRAMs support 800-X-600-
pixel resolution with 256 colors, and 
1024-X-768-pixel resolution with 16 col
ors, all with noninterlaced operation 
for cleaner screen appearance. Older 
VGA controllers require eight DRAMs 
for noninterlace operation. 

The controller is supported with ap
plication software drivers for popular 
programs such as Windows, OS/2, and 
GEM. Also available is a kit for user
customized drivers, which includes in
ternal register definitions and an evalu
ation board. The company also offers 

NEW PRODUCTS 
i il(HiMl lB}I 

r-----------------------------1 

System 
bus 

I 

Sequencer 

CRT 
controller 

Bus 
interlace 

Memory 
buffer 

Graphic 
controller 

Attribute 
controller 

Video 
memory 

~- --------------------------~ 
External BIOS ROM 

an OEM turnkey manufacturing kit 
that includes schematics, film for pc
board layout, a data book, VGA BIOS 
PRO Ms, and a bill of material for mak
ing VGA boards and subsystems. For 
added design simplicity, the OTI-069 
clock synthesizer is also available for 

replacing four discrete crystals. Now 
in full production, the OTI-067 is priced 
at $29.00 each in lots of 1000. 

Oak Technology, Inc., 139 Kifer Ct., 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; Scott Al
berts, (408) 737-0888. l @&IW 
• MILT LEONARD 



NEW PRODUCTS 

IEEE-488 INTERFACE INCLUDES 
1/0 LINES AND COUNTER/TIMERS 

MIXED-SIGNAL SYSTEM 
TESTS 50-MHZ DEVICES 
The M3600 mixed-signal test system of
fers versatile component test capabili
ties at digital clock speeds to 50 MHz 
and on up to 256 mixed-signal pins. The 
system, built by SZ Testsysteme and 
offered in North America by SemiTech 
International, is well-suited to produc
tion and characterization testing and 
can easily be adapted to incoming-in
spection test. A modular architecture 
allows the M3600 to expand as needs 
change. In the standard configuration 
with 64 pin drivers, analog, and digital 

The Power488CT board carries 
not only an IEEE-488.2 inter
face, but also 40 digital 1/0 

lines and five programmable 16-bit 
counter/timers. All that is packed onto 
a full-slot card that plugs into a 16-bit 
PC/ AT-style bus. The board is pro
grammable using the new Standard 
Commands for Programmable Instru
ments (SCPI). It's fully compatible 
with IEEE-488.2, including the ability 
to monitor bus handshake lines and de
tect changes on the SRQ line. 

The board reads data from IEEE-488 
devices at th~ standard's full speed of 1 
Mbyte/s. It also supports interrupt
driven 110 capability, with 11 user-se
lectable interrupt lines. The counter/ 
timers can be configured for counting 
pulses or for measuring frequency or 
time. The unit counts pulses and fre
quency to 7 MHz and measures time to 
a resolution of 140 ns. 

The board comes with Driver488, an 
enhanced version of IOtech's device 

driver software. Among other improve
ments, the company added serial port 
control, which lets users integrate con
trol of serial devices with the board's 
other functions. 

1 
instrumentation, 20 slots remain avail
able for special instrument require
ments. Timing resolution is 500 ps. The 
M3600 runs more than 1000 applica
tions developed for the earlier M3000 
Universal Test System. Prices for the 
M3600 start at under $175,000 in North 
America, and include a 32-bit Hewlett
Packard color graphics workstation. 
Orders are being accepted, with deliv
ery in 10 to 12 weeks. 

The Power488CT costs $595. Without 
the counter/timers, the Power488 goes 
for $495. Delivery is from stock. 

!Otech Inc., 25971 Cannon Rd., 
Cleveland, OH 44146; (216)439-
4091. W@l#fi/:I 

• JOHN NOVELLINO 

Marketing Dept., SemiTech Interna
tiona~ 56 Roland St., Boston, MA 
02129; (617J 628-8880. lli/ital#BPI 



NEW PRODUCTS 

100-MHZ TESTER BOASTS 
350-PS ACCURACY 

on each channel. The DlOO is fully com
patible with the 50-, 200-, and 400-MHz 
versions of the HP 82000, running the 
same software and operating system. 
Thus users can upgrade their system 
as needs change. Automatic-test func
tions and fast setup time offer users 
high-volume design throughput. And 
HP's recently introduced production-

The HP 82000 IC evaluation system 
family has been extended to include a 
100-MHz version, the Model DlOO. The 
system delivers edge-placement accu
racy of 350 ps and a maximum pin count 
of 512 pins, with full tester capability 

CC YOU want Jou of other 
:iutomated featurrs 

tt) YOU want an affordable 
upgnde path 

00 And don't forget 
schematic capture .. 

en YOU want to find 
out more 

ULTJlxMrd Proftuion2J 386 
is a U1le 32 bit Cksign Sysum; 
approx. lx fut~r th211 16 bit 

... G1111W.o llllfilillliii~· 
ttJ 'l'ith UL Tlhoud, 

automatically. 

Q'J Real-ti!M DRC, El'lla ~. rcrouce-whilt--mo\'e, round tncing :and board outlines, 
.DXF output, automatic component rtnumbtring, md mort arr standard ma.II 
UL Tlboard systemS. 

~ ~1l:~·~r1;~t~~d:d°!~i:,s;~~: ~i~~s~~~~d~~i;'~:fi'~~e~f~mng 
equivalent IC's, up to our 32-bit 386 version with unlimited design capabilities. 

CD ~:T~':ft,~ti:kt~~:~:~;~Je~~~l~~eg s~~bcl2:~a~i!~~;;~s~g~a~~0~1r8t t1~~~~n:~s~~to 
10-use automated features. Or, use your own schematic pack.age with UL Tlboard's 
back:umotation. 

~G.11 ULTlmate Technology today for a frtt demo disk, and the name of the dealer 
nearest you. 

Modtl Prict 

CIRCLE 159 

Nr. of 16 pins 
equiv. !C's 

Mtmory 
rtqu1rNI 

15 - 50 640K 
1'40 - 200 640K+!Mb 

640 K + 2 Mb+ 
640 K + 2 Mb+ 
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C DESIGN 

test firmware enhancements allow the 
same test system to be used for testing 
small- and medium-size production 
runs. The system's software and true 
tester-per-pin architecture allow all 
channels to operate at the maximum 
frequency, so users can perform thor
ough tests on even the most complex 
devices. Per-channel cost is about 
$2000. In a typical 128-channel configu
ration, the HP 82000 Model DlOO costs 
$260,000. Delivery is estimated at 14 
weeks after receipt of an order. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 3000 Hanover 
St, Palo Alto, CA 94J04,· (800) 752-
0900. 1w,.1a1eu1 

VXl-BUS ANALYZER 
AIDS TESTING 
Suitable for testing systems as varied 
as radar and computer disk drives is the 
latest VXI bus product from Racal In
struments Ltd. of Slough, Berkshire 
UK. The 2351 is a time-interval analyz
er built in a two-slot-wide, C-size VXI 
module which carries out high-resolu
tion time and frequency measurements 
on consecutive signals. It's capable of 
continuous data collection while mak
ing time measurements, Racal claims. 
Performance includes 8-ps single-shot 
resolution on time interval or 11 digits/ 
s frequency resolution, with external 
arming and logic-analysis trigger posi
tioning. The 2351 stores up to 8,000 
samples on each of two 250-MHz-band
width input channels, to ensure the cap
ture of all signals with separations 
down to 200 ns. In addition to intervals 
and frequency, measured parameters 
include pulse width, duty cycle, rise and 
fall times, and phase. The 2351 also has 
ROM programs for statistical analysis 
and Allan-variance plots. Applications 
include radar pulse measurement, fre
quency-variation plotting, magnetic 
digital-recording device testing, and 
agile-radio testing. 

Racal Instruments Ltd, 480 Bath Rd., 
Slough, SLJ 6BE United Kingdom. 
IHJdHlNU 
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ENHANCED SMALLTALK GETS MORE POWERFUL, PORTABLE 

A bevy of enhancements to Parc
Place Systems' year-old re
lease of Smalltalk 2.5 has re

sulted in a more portable, more fea
ture-laden and more-efficient version, 
Objectworks/Smalltalk Release 4. For 
starters, the latest release includes the 
hooks necessary so that it can work 
with all standard windowing systems, 
thus making it easier to program and 

. . 
use by anyone already familiar with the 
window controls. Furthermore, the 
company developed a Smalltalk porta
ble imaging model that allows Small
talk to maintain consistent graphic im
ages for application programs on dif
ferent computers. Thus, an application 
running on a Sun workstation would 
look the same (within machine limita
tions) when it runs on an Apple Macin
tosh, for example. 

Additional improvements include the 
ability to implement 24-bit non-indexed 
true-color imaging descriptions so that 
photographic-quality color imaging 
can be done consistently on any plat
form that runs Release 4. A more effi
cient "garbage collection" scheme that 
incrementally reclaims storage space 
was added to transparently eliminate 
intermediate results that are no longer 
needed. To attract international users, 
ParcPlace added the ability to Release 
4 so that it can simultaneously handle 
multiple character sets and double
byte character definitions. 

The company also added considera
bly to the portable object library that 
comes with the software, upping the 
count to about 300 reusable objects that 
come with source code and documenta
tion. An optional advanced program
ming ObjectKit includes analysis tools, 
programming tools, browser pro
grams, communication drivers, and 
more. Initial versions of Release 4 will 
be released first on the Sun 3 and 4 
workstations, Apple Macintosh com-

puters, IBM PS/2 and RISC System 

6000, Digital Equipment DECstations, 
and Hewlett-Packard and HP-Apollo 
workstations. On the Sun worksta
tions, the single-user price will be 
$3500, with availability slated for No
vember. In the first quarter of 1991, us-

ers can add ObjectKit for $500. 

•-~.,. ... at m1111·· . .iillliilliiC\'lm 
catt ingram an "external envtionmert" 
to Interact with your code to simulate your 
target system. The emulator is the hard
ware extension of the simulator! 

The 24MHz real-time emulator has been 
the industry standard for years. With its 
complex breakpoint logic and advanced 
trace, nobody can beat it for performance. 
Plug-in or RS-232 configuration. All 8051 
derivatives are supported! 

SEE US AT WESCOM BOOTH # 1762 

no Hau 
CORPORATION 

ParcPlace Systems Inc.,1550 Plym
outh St., Mountain View, CA 
94043; Catherine Tucker, (415) 691-
6700. liil@l#UI 
• DAVE BURSKY 

51 E. Campbell Avenue, Campbell , CA 95008 
(408) 866-1820 • FAX 408 378-7869 

Australia (02) 654 1873, Austria (0222) 38 76 38, Benelux +31 1858-16133, Canada (514) 689-5889, 
Denmark (42) 65 11 11 , Finland 90-452 1255, France (01)-69 41 28 01 , Great Britain 0962-73 31 40, 
Israel (03) 48 48 32, Italy (011) 771 00 10, Korea (02) 784 784 1, New Zealand (09) 392-464, Portugal 
(01) 81 50 454, Sweden, Norway (040) 92 24 25, Singapore (065) 284-6077. Spain (93) 217 2340, 
Switzerland (01) 740 41 05, Taiwan (02) 7640215, Thailand (02) 281 -9596, West Germany 08131 -1687. 
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NEED BROAD-BAND COAXIAL RELAYS? 
FROM 2 TO 24 THROW, MATRIX HAS THE ANSWER 

Our versatile 7000 series of 
coaxial relays have band-widths 
from DC up to 800 MHz. They're 
available from 2 to 24 throw. 
And by using our 9000 series 
cross-straps, switching matrices 
of any size can be configured. 

Why have Matrix broad-band 
relays become the industry 
standard? Because we construct 
them of precision machined 
anodized aluminum alloy, all 
signal shield paths are silver 
plated, and basic switch ele
ments are hermetically sealed 
in nitrogen filled gas envelopes 
with rhodium plated contacts to 
insure non-stick operation. 

The end result is extremely 
low crosstalk, EMI and VSWR. 
Another plus, all switchpoints 
are individually field replaceable. 

The units are plug compatible 
with Matrix 6100A and 1600 
Series Logic Modules tor com
patibility with RS-232, R8-422 
and IEEE-488 Interface busses 
as well as 16 bit parallel. 

Non-blocking Matrix configu
ration may be easily assembled 

SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

~ .... ~ .... 5177 NORTH DOUGLAS FIA ROAD 
--..--.. CALABASAS, CALIFORNIA 91302 

CIRCLE129 
SEE US AT WESCON - BOOTH 842 

using our self-terminating relays 
and 5100A series power dividers, 
Built-in Video/RF amplifiers 
allow zero insertion loss designs. 

So if you're looking for broad
band relays, it pays to deal with 
Matrix. After all, weve been 
designing state-of-the-art reed 
relay and semiconductor switch
ing systems for over 18 years. 

Our customers include gov
ernment agencies, defense 
contractors, the TV industry, 
ATE and telecommunications 
companies-and more. 
Phone: 818-992-6776 
TWX: 910-494-4975 
FAX: 818-992-8521 





An Exclusive Offer from the American Express® Card and Now the employee-owners of Avis , 
the Employee-Owners of Avis... Inc. are "trying harder than ever" with 

this exciting exclusive for American 

Luxury Express® Cardmembers. Travel in first
class comfort at a coach rate, without 
paying a penny for mileage. 

To get this exclusive rate from Avis 
and the American Express® Card, here 

FC L & 
are some things you should know: 

Or ess Your car rental must be charged with 

~~~ ~r~r~~:~~~~tst~ ;~f ~~~~at 

cl"lee Un11· m1· lepadrl!C!palin~;]Ef 4!&~{~;i. r 1, u or lllm01s). Cars must be 

M 
· 1 returned to renting location. There is 

no refueling charge if you return the 

I eage car with a full tank. Blackout periods 
may apply. Renter must meet Avis age, 

e driver and credit requirements. There 

Cadillac Sedan de Ville. 
Free unlimited mileage. 
Optional Loss Damage Waiver 
$13/day or less. Limited avail
ability. Ask for Rate Code 76. 

FOR INFORMATION, CIRCLE NO. 13 

is an extra charge for additional 
drivers, local taxes , optional Personal 

Accident Insurance, Per
sonal Effects Protection 
and Additional Liability 
Insurance, where avail
able. To get this elegant 
bargain from Avis and 
the American Express® 

Card, advance reservations are 
i>.MeR1CAN required. So call an Avis employee-

EXP-Ress 
owner at 1-800-331-1212 or your travel 
consultant today. 

AVIS® 
We're trying harder than evec 



TAJ woos [X[CS ... 
High-roller executives are being 

tugged east and west by the newest 
and most extravagant upscale casino 
resorts in Atlantic City and Las Vegas. 
Donald Trump labels his $1 billion 
Tuj Mahal, the 17-acre casino and hotel 
complex that opened on Atlantic 
City's Boardwalk in April, "the eighth 
wonder of the world:' Among its 
credentials: a 120,000-sq-ft casino 
that's the biggest in the world; 1,250 
rooms and suites; $14 million worth 
of Austrian crystal chandeliers , 
including two dozen in the casino 
valued at $250,000 apiece; a dozen 
restaurants; and 175,000 sq ft of 
convention and exhibit space. On the 
top 12 floors of the 51-story tower 
are 237 luxury suites and the exclu
sive Maharajah Club. The 51st floor 
features seven luxury two-bedroom 
penthouse suites, topped by the 
4,500-sq-ft Alexander the Great, 
which has its own butler as well as 
steam room, sauna, and weight room. 
Cost is $10,000 a night but no one 
ever pays; the lavish suites are given 
to big spendors and special guests. 
Regular room rates now are $140 
and $150. FORINFORMATION,CIRCLEN0.15 

... SO DOES MIRAGE 
In Las Vegas, the $630 million 

Mirage is "a special place ," says 
owner Steve Wynn. "It 's a resort 
hotel which includes a casino-not 
a casino which includes a hotel :' 
Th e Mirage, which opened last 

November on a 100-acre site north 
of Caesars Palace, has 3,049 rooms 
in three 30-story towers. There's no 
"cheap neon;' which Wynn says typi
fied "yesterday's Las Vegas:' Rather, 
the Mirage appears as a tropical 
paradise in the desert. Its entrance 
is marked by a lagoon with a five
story waterfall and a volcano which 
erupts every few minutes. The casino 
measures 60,000 sq ft but the gaming 
areas are grouped under separate 
Polynesian-style roofs to give the 
feeling of intimacy. Attractions 
include a 53-ft, shark-filled aquarium; 
the royal white tigers of illusionists 
Siegfried and Roy; five restaurants; 
and over 60,000 sq ft of convention 
space. Rooms are $89-$159, suites 
$325-$750, and six lanai bungalows 
$750-$1,250. In June Circus Circus 
Enterprises opened the largest hotel 
in the world-the $290 million 
Excalibur, containing 4,032 rooms. 
With rooms $45-$110, it aims at a 
more middle-class market. The 
Mirage competes directly with the 
spectacular Caesars Palace and 
Wynn's Golden Nugget, both com
pletely renovated. 

AUantis sub
marines have 
sufficient life 
support S'!JS· 
terns to stay 
submerged up 
to 72 hrs. 

Checking in at 
the Mira.ge 
includes 
checking out a 
20,000-gallon 
aquarium. 

DIVING IN STYLE 
Even if you're not a scuba diver or 

snorkeler, you can discover the bril
liantly colored fish, exotic marine 
life , coral formations , and other 
natural wonders of life beneath the 
sea-while enjoying the air condi
tioned comfort and safety of a tourist 
submarine. Atlantis Submarines 
International operates the largest 
fleet-six submarines in Grand 
Cayman Islands , Barbados, St. 

Thomas/U.S. Virgin Islands, 
Guam, and Hawaii (Kona 
Coast of Hawaii and Waikiki 
Beach in Honolulu). It will 
launch its seventh sub in 
Aruba in November. The 
65-ft-long, $3 million subs, 
which dive to a maximum 
150 ft, seat as many as 46 
passengers and three crew 
members. They have 26 2-ft 
portholes and a 52-ft front 
viewport. The hour-long 
voyages cost $58-$85 a 
person (604/875-1367). 

A TOUCH Of ClASS 
Tu appeal to executives required 

to travel at coach rates, MGM Grand 
Air-the luxury airline flying between 
New York and Los Angeles- has 
added a "Grand Class Coach" to its 
premium "Grand Class First" service. 
The line now flies three DC-8 Super 
62 planes, reconfigured for 79 seats, 
40 of them coach. For $623 one way 
(same as full -price coach on other 
airlines), the "Grand Class Coach" 
traveler receives the equivalent of 
typical first-class service, or better: 
oversized seats with a phone and TV 
for every pair, free movie screenings, 
gourmet entrees served on china, 
and complimentary cocktails. "Grand 
Class First" passengers pay $1,067 
one way (same as full first class on 
other airlines) and receive even 
more: individual reclining and 
swiveling "sleeper" seats, dining 
table seating for 20 passengers, a 
stand-up bar near several large TV's, 
a fax machine, and the privacy of 
two staterooms that can convert to 
twin or queen-sized beds. MGM 
Grand Air (800-933-2MGM) flie s 
twice daily to and from New York's 
Kennedy Airport and Los Angeles. 
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.... At 6 o'clock nearly every 
morning, Harvey Mackay hits 
the floor running. In a few 
minutes he's off on his seven
miler. "With all the traveling I 
do, if I didn't run I'd be a 
basket case;' says the man 
whose dizzy day of activities 
usually doesn't wind up until 
one the next morning. Even 
then he's reluctant to go to bed. 
Why? "I might miss something'.' 

A "time freak" who opens his company sales 
meetings by holding up a watch and calling 
time "our only competition;' who deli 
berately keeps his watch 11 minutes fast, 
who schedules appointments and meetings 
at times such as 3:10 rather than three 
o'clock ("that way people remember"), who 
over a two-year period scientifically re 
duced his nightly sleep from eight to seven 
to six and finally to five hours, Harvey 
Mackay is an executive on the run. 

He's also an executive on a mission: to 
show that success-at play as well as work 
-can be assured, even come easily, if you 
simply "do your homework" and are "pre
pared to win'.' This means leaving little to 
chance. "If you"re really organized, you 
don't have to hurry. You can beat 80% of the 
competition just be showing up. Show up 
on time with a plan, a commitment to carry 
it out, and then execute it-and you11 beat 
the competition 100% of the time;' says 
this super-salesman, whose energy and 
fitness hide his age ("57 and holding"). To 

§ him, "superior information" is the ultimate 
;; "weapon'.' 
~ With this approach, he has built Mackay 
~ Envelope Corp. of Minneapolis into a $35 

million business, and himself into a smash 
hit in bookstores and lecture halls across 
America. His new book-Beware the Naked 
Man Who Offers You His Shirt, subtitled 
Do What You Love, Love What You Do, and 
ExECUTlVES ON THE Go perlodlcallywlll 
proflle dynamic executives who can 
make an Impact and a difference In 
our llves. Harvey Mackay, who leads 
off this series, Is such a leader. 

1 
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Whether he's In 
a hotel or car, 
Harvey Mac-y 
carries along hla 
cellular phone. It's 
one of about 35 
.. time savers" that 
go Into hla brlet
caae _. everytrlp. 



Deliver More Than You Prmni.se-is another 
easy-to-read primer of short, simple 
business "lessons" topped by clever, snappy 
titles. Like Swim with the Sharks without 
Being Eaten Alive, it's a best seller. 

His publishing success has propelled his 
lecture popularity to the point where he 
commands $20,000 for a typical one-hour 
presentation, and he gives 40 to 50 a year. 
He's also a sports-oriented Minneapolis 
civic leader, donating a quarter of his time 
to volunteer work. As an avocation, he has 
counselled more than 500 college students. 

The man, obviously, is organized. He 
seems to prepare for everything: "I have 
a fanatical attention to detail, but it 's not 
that difficult. All success is, really, is having 
a predetermined plan and carrying it out 
successfully over a long period of time
reaching your potentiaE' The result be
comes, to quote one of his pet phrases, 
"a piece of cake'.' 

Thus, want to be creative? Start reading 
books on creativity. Hang around with 
creative people. "All of a sudden, it's a 
funny thing, you start to become creative'.' 

Want to become a better tennis player
advance from class B to A? With the Mackay 
way there's usually a list of things to do. 
In this case, one, find a really good "mentor" 
or teacher. TWo, take "copious" notes, and 
refer to them often (Mackay still has his 
golf notes from playing for the University 
of Minnesota in the 1952 NCAA champ
ionships). Three, tape the lessons so you 
can hear them while driving. Four, video
tape yourself playing tennis for "visual
ization'.' Five, attend tennis tournaments. 
Six, watch tennis on TV. Seven, ask your 
instructor for "the five best books on tennis 
-not just the technical but the m~ntal 
aspect, too'.' Eight, hang around with tennis 
players, and play with better players. Nine, 
compete in tournaments. Result: Harvey 
Mackay, who took up tennis in his mid-30s, 
is now No. 1 ranked in his age group in 
Minnesota. 

Want to run a26-mile marathon-even 
though you're 55 years old and the most 
you've ever run is three miles? Again, 
simple. Follow practically the same steps 
as for tennis, plus "change your eating and 
sleeping patterns;' and in time the event 
itself becomes "incidental'.' Even before 
the 1988 New York Marathon began, he 
already had "won'.' How? "By trying my guts 
out for 100 days. Perfect practice makes 
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perfect;' says Mackay, pr paring now to 
run his second New York Marathon Nov. 4. 

In promoting his books, Harvey Mackay 
followed his own advice. Before selecting 
a publisher he researched the industry, 
visiting bookstores across the country. He 
even hired his own publicist and attended 
the Frankfort, Germany, book fair to per
sonally solicit foreign buyers. 

"It's all research, doing your homework, 
preparing to win;• he stresses, citing his 
early September trip to the Soviet Union 
as an example. Finvest, the Soviet chamber 
of commerce, invited him to speak on 
national Soviet TV about free enterprise 
and the American way of doing business. 
His audience: "the whole damn Soviet 
Union!" he exclaims. "I will have an opening 
seven-minute talk-so what do you think 
I'm going to do? I'm going to deliver the 
speech in Russian!' Last month he hired 
his own "Russian instructor. It is one of a 
half-dozen languages he has studied. 

In his appreciation of time, travel ("the 
best education you can give a child"), con
tacts, research, and curiosity ("I have an 
insatiable curiosity to know about human 
beings"), Harvey Mackay has adopted habits 
he learned from his "mentor"-his father 
Jack, who was a veteran Associated Press 
reporter and bureau chief in the TWin Cities. 
"My whole life is one-on-one networking;' 
Harvey says. "When I was about 18, my dad 
taught me that every person you meet for 
the rest of your life, assuming you want 
to keep in touch with him or her, goes into 
a card file. You do that for about 40 years 
and you've got a pretty good network'.' 

Rolodex is the "key,'' says the man who 
in 40 years has accumulated some 6,500 
cards or names, in several files. "It's simple;' 
he says. "Every time you go to a conference 
or a party or you sit on an airplane, you 
meet somebody and ask him for a card, 
and you jot down maybe one or two salient 
points'.' His cards include such personal 
data that, when a man phoned recently 
from Bombay, for example, Mackay was able 
to quickly flip through his Rolodex and 
ask: "How's your daught t' arol?" Says 
Mackay, "This shows J cat' about them. 
People don't care how mu h you know 
about them once they r aliz how much 
you care about them'.' 

Approximately 20% of his 6,500 cards, 
alphabetically arrang d, ropr s nt people 
with whom he maintains 1· gular contact. 
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The others are sorted by cities, states, and 
countries. When he travels, Mackay simply 
looks up his cards for that area and jots 
down the names and phone numbers of 
people he intends to call. So lavish has 
been his praise for Rolodex-"the most 
important word in the English language" 
-that he has written a book on how to 
best use it. The Harvey Mackay Rolode:x 
Network Builder will be available in late 
September. 

Of course, much of Mackay's information 
comes from reading 35-40 hours a week 
-mostly business and current events
in all the major business journals, news 
magazines, and local and national news
papers. He also gleans much from the 
Cable News (TV) Network. 

Instructional or inspirational cassette 
tapes provide further information. Mackay 
has more than 300 tapes to listen to while 
traveling. "Most people drive 12,000 miles 
a year. If you live to be 72, that's 3Yz years 
in a car;' he reasons. "Why not turn your 
car into a university?" 

Much of this year Mackay has been criss
crossing America on a combined book and 
lecture tour, and even the interviews to 
him present opportunity: "You learn from 
a Larry King or an Oprah Winfrey. You get 
a chance to study at their feet. Any new 
experience is another opportunity." The 
tour also permits him to visit his son in 
Los Angeles or daughters in New York and 
Detroit. 

Despite all its problems, Mackay seems 
to thrive on travel. In fact, he and Carol 
Ann, his wife of 29 years, have a goal to 
see every country in the world; they have 
visited about 60 of the approximately 170. 
"Flying is like jogging. At 30,000 feet it's 
all in the attitude;' says the upbeat Mackay. 
"It can be so fabulous with the nice views, 
the peace and quiet, and the fascinating 
people you meet. Of course, 40 below 
zero can be exciting-if you want it to 
be exciting'.' 

The detail-minded Mackay offers some 
tips to make traveling more pleasant. For 
example, he always sits "on the side of the 
plane where I can see the sunset and sun
rise. It's a little thing but it really makes 
traveling nice'.' 

When the airline doesn't have the seat 
he'd prefer, he asks whether any "non -revs" 
(non-revenue passengers, usually airline 
personnel) are aboard, and requests one 
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of those seats if desira le. 
will ask the 'non-revs' to move-but 
you have to know to ask this'.' 

At hotels, Mackay also makes sure he 
enjoys the finest view. "It costs virtually 
the same, you just have to ask;' says 
Mackay, who insists on being on an upper 
floor, with a view of water, skyline, moun
tains, or the like. He even knows what 
room numbers to request. He also prefers 
hotels near a park, track, or golf course 
on which he can run. 

No matter where he goes, he carries his 
"prioritized" reading material, for business 
and pleasure. In larger cities, he arranges 
to be picked up by a town car at the airport. 
Why? "Tu take advantage of night reading. 
Cabs don't have a reading light in the back '.' 

His briefcase always contains his 35 or 
so "time savers;' including a cellular phone 
with extra batteries, a tiny dictating 
machine, a list of 250 phone numbers of 
people he calls regularly, postage stamps, 
Swiss Army knife, Post-it notes, 25 new 
dollar bills, and change. He carries his list 
of fav01ite restaurants for that city. 

Just as meticulous about his health, 
Mackay neither smokes nor drinks coffee, 
and rarely drinks alcohol. What he does 
drink is an astounding amount of water
as many as 20 glasses a day. He didn't need 
to be convinced by his marathon "running 
coach" to consume 16-20 glasses daily to 
prevent dehydration. He already knew the 
wonders of water, that it cools the body, 
improves circulation and digestion, and 
fuels the muscles. "Whether you're a runner 
or not, water is fabulous. It gives you 
unbelievable energy!" Mackay exclaims. 

"Totally addicted" to running for its 
relaxing benefits , Mackay also uses his 
seven miles daily as an opportunity to 
work on speeches-and even Minnesota's 
winters don't deter him. 

As for work, Mackay says that he's not a 
"workaholic;' that his family comes first. 
He takes his wife on about a third of his 
business trips. For two weeks every holi
day season the family vacations together; 
every four years he takes them all to 
the Olympics. 

He "cannot fathom" ever retiring. Tu him 
his job is not work, just as it wasn't to his 
father, who "was successful and happy and 
loved what he was doing. Find what you 
love to do;' says Harvey Mackay, "and you'll 
never have to work a day in your life'.' ~ 



Rubber grippers on 
each side make phone 
feel more secure and 

improve shock 
resistance. 

Patented antenna 
made with mater ials 
allowing it to bend 

spring back and work 
even when in down 

position. 

Surface mount 
technology adds to 

reliability and facilitat;g--_ 
miniaturization 

Body friendly design fits 
comfortably between 

ear and mouth. 

Special indicator light 
tells you when phone is 

on and working. 

Keypad is a single 
sealed piece so dust 
won 't get between---

numbers. 

Accessory plug makes it 
easy to use mobile---

accessories. 

Specially designed 
hinge won't break when 

straightened 

Rubber post fastening 
adds to shock resistance. 

High impact 
polycarbonate unit 

snaps together 
eliminating need for 

screws. 

Patented metal core 
circuit board allows 

phone to work better in 
temperature extremes. 

Unique light emitting 
disp lay makes it 

visible in the dark 

Motorola custom 
____ integrated circuits 

reduce parts and size. 

Circuit boards are 
isolated inside plastic so 

--- exter ior absorbs shock 
before it reaches interior. 

Special dual 
microphone system 
eliminates exterior 

sounds for clear 
transmission. 

IT'S THE WAY WE PUT THEM 
MGETHER THAT SETS US APART. 

At Motorola, we believe 
a cellular phone not only 
should work the first time 
out of the box, but we feel 
it should also be working 
years down the road. 

And after we build them, 
we make it our business to 
ensure they're built right. 

We put our phones 

through one of the most won over more than custom- 1989 Nikkei award for crea-
rigorous testing programs in ers. It's also won some very live excellence in produds 
the industry, exposing them prestigious awards. In 1988, and services. 
to everything from tempera- Motorola received the first The fad is, when it comes 
lure extremes to assorted Malcolm Baldrige award, to quality and durability our 
shock and drop tests. given by the President of the phones don't just stand out. 

And this painstaking U.S. to recognize the quality They stand alone. 
attention to quality pays off. of Motorola's equipment fiJ0 
Over the years the quality and services. And this year, 'CY MOTOROLA 
built into our phones has Motorola received Japan's 1-800-341-4430 

@ .Motorola Micro T·A·C and D1g11a1 Personal Communicator are trademarks of Motorola Inc © 1990 Motorola Inc 
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At 
Manhattan's 

small 
luxury 

hotels
offering 
warmth, 
intimacy, 
elegance, 

and 
impeccable 
service

every 
guest 
is a 
VIP. 

• Bearded, cultured, and charming-a man surely 
ordained by central casting to play host and general 
manager of a small, elegant European-style hotel
Dario Mariotti sips his coffee and ponders the 
question: what makes his hotel, and others like 
it, so very, very special? 

"It's the size. It's like the difference between 
a deluxe bus and a limousine:' says the cheery 
Italian, settling back into a plush chair in the 
sunken lobby lounge of Manhattan's Mayfair Regent 
Hotel. "Big hotels are very good for their size, but 
a general manager of a big hotel is like the mayor 
of a city more than the general manager of a hotel. 
I see 75% of our guests. I know most of their names. 
Big hotels are valid for conventions; Americans do 
that very well. We Europeans do better at smaller 
hotels'.' 

"A hotel with a soul;' the Mayfair Regent has 
been aptly described. Similar sentiment might be 
accorded the Carlyle, Lowell, Plaza Athenee, Pierre, 
and Stanhope-all generally considered the creme 
de /,a creme of New York's finest small luxury hotels 
-as well the jewel -like Peninsula, Ritz-Carlton, 
Pare Fifty One, Mark, and Westbury. With no more 
than 250 rooms apiece, each specializes in per
sonalized, VIP service, each in its own distinctive 
manner. Room rates typically begin at about $250 
a night. 

Most of these hotels are on New York's fashion
able Upper East Side, in the center of high style, 
society, and wealth, within walking distance of the 
museums, galleries and concert halls, high-fashion 
shops and boutiques, apartments of the rich and 
famous, as well as Central Park. 

With each, less is more. Often the hotel appears 
more like a private club or residential building. 
The entrance is small and discreet, but friendly. 
A few highly capable staffers await behind the desk 

BY JIM BRAHAM 

New "Ork'• flneet emall 
hotel• preeent a 
welcome eight, from the 
Weetbury O•tt) where a 
Rolle-Royce le not In the 
leaet uncommon, to the 
Penlneula (aboVe) where 
a •-ping marble 
etalrcaee-deuptothe 
lobby, to the Mayfair 
Regent whoee lobby le 
among the lovelleet ot 
publlcroome. 



With over 3,400 locations 
around the world, Best Western 

does business where you do. 

Wherever you do business, Best Western is sure to 
have the right place for your schedule-and the right price 
for your budget. 

And because every Best Western is an independently 
owned and operated business itself, we know what it 
takes to make business people come back again and again. 

Like clean, comfortable meeting rooms. Efficient 
messaging service. An ongoing renovation plan. And one 
of the most generous frequent guest programs in the 
business. 

For an application to our fee-free Gold Crown Club 
call 1-800-BEST GUEST. 

For reservations in 38 different countries, ask your 
travel agent or call us toll-free at [ 1-800-528-1234. I 

«Unless ymrre selling 
swimsuits in Siberia. 

Then) ymrre out in the cold.)) 
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INDEPENDENT 
WORLDWIDE 

LODGING 

ER<h &st Western 

is independently 
owned tmd operated. 

and you'll see no lines or signs, certainly 
no conventions. 

Return guests represent the majority of 
business, and client preference and whims 
are recorded and extended at each visit. No 
request seems excessive. Two tickets to 
Phantom of the Opera, toughest tickets on 
Broadway, you say? No problem, says Frank 
Bowling, vice president/manager of the 
Carlyle. "By the way;• he adds, "did you know 
that Andrew Lloyd Webber wrote some of 
Phantom while staying here?" 

At many of these hotels, afternoon tea is 
a favorite activity, usually in a small lounge 
area off the lobby. The dining rooms are 
elegant but relaxing, the food and drink 
superb. Operators often man the elevators 
and room service is around the clock. 

The luxuriously comfortable rooms are 
frequently adorned by fresh flowers, and 
perhaps a fruit bowl. The baths are marble, 
the mini-bars well-stocked. Multiple phones 
and lines are common, as are stereos, VCRs, 
6-ft bath towels, terrycloth robes, exotic 
soaps and toiletries, bathroom scales, hair 
dryers, evening turndown service, compli
mentary shoeshines overnight, and com
plimentary newspapers at your door in the 
morning. 

At these hotels, privacy of the many 
celebrities is protected, but hosts aren't 
above dropping a few names. As Mariotti 
says, "We get our share of Hollywood and 
business people, bankers, and glamorous 
ladies. We don't court the large official 
groups because it disrupts the hotel. But 
Mrs. Reagan likes to stay here, so what are 
you going to do?" 

••• 
THE CARLYLE 

Unlike most of its competitors, the classi
cally elegant Carlyle doesn't advertise. New 
York's only Mobil Five Star hotel doesn't have 
to. The 60-year-old grand£ dame has every
thing: location, service, and facilities. Tuwer
ing above its residential neighbors , the 
35-story Carlyle permits outstanding views 
of Central Park and the skyline. Every one 
of its 196 rooms is unique in decor and has 
a stereo entertainment center including a 
CD player and VCR. Practically every room 
has a Jacuzzi and fax machine, and fresh 
fruit and flowers are standard. Service is 
impeccable from a veteran staff that out
numbers guests. A new fitness center sports 
the latest equipment. The Carlyle Restaurant 
features the finest French cuisine, Bobby 
Short is still singing strong in the Cafe 
Carlyle, and Bemelmans Bar remains a 
favorite watering hole . (Room rates 
$250-$1,300; Madison Ave. at E. 76th St.; 
800-227-5737) . 

••• THE MAYFAIR REGENT 
Displaying papers from around the world, 

the newspaper rack in the lobby lounge of 
the Mayfair Regent receives considerable 



Dining Is also feast for 
the eyes at Le Regence 
restaurant In the Plaza 
Athenee (left), the Jockey 

Club In the Ritz-Carlton 
(belOW),and the C&ryle 
Restaurant (bottom left). 

The best way to a man's 
stomach ... N ordicTrack 

World's best 
aerobic exerciser. 

·I 

NordicTrack duplicates the motion of 
cross-cou nuy skiing, what most expens 
agree is the most efficient and effective 
aerobic exercise. 

It burns more ca lories in less time than 
any other kind of exercise machine. Up lo 
I , I 00 ca lories per hour according to tests at a 
major university. 

Besides burning ca lo ries it strengthens 
the heart, tones the muscles and improves 
stamina. And it's much less stressful on the 
body than running and high-impact sports. 
Working out on NordicTrack also boosts 
crea tivity and productivity and lowers stress, 
making you feel as good as you look . 

It's time to change 
the spare tire. 

nlike most in
home exercisers, 

ordicTrack works all 
the major muscle 
groups o f the body 
including the arms, legs, 
bunocks, shoulders and 

1 
yes, even stomach . / 

So w hat are you 
waiting for' Ca ll j 
NordicTrack today. '= 8f 1fuCi 
Nord1c/1ce£lf . 4 
I Fre;-Brochur; & Video I 
I Call Toll Free in U.S. and Canada I 
I 1-800-328-5888 I 
I Please send me a free brochure. I 
I 0 Also a free video tape 0 VHS BETA I 

Name _____________ _ 

I Street I 
I City State __ Zip I 
I Phone ( I 

141C J onathan Blvd N • Chaska, MN 55318 

~78.J~ - - - - - - - - - - _J 
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attention. Little wonder: in this "European 
island in New York;' as managing director 
Dario Mariotti calls his 16-floor hotel, 
about 40% of the guests in the 80 rooms and 
1119 suites are European. When we visited, 
Queen Sofia of Spain was staying, but you'd 
never find that out from the white-gloved 
elevator operators for whom mum's the 
word. One of America's best (and priciest) 
restaurants is off the lobby: owner Sirio 
Maccioni's Le Cirque, where both people
watching and cuisine (pasta primavera is 
his specialty) are spectacular. Among new 
services: a fitness room and pocket-sized 
cellular phones ( $15 daily rental). A soap 
lady daily brings to the room a basket of 
unusual European selections. (Rates 
$265-$1,700; 610 Park Ave. at 65th St.; 
800-545-4000) . 

••• 
THE LOWELL 

With only 60 rooms, the Lowell "is able 
to care for and pamper our clients to the 
hilt;' says general manager Martin Hale. 
Outnumbering guests by a more than 2-to
l ratio, the concierges (dressed in morning 
coats and striped trousers) and other staf
fers do everything from stoking a log fire 
(most rooms are suites, with wood-burning 
fireplaces) to stocking your refrigerator 
(every apartment has a kitchen) to tailoring 
an individual menu for your room. The only 
New York member of the exclusive Relaix 
& Chateaux Chain, this intimate haven of 
understated opulence is an historical-land
mark building, completely renovated. The 
independent Post House steak palace 
is off the boutique-sized lobby. (Rates 
$240-1,200; 28 E. 63rd St.; 212/838-1400). 

••• THE PLAZA ATHENEE 
At this sister hotel of the famed Hotel 

Plaza Athenee in Paris, incoming guests 
realize immediately that they are in no 
ordinary hostelry. For one thing, they sit 
down at the front desk to register. That's 
just a hint of all the personalized attention 
forthcoming in this exquisite,17 -story 
European gem, for the last six years a 
Trusthouse Forte property. The 160 rooms 
-most of which have pantries and refrigera
tors-echo the luxurious, but understated, 
good taste of the public areas. Le Regence 
restaurant is a feast for eyes as well as 
palate. When guest leave, they receive 
another indication of all the extra-special 
service and surroundings: the average room 
rate of $350 is highest in the U.S. (Rates 
$245-$1,950; 37 E. 64th St.;800-CALL THF). 

••• 
THE PIERRE 

The toast of Upper Manhattan since it 
opened in 1930, the Pierre remains a grand 
tradition, ideally situated on Fifth Avenue 
along Central Park. The 205-room hotel has 
been given a fresh, new look by the Four 

The Stanhope (above) has been restored In the tradition otthe grand hotels 

Seasons management that took over in 1981, 
without losing a bit of its European charm, 
service, or elegance. The Cafe Pierre is one 
of New York's finest hotel dining rooms and 
the classic Rotunda-with its marble stair
case, soaring ceiling, and floor- to-ceiling 
murals-is a favorite meeting spot. (Rates 
$265-$1,750; Fifth Ave. at 6lst St.; 
800-332-3442). 

••• 
THE STANHOPE 

One of the first signs of spring in New York 
comes when the Stanhope opens its Terrace 
sidewalk cafe. It's a perfect spot for people
watching and resting between visits to the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art and Central 
Park, both directly across Fifth Avenue. 
The elegant and intimate Stanhope (141 
rooms, including 88 suites)-since 1926 a 
home away from home for business and art 
leaders-recently underwent a $28 million 
restoration by the Grand Bay Hotels. The 
new owners aren't tampering with formality: 
the hotel remains. the only one in Manhattan 
where ties and jackets still are required 
(except for breakfast) in the dining areas. 
(Rates $245-$2,000; 995 Fifth Ave.; 
800-828-1123). ·········· ····· ···· ·················································•······· 



of Europe, whlle art deco features s ome suites In the Pare Fifty One Hotel. 

••• 
THE RITZ -CARLTON 

At the Ritz-Carlton on Central Park South, 
be sure to request a room on the north side. 
From these 77 rooms (amoung the hotel's 
228), the view is spectacular: Central Park 
with all its greenery, framed by the sky
scrapers along Fifth Ave. and Central Park 
West. Off the intimate, pine-paneled lobby 
is the popular Jockey Club restaurant and 
bar, where Norman the bartender seems to 
know everyone and crab cakes are every
one's favorite. The Ritz-Carlton chain, which 
took over the onetime Navarro residential 
hotel last year, will begin a $30 million 
renovation in late September; additions will 
include a health club. (Rates $190- $1,200; 
112 Central Park South; 800-241-3333. 

••• 
PARC FIFTY ONE HOTEL 
Not all of the cabbies have heard of the 

Pare Fifty One, but they will. The former 
Grand Bay at Equitable Center (before that 
the old Tuft Hotel) has been completely 
renovated and since January part of Park 
Lane Hotels International. The first 

.............. ........................................... ................. ..... European-style luxury hotel on the West 

I 

Side, near midtown business as well as the 
theater district, is a surprising jewel, 
exquisitely decorated and furnished. Its 
relatively large lobby and public areas are 
deceptive, for it has only 178 rooms on seven 
floors. From the marble-floored lobby with 
its piano bar and lounge, a staircase leads 
to the Mezzanine Cafe for breakfast. The 
popular Bellini by Cipriani restaurant 
(privately owned) is on the ground floor. 
Amenities include clean reading: the com
plimentary Sunday New York Times comes 
with white gloves. (Rates $220-$925; 152 
W. 5lst St.; 800-338-1338) . 

• •• 
THE PENINSULA 

With sweeping marble staircases leading 
up to the lobby and dining rooms, the 23-
story Peninsula-at the corner of 5lst and 
Fifth Avenue-appears at first to be a large 
hotel. Not so, the former Hotel Maxim's de 
Paris ( orginally the Gotham) has but 
250 rooms Completely remodeled and now 
owned by Hong Kong's Peninsula Group, the 
hotel offers grand, elegant public areas and 
large, well-appointed guest rooms, with 
over-sized marble baths. The 21st and 22nd 
floors house a new, 35,000-sq-ft. health spa, 
with a 42-ft, glass-enclosed pool. On the 
rooftop, the Pen-Top Bar & Terrance (also 
glass-enclosed) serves lunch with a view. 
For more formal dining, there's the Adrienne 
and Le Bistro restaurants, as well as the 
Gotham Lounge. (Rates $220-$2,500; 700 
Fifth Ave.; 800-262-9467) . 

••• 
HOTEL WESTBURY 

From its small but stately marble lobby to 
its 235 elegant guest rooms (all furnished 
with writing desks), the Hotel Westbury 
reflects the warmth and grace of an English 
country manor. Like the Plaza Athenee, it 
was acquired (in 1983) by Trusthouse Forte 
Hotels, which has spent $12 milllion in 
restoring the 64-year-old Upper East Side 
landmark. The Polo Restaurant, one of the 
city's finest, specializes in French-inspired 
American cuisine; there's piano music in 
the Polo Lounge. (Rates $240-$2,000; 15 E. 
69th St. at Madison Ave.; 800-CALL-THF). 

••• 
THE MARK 

A block north of the Carlyle, the new, 
16-story Mark offers a quiet alternative to 
its long-established neighbor. Opened in 
1926 as the Hyde Park and renamed the 
Madison Avenue Hotel seven years ago, the 
180-room, neo-Italian Renaissance property 
with the striking art-deco facade was taken 
over last year by the Rafael Group. The new 
owners have spent $30 million in renovation, 
and it shows. Additions include Mark's 
Restaurant, just beyond the elegant lobby. 
(Rates $250-$1,500; Madison Ave. at E. 77th 
St.; 800-THE-MARK). ~ 





NEW PRODUCTS 
Eiimll 

BUILD 5-V-IN, 100-MA, ±15-V-OuT 
CONVERTERS ON y OUR PC BOARDS FRANK GOODENOUGH 

How would you like tell your 
boss that you can save ten 
dollars out of 16 on every 
de-to-de converter module 

that converts +5 V to ±12 or +15 V? 
If you use several thousand convert
ers a year, that's quite a savings. If 
you're ready to try building your 
own converters on your own pc 
boards, Maxim now eases the task 
with the MAX743. You can get 1000 
pieces of the MAX743, a dual (two 
switches), current-mode boost-con
verter IC, for just $5820, and for an
other $2360 you can get all the other 
parts needed to build 1000 supplies
including the two inductors in each 
supply. The converters come kitted 
up, ready for board stuffing. No cir
cuit design, component selection, or 
multi-supplier purchase is required. 

Every MAX7 43 is burned-in and 
then final-tested, in the circuit. Thus 
every converter built from the pro
duction kits is guaranteed to meet its 
basic specification. The output volt
age will hold within + 4% of its nomi
nal values of +12 or ±15 V over 
worst-case conditions of input volt
age, load current, and temperature. 
Input-voltage range is 4.5 to 5.5 V, 
and load-current range is 0 to +100 
mA for +15 V out and 0 to +125 mA 
for +12 V out. Commercial-, extend
ed-industrial and military-tempera
ture-range models are available. 

In addition to cost savings, these 
constant-frequency (200-kHz) pulse
width modulated switching regula
tors offer another advantage, effi
ciency over a wide range of loads. 
With +100 mA out, efficiency typi
cally runs from 78% to 84% over the 
4.5-to-5.5-V input-voltage range. Ef
ficiency still runs better than 70% 
with ±10 mA out. Typical 3-W mod
ules are about 60% efficient at ±100 
mA, and less than 20% efficient at 
+10 mA. In addition, if some of your 
designs need ±12 V while others 
need ±15 V, there's no need to order 
(and stock) additional parts. Con
necting pin 11 of the 16-pin DIP or 
SOIC to ground with a jumper gets 

0.01µF 
CC-

CC- FB-

you +15 V out; connecting pin 11 to 
the -t-5-V input gets you +12 V out. 

The converters offer other inter
esting features. For example, 
there's undervoltage lock-out, a fea
ture that takes over between 3.8 and 
4.5 V. The chip also typically shuts 
down if its temperature exceeds 
190°C. Its soft-start circuitry limits 
peak switch currents at power-up, 
and resets for all fault conditions
including a short between the refer
ence pin and ground or the supply
or if the supply goes out of regula
tion. Soft-start action can be delayed 
by an external capacitor to further 
limit surge currents at start-up. 

A 200-kHz oscillator is laser
trimmed to its frequency, on-chip, 
and requires no external timing com
ponents. It turns on both switches at 
the same time. But each switch is 
turned off when its current reaches a 
threshold set by the error signal
the difference between the output 
voltage and the reference voltage. 
The result is a duty-cycle modulated 
pulse train where the duty cycle is a 
function of the output-voltge error 
signal and the peak inductor current, 
resulting in cycle-by-cycle current 
limiting. Duty cycles can reach 
90'.?'o-one of the reasons for high ef-
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1100µF 

ficiency-along with a switch-resis
tance of just 3-ohm. 

Other specifications include a 
maximum quiescent current from 
the 5-V input of 40 mA, and a maxi
mum standby current during shut
down of 4 mA. Maximum line and 
load regulation are 0.05% and 1%, re
spectively, over the input and load 
currents called out earlier. 

Each production kit contains one 
MAX743, two 100-µH inductors, 3 
100-µF low-ESR capacitors, and 2 
1N5817 Schottky rectifiers. In addi
tion to these kits, Maxim also has 
evaluation kits containing a pc board 
ready for stuffing, as well as addi
tional components including com
pensation capacitors, and optional pi
filter output inductors. (Without the 
inductors, 200-kHz output ripple typ
ically runs 75 m V pk-pk at full load 
on the negative output, and 20 m V 
less on the plus output). The filters 
drop the noise about 30 dB. The eval
uation kits (comercial-grade only) go 
for $20 each in small quantities. The 
production kits are also available in 
extended-temperature ranges. 

Maxim Integrated Products Inc., 
120 San Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086; Douglas Vargha. (408) 
737-7600. CIRCLE 343 
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Control any 
IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB) 
device with our cards, cables, 
and software for the PC/AT/3 6, 
EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus. 

NEW PRODUCTS 
ll1ilD 

As the voltage rises back to within reg
ulation, internal circutitry creates a re
set pulse at the open-collector output. 
Load regulation from 5 to 500 mA, with 
8.5 V in, is a maximum of 50 m V. The 
CS-403 optimizes power-supply rejec
tion by switching the internal reference 
from the regulator's input to its output, 
when the nominal output voltage is 
reached. The CS-403 comes in a 5-pin 
T0-220 package and goes for $.95 each 
in quantities of 10,000. 

Cherry Semiconductor Corp. 2000 
South County Trail, East Greenwich, 
RI 02818; Robert LeFort (401) 823-
3959 lill;&l#thl 

low as the supply rail rises from 1.4 to 
5.8 V. Once above 5.8 V, the outputs go 
low when the voltage drops to 5.3 V. 
The drivers come in 8-pin DIPs and 
SOICs-commercial (MC34151) and in
dustrial versions (MC33151). Unit pric
ing in quantities of 10,000 runs from 
$0.65 to $0.87 each. 

Bipolar Analog IC Div., Motorola Inc., 
EL-340, 2100 E. Eliot Rd., Tempe, AZ 
85284; (602) 897-3615. lilt&l##1 

QUAD DMOSFET DRIVERS 
HANDLE OTHER JOBS 
Four families of quad "Power Logic" 
drivers from Teledyne Semiconductors 
were designed to turn on and off four .,__--------------+----------------,· power MOSFETs fast. However 

P AND NDMOS H·BRIDGE 
HANDLES 10 A AT 60 V 
Aimed at driving small de, servo, voice
coil and stepping motors, as well as so
lenoids and other actuators, the Motor
ola MPM3004 contains a complemen
tary power MOSFET H-Bridge rated at 
60 V and 10 A (continuous for any two 
transistors). The four die are contained 
in Motorola's isolated, multi-chip pow
er SIP (single inline package) called the 
ICePAK. Maximum permissible pulsed 
drain current runs 25 A. With 10 V of 
gate-to source voltage, and 5 A of drain 
current, static on resistance of the p
channel FETs in the upper legs of the 
bridge runs a maximum of 280 mn, 
while that of then-channel FETs in the 
lower legs is about 150 mn. Since 2000 
V rms of isolation is provided between 
any pin and the metal mounting tab, no 
insulating hardware is required for 
mounting. Operating temperature 
range is -40 to 125°C. In quantities of 
1000, the MPM3004 go for $7 .90 each. 

Motorola Inc., msZ310, 5005 E. Mc
Dowell Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85008; Kirby 
Dorwachter. (602) 244-3370. 

lfllil&ll@AI 

5·V LDO REGULATOR 
OFFERS ACTIVE RESET 
Designed to post-regulate the output 
of a switching power supply, Cherry 
Semiconductor's CS-403 low-dropout 
(LDO) linear regulator controls up to 
500 mA at 5 V. The typical voltage drop 
across it is 1 V while putting out 350 
mA, and 1.1 V while putting out 500 
mA. The regulator offers a unique fea
ture called active-reset, useful if 
powering critical logic or a processor: 
when the output voltage drops below 
4.75 V, an open-collector output goes 
low acting as a flag to digital circuits. 
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You get fast hardware and 
software support for all the 
popular languages. A software 
library and time saving utilities 
are included that make instrument 
control easier than ever before. 
Ask about our no risk guarantee. 

FAST DUAL, MOSFET 
DRIVER OFFERS UVLO 
Designed to turn 5-V logic inputs into 
the 10-to-12-V pulses needed to turn a 
pair of medium to large-power MOS
FETs on and off fast, Motorola's 
MC34151/33151 dual inverting-drivers 
offer guaranteed maximum rise and 
fall times of 30 ns. And that's while 
driving 1-nF loads (typically 60 ns for 
driving 10-nF loads). Operating from a 
12-V rail, these bipolar ICs provide to
tem-pole outputs capable of sinking or 
sourcing up to 1.5 A. The output swings 
from 1.2 to 10.5 V, handling 10 mA. The 
input stage offers 170 m V of hystere
sis-independent of the supply rail
insuring fast switching regardless of 
input-signal transition time. No oscilla
tions occur as the input thresholds are 
crossed. The chip's undervoltage lock
out (UVLO) circuit, operating with its 

·on-chip reference, keeps the outputs 

DESIGN 

they're just as much at home providing 
direct or PWM drive to motors, relays, 
small solenoids and LEDs, or hitting 
pulse transformers with fast pulses. 
Typical peak output is 1.2 A. The four 
families are designated by their output 
circuits: the TSC4435/6/7 /8/9 has pull
up outputs; the TSC4455-59 has pull
down outputs and a clamp to the plus 
supply; the CMOS TSC4465 has pull-up/ 
pull-down outputs; and the TSC4485-89 
has pull-up outputs. Each driver is avail
able with any of the following input log
ic: OR, NOR, NAND, AND, and AND 
with inverted output. Rise and fall times 
driving 470 pF run 25 ns maximum. De
lay time is 75 ns. The chips take 4 mA 
from a 4.5-to-18-V supply. 

Teledyne Components, 1300 Terra Bel
la Ave., P.O. Box 7267, Mountain View, 
CA 94039-7267; Rich Clarke. (415) 
968-9241. lill;l&ll![:fl 

Free: 
Informative 
catalog 800-234-4232 
Applications help (617) 273-1818 

~ 
Capital Equipment Corp. 
Burlington, MA. 01803 
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All the features of 
HPBASIC, and more. 

For less. 

°':= --=---=---- ---=- _::_- -=-__:-~~ 
~----- - -_ 

HT Basic B.\SIC FEATl RES: HP BASIC 

YES IEEE-488 GPIB (HP-IB), RS-232 Instrument Control YES 
YES Int~ated Environment: Mouse, Editor, Debl,!gg_er, Calculator YES 
YES Sl!££_orts 16 M~a~s of Memo!}'_ (breaks DOS 640K barrier) YES 
YES Ef!&!neerif!K. Math: Matrix Math, Com_Qlex Numbers YES 
YES H!g_h Level Gr~hics: Screen, Plotter, Printer YES 
YES Structured Programmif!K. with Indeii_endent SubQfograms YES 
YES Runs on Indust!}'_ Standard Personal Com_E_uters NO* 
YES Industry_ Standard Gr~hic Printer S~rt: ~on, IBM, lasers, etc. NO 
YES Indust!:Y_Standard Network Sl!Qll_ort: Novell, IBM, Microsoft, NFS, etc. NO 
YES Indust!:Y_Standard IEEE-488 Sl!Qll_ort: National Instruments, IOtech, etc. NO 
YES Exchan~ data files with Indus!!:Y_ Standard PC 31lQ!ications NO* 
YES No-cha~ Teleii_hone Technical S~rt NO 
YES Instant on-line HELP ~tern NO 

A Costly Situation. Every engineer needs the power and features of a "Rocky Mountain" BASIC workstation, but not everyone can 
have one. They simply cost too much. Fewer workstations, less productivity. The Best Wcly. ltansEra HTBasic software provides the 
anly way for serious technical computer users to tum their PC into a workstation without having to add costly hardware. fuwerful 
workstations for everyone means greater productivity. Extraordinary Versatility. In addition, ltansEra HTBasic works with the 
Industry Standard Personal Computer hardware, software, and networks. It even allows you to easily exchange data between your 
favorite DOS programs and the files you create in the BASIC workstation environment All at a fraction of the cost of other 
solutions. 

More compatibility. More versatility. More possibilities. TransEra 
Les.s expense. Les.s hassle. 

Tu find out more, call 1-801-224-6550. Engineering Excellence for 15 Years TM 

CIRCLE 143 

* Without the addition or a costly 68000 co-processor. 0 Copyright 1990 llansEra Corporation. All rtgh~ reserved. HP, HP BASIC, and HP IB are registered trademarks or Hewlett- Packard Co. 



Introducing a little 
peace of mind. 

Whatever means or media your customers 
use to store or transmit information 
can induce errors ... and cause worry 
about the integrity of their data. 10-• 

10-········-· 10- 3 10- • 10-s 

INPUT RAW BIT ERROR RATE 

Corrected Bit E1Tor Rate vs. Input Raw Bit 
Error Rate for random bit errors. 
Code: RS (72, 62) con-ects 5 errors. 

Now, protecting data by detecting 
and correcting errors is easy and inex
pensive, whether they're caused by 
magnetic media, optical disks, modems, 
satellite or microwave links. Ampex 

packages peace of mind in a tiny 2-chip 
set, with the complete (N, N-2t) Reed
Solomon encoding and decoding 
algorithm for both errors and erasures. 
Better yet, it's available today. 

With Ampex's new error correction 
circuits (ECG), data reliability can be 
increased by many orders of magnitude. 

These new devices are more reliable, 
thousands of times smaller, and use 
hundreds of times less power than 
discrete implementations. 

For maximum system throughput, 
the ECC operates in real time, on eight
bit symbols, and with sustained data 
rates of 15 MBytes per second. 

Since all RAMs and ROMs are internal 
and no external buffering is needed, 
system interface is simplified because all 
of the correction processing is pipelined. 

AMPEX 
Ampex Data Systems Corporation 

For professional applications in video, 
the Ampex ECC adheres to SMPTE's 
D-1 Digital Component Video Standard 
and the D-2 Digital Composite Video 
Standard In instrumentation recording, 
the Ampex ECC meets MIL-SfD-2179A 
and ANSI ID-1 standards. 

If that's not enough, the ECC's 
correction power is programmable, so 
your customers can keep their data as 
clean as they need to. 

With more than 40 years of award
winning pioneering in the business of 
storing, processing and retrieving 
data of every kind, Ampex understands 
your needs. 

To add a little peace of mind to 
your product, call Ampex today, ( 415) 
367-2758, for full specifications, applica
tion information, prices, and delivery. 

401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA94063 (415) 367-2758 FAX: (415) 367-3106 
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SEE HIGH-RES 
AND VGA GRAPHICS 
ON ONE MONITOR 

Featuring digital VGA loop
through technology, two graphic
controller boards from Elsa 

America Inc. enable users to combine 
high speed and high resolution with 
DOS compatibility of existing VGA 
cards on a multisync monitor. Now, us
ers can switch between VGA and high
resolution graphics on the same moni
tor without waiting for time-consum
ing redraws of text and graphics since 
both images are resident on separate 
frame buffers. 

The digital VGA loop-through archi
tecture of the XHR Alpha and XHR 
Spectra boards take the signal from the 
feature connector of the existing VGA 
card and run it through the ELSA con
troller where it automatically switches 
between VGA and high-resolution 
modes, depending on which software is 
updating the data on the screen. With 
the loop-through feature, any applica
tion can be operated that would normal
ly run with a standard VGA video con
troller. 

The Elsa graphics controller con
tains its own coprocessor. The drivers 
are designed to balance the workload 
between the system CPU and the 
graphics processor to achieve the fast
est and most efficient computing 
speeds. The Alpha and Spectra, with 
resolutions of 1024 by 768 and 1280 by 
1024, respectively, are available now 
for $1765 and $2450, respectively. All 
necessary cables and drivers are in
cluded. 

Elsa America Inc., 400 Oyster Point 
Blvd., Suite 109, South San Fran
cisco, CA 94080; (800) 272-ELSA or 
(415) 588-6285. 

ll{h&ll¢1:1 
• RICHARD NASS 

DEVELOP AND DEBUG 
APPLICATION CODE ON A 
The CPU-186 CMOS single-board com
puter for industrial OEMs lets users 
develop their own application code di
rectly on a PC under MS-DOS. It offers 
up to 16 MHz of true 16-bit processing, 
an increased instruction set, and twice 
the throughput of an 8086-based sys
tem. 

The unit has 24 processor I/O lines, 
up to 256 kbytes of EPROM, 512 kbytes 
of battery-backed SRAM, and four pro
grammable serial ports. Two software 

NEW PRODUCTS 
ldi !Q!~i i ij1i : !if.!;!1~j 

packages, RDSD and ROM Tools, 
make it easy to port PC-generated code 
to an on-board EPROM. RDSD is a 
source-level debugger that tests the 
program right on the target hardware. 
ROM Tools puts the program into ROM 
and can duplicate the DOS environ
ment. 

The board, with software, sells for 
$1395 in single quantities, with dis
counts for large quantities. Availabil
ity is stock to 30 days. A free demo disk 
is also available. 

Computer Dynaimics Sales, 107 S. 
Main St, Greer, SC 29650, (803) 877-
8700. Ui;@l#M 

Proprammable 
Anti-Alias Filters for 
Critical A/D Pref iltering 
848P8E Series 
are Elliptic 
lowpass filters 
providing 
extremely sharp 
roll-off for 
A/D prefiltering. 

Features: 
• 8 pole, 6 zero elliptic 

lowpass filters 
• Digitally 

programmable 
corner frequency 

• Shape factor of 1 . 77 at 80db 
• 8 bit (256:1) tuning ratio 
• Internally latched control 

lines to store frequency 
selection data 

• Ideal for single or 
multi-channel applications 

• Plug in, ready to use, 
fully finished filter modules 

• Five frequency ranges to 51.2kHz 

Other Filter Products Available: 
• Linear phase • Programmable 
• Fixed frequency • Instrumentation 
•Custom designs 

For more information about 
how Frequency Devices can 
meet your most critical 
filtering requirements, call 
our applications engineers at 

508-374-0761 
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FREOUEnCY 
DEVICES '" 
25 Locust Street 
Haverhill, MA 01830 
(508) 374-0761 
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San Jose, CA; (408) 441 -0550 
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The increasing number of enquiries received by TELE 
QUARZ, and a relatively small number of manufacturers 
world-wide, induced our development engineers to 
make use of already existing know-how to develop a 
wide range of antenna filters with maximum precision 
and reliability. 
These so-called front-end filters operate forthe channel 
spacing of 25 kHz as standard, special versions availa
ble for 12,5 kHz channel spacing. Connected directly 
infront of the receiver. they are indispensable inter
ference-suppression devices for all densely occupied 
radio networks, e.g. at airports. 

TQF 1400 - 2000 4m band (60 - 90 MHz) 

TQF 2400 - 3200 2m band (135 - 180 MHz) 

Selectivity: 2 pole, 4 pole or 6 pole 

Matching resistance: 50 0 
Housing/Terminals: 
G 10- optional BNC-, N-, UHF- or SMA sockets 
G 21 - SMA sockets 
G 27 - pins for pcb-mounting 
G 03 - miniature size with pins 

Other freq. ranges (from 3 MHz up) on request 
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Electronic components for 
the highest requirements 

Crystals · Filters · 
Oscillators~ 

t on1ca 9 e\ec r d u+14 
~ 

TELE QUARZ GROUP 

TELE QUARZ GmbH 
LandstraBe 
6924 Neckarbischofsheim 2 
Telefon 07268/801-0 
Telex 782359 tqd 
Telefax 07268/1435 

DIVISIONS 

Vertriebsburo Nurnberg 
D-8500 Nurnberg 70 

TQE GmbH 
6924 Neckarbischofsheim 2 

EURO QUARZ GmbH 
A-2620 Ternitz 

LPE. Laboratoires 
de piezo-electricite S.A. 
F-75020 Paris 



Stepper Motor Drivers 
on the right track. 

Speed and power in surface mount 
or through-hole packages. 

\\ 'oodl'" 1nii11 rnadl• I"· BHIO AB. 
S\\PdPll. © BHIO AB. ·sm•d(•IJ 1990. 
Proll 'l'H•d Ii~ PatP11ts a11d Rq~d. 
Trad<' V1rn·ks i11t{'1·1rn1irnwlly. 

-- -

Switch to Ericsson and take advantage of the high
pcrformancc records we've been setting since 1982. 
when we introduced the first switched mode stepper 
motor driver IC. 
Sit back and enjoy the speed and the power as you 
command more torque at higher speeds, thanks to 
our original constant-current chip architecture, 
now used - and copied - a ll over the world. 
Jump on board and meet our team of single and dual 
drivers, with current ratings up to l.8A, in low-cost 
Batwing DIP or the new Power PLCC package 
with heat-spreading lead frames. 
And make a first class reservation with our 
microstepping chip set, with features to improve 
performance and cut hassle in your next robotic 
or instrumentation design. 
Don't miss the Ericsson connection - send for 
our latest shortform product guide. 

PBL 3771 

Our new Dual Channel Stepper Motor 
Driver PBL 3772 delivers more current 
at less power dissipation than two 
single channe l devices. 
Also available: the original PBL 3717 
Chopper Driver and the pin-compatible 
PBL 3770A with 1.8A peak output, in 
DIP or power PLCC packages. 
And the advanced chip set for micro
stcpping, PBL 3771 / PBM 3960. 

. 
ERICSSON 
Ericsson Components Inc. 
403 International Pkwy 
Richardson, TX 75085-3904 
Telephone (214) 480-8300 
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onents 
·1·tarv cornP • M• I TX TF5S03ZZ) 9003/03 

Diodes JA~rs MIL·Tti6~/4; MIL-g ~9014 /05 
Transforrns MIL-C 5 0121E; MIL· R-22097 
capacitor MIL-C 2 17; MIL-

MIL·R-390 
Resistors t Voltage 

• Wide inpu s-24 voe 
5-15 vocc 
1 s-36 VD d standard 

gulate 
• 36 Re t uts 

Models d oual OU p 
. glean 

sin profile 3" Height 
LOW oo" y.. . • gO" y.. 1. 
1. 2 5 Warts . rernP 
up to . operatin9 

Arnbient 9S°C I 
• 550C to ~ eiectrica 

- t sink or 
(NO h.ea reauired) 
derat1nQ ·1able 

• S />.Val 
• option sro-883 

er MIL- . Bake 

~tabil~~~~~~e cvcl~rn-ln 
T~~~111 peraturFJi power) 
H1 Hours at 
(160 hrTl 

• 1 oo Megg isolation 
@ 500 

PICO manufactures over 800 
regulated and isolated DC-DC 
Converters and AC-DC Power 
Supplies and over 2500 
standard ultra-miniature 
Transformers and Inductors 

Delivery- stock to 
one week sEE ~~~is'TER 

s:oso,~~l~~ Pf CO FREE~co 

Electronics, Inc. 
453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552 

Call Toll Free 800·431 ·1064 
IN NEW YORK CALL 914•699•5514 

Make 
Tracks ... 
... to your nearest mailbox and 
send for the latest copy of the free 
Consumer Information Catalog. 

It lists about 200 free or low-cost 
government publications on topics 
like health, nutrition, careers, 
rnoney management, and federal 
benefits. 

Take a step in the right direction 
and write today for the free 
Consumer Information Catalog. 
Just send your name and address 
to: 

Consumer Information Center 
Department MT 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 

A public service of this publication and the U.S. General Services Admlnlstratloll 
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Save money and get an extra effective bit ever; time you 

convert video from A to D .. .with the new Philips 8-bit video ADCs. 

while enhancing performance. It also lowers power consumption 

up to 70%. For example, the TDA8713 consumes as little as 

Giving full-parallel flash performance at Type MSPS Diss.( mW) Features 290mW and gives 7.5 effective bits with 

up to 1/10 the cost of full-parallel flash TDA8703° .. 40 290 Voltage Reg. an input frequency of 4.43MHz (40MHz 

converters, these ADCs provide profes- TDA8713° 50 290 TILl/O clock) .. .ideal for a wide range of profes-TDA8715° 50 325 ECL 1/0 

sional performance at a consumer price. TDE8715 50 325 Mil. Temp. Range sional and consumer video applications. 

How? Our new folding-and-inter-
TDA8708° 30 365 Clamp/AGC 

For more information, contact Philips Components. CVBS Signal 

polation technique slashes on-chip 
TOA 8709° 30 380 Clamp/Adj. Gain Marketing Communications Dept .. Building BAF-1. 

R.G.B.Y.U.V. C P.O. Box 218. 5600 MD Eindhoven. The Netherlands. 

component count, thus reducing cost •in OIL and SO versions. Signals Telex: 35000phtc nl/nl je vmc. FAX:31-40-724825. 

Philips Components 

PHILIPS 
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Up To 
&DO Watts 
Per Inch 
Our expanding family of compact, configurable, power systems combine the 
flexibility of a custom supply with the availability of standard catalog products 
... in low profile, compact packages that let you pack the most power into the 
least amount of space. And they meet the specialized input voltage, noise and 
transient requirements of major worldwide markets. Think of them as a universal 
solution for most of your system power requirements . .. AC or DC input . .. in 
computer, telecom or vehicular applications .. . up to 600 Watts. 
FlatPAC '" is the industry benchmark for power density in off-line applications. 
And now, ComPAC '" sets the standard for DC input supplies . . . in a package 
less than one inch tall! Both offer unprecedented flexibility in configuration along 
with instant availability .. . in a fraction of the space required by conventional 
switchers. Just define your requirements . . . we utilize our high frequency, high 
power-density converters to quickly configure a FlatPAC or ComPAC specific to 
your needs. 

iiJ~J~~ 1111111 1 ~ 111 1111 1 111 1111 ~1111 1 1 1 11111 11 1 ~ 1 111 111 11111 1 11 ~ 111 1 11111 1 11 1 11 ~ 1 11 1 11 1 1I111111 ~ \1 1 11111I111111 ~\1111111I1JI\II ~\11 1 11IIIII111 I ~\ I\ I\ I I I I 111I111~\ 1111111 I I I I I 

11111lm111111lw1111ulm1i1111\iii111111liil11111 1lm11u11lm111111lii11111ulm111111li1i111111lm1t1111/m111111li1l111111lt1i111111li1i1111u/Ui111111/1il1111ulm111111l1il111111lr1i1111ulm111111/l/1111111/u111w1l111111111/1i1111111/1i1111111/u111111 

You benefit from the proven field performance, high efficiency and inherently high 
reliability of our component-level power converters, without sacrificing any of the 
features you need: off-line inputs for worldwide application ; nominal DC inputs 

PlllNC"' CllllllC"' 
#:Input DC._ 

11Qi22iTl/AC 1D111ae 11_,,..P,_ 11_1 __ 24. 28. 48, 270, :m \()C 
-- 1,2,cr3 .......,.,_. 1,2,cr3 

-2 to 95~- OuljUi-~=--'::'2 to:-':..:95c;-;\()C..,_----
-----up!Ci&D watti--... Oulput..... Upto&X)Walts 

1.37' ___ - . ""'.1111111t""'-=-=-=----1,.,_· --~--
FCC Pafl[ Class A Applalfile lp11•1d11• Belk::ae (24148 V) 

VOE 0071 , Class A ~Telecom (24148 V) 
IEEE Std 587 -1900 ~. Class A (n> V) 

Ml-SlD-481 c (2Bl270V) 
Ml·SlD·704A 
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from 24 to 300 VDC; surge limiting; safety agency 
recognition ; EMl/RFI to FCCNDE, British Telecom, 
Bellcore or MIL-STD-461 ; totally isolated and trim
mable outputs ; AC OK and DC OK status signals 
.. . and more. 

You don't have to choose between costly and risky 
custom development or bulky catalog supplies. Call 
us to discuss FlatPAC and ComPAC . . . the new 
standards that make customs obsolete. 

Does your power supply measure up? 
Call v11 E:JCPRE..r..r for a free ruler 
at 1·800·735·6200 or 508·470·2900 at ext. 265 

VIGOR 

Common Stock Traded on NASCJ.6.C under •v1c11 .. 

Component Solutions For Your PDwtr System 
23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810 



DIRECT CONNECTION ADS 

DIRECT CONNECTION ADS 
New Products/Services Presented By The Manufacturer. 
To Advertise, Call JEANIE GRIFFIN At 201/393-6080 

8PDT "BYTE WIDE" SWITCH 
HIGH DENSITY .050" PINOUT 

SNAP ACTION GOLD CONTACTS 
Circle reader service number for free sam~ 
and complete information about Annulus High 
Density Switches. 

ANN U l U 
~ ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 

\) !:~~~-~Box 7~7. mastef 

HIGH DENSITY SWITCHES Phone: (416) &IU100. Fax: &IU102 

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES CIRCLE 254 

I C for the 8051 
Compare: 

Benchmark Results-Sample program: 
Eratosthenes Sieve Program from BYTE (1/83), 
expanded with 1/0 and interrupt handling. 

FRANKLIN Archimedes 
SOFTWARE MCC51 ICC51 
C-51 v2.1 v1.2 v2.20A 

Linkage lime 6sec 9 29 
Execution time 0.88 HC 9.00 11.45 
Total code size 1726bytes 3798 5318 
Compilation time 17sec 18 12 
Sieve module 641 bytes 1021 736 
size 

Call now for your free DEMO disk. 

*FRf\~l~ 
888 Saratoga Ave. #2 • San Jose, CA 95129 

(408) 296-8051 •FAX (408) 296-8061 
FRANKLIN SOFTWARE CIRCLE 257 

NEW, POWERFUL, 
UNIVERSAL 

PILOT-U40 is our second generation 40-pin universal 
programmer. following the very successful and popular 
Sailor-PAL line of programmers. Programs PALs , GALs, 
PROMs, E/EPROMs, micros, AMO MACH-110, etc, etc. 
28-pin and 32-pin versions also available. Industrial 
quality. $1 ,095 to $2,495. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

408-243-7000, 800-627-2465, Fax 408-736·2503 

S ~~~I~ D~~~I~~~n~a~: CA 94086 

ADVIN SYSTEMS CIRCLE 253 

MICRO CRYSTAL DIV./SMH CIRCLE 258 

End-to-end CAD 
Schematic Capture• PCB Layout • Autorouting 

Only $495 

Dealgn Computation off en DC/CAD IV· l.cvel 1 ...;1h no copy 
protection for comple1e end·to·end PCB design: 
• High Capaclry Schem:utc Capmre 
• Multi·srrn1egy Au1oplacer 
• Gl'idleu •t ·mU- Parts Placemen! and Au1orouting 
• lnteraclive Rouring -..i1h Diagonal Hugger 
• Gtidleu, Diagonal RipUp/Retry Au1orou1er AlpUp/ Aefr/ 
• TI101·ough A.nno1a1h1g Design Rule Checker tool! 
• Full 2·way GERBER support 
• Full 2-way DXF support 

Several high pe1·fonnance pacbges av-.tilable. CALL TODAY! 

•DESIGN 
CCOMPlITATION 

Route 33 Sherman Square, Farmingdale, NJ 07727 
(201) 938·6661FAX:(201)938·6662 Telex: 5106018352 

DESIGN COMPUTATION CIRCLE 256 

6809 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
6809 MPU, 2 serial ports, 4 parallel ports, RAM, 
EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog timer, 44-pin 
4.5'X6.5" PCB. EXPANSION MODULES: RAM, 
EPROM, CMOS RAM/battery, analog 1/0, serial 1/0, 
parallel 1/0 , counter/timer, IEEE-488, EPROM pro
grammer, floppy disks, cassette, breadboard, key
board/display. 

WINTEK CORPORATION, 
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993. 
(317) 742-8428 or (800) 742-6809 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER CIRCLE 259 
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DIRECT CONNECTION 

PLANAR SYSTEMS CIRCLE 280 

8051 Emulator - $1250 
d2ICE is a low cost, Full Speed, real time 8051 
Emulator .. Powerful user interface for Hi-level 
multi-window source code debugging. Uses 
IBM-PC COMl/2. No Slots! Portable, fits in 
shirt pocket. Assembler and test bed included. 

Cybernetic Micro Systems 
PO Box 3000 • San Gregorio CA 94074 
Ph: (415) 726-3000 e Fax: (415) 726-3003 

CYBERNETIC MICRO SYSTEMS CIRCLE 283 

Cross-Assemblers from sso.oo 

Slmulators from s100.oo 

Cross-Dlsassemblers from s100.oo 

Develooer Packaaes 
from $200.00(a $50.00 Savlng'i) 

Make Programming Easy 
Our Macro Cross-assemblers are easy to use. With powerful 
conditional assembly and unllmlted lriclooe fPes. 

Get It Debugged-FAST 
Don't wait untH the hardware Is finished. Debug your software 
wtth our Simulators. 

Recover Lost Sourcel 
Our line of disassemblers can help you re-create the or1glnal 
assembly language source. 

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers 
Worldwlde 

~fc~~.r.so~~~~s ~~Jiis.quallty solutions for 

Processors 
~=188HC11 ilntel s:.e=o 
MOS Ttch 5502 MC02 

~lgg~ ~ ~ ..... 
oroompatltM. 

For lnform1tlon Or To Ord1t C1ll: 

PseudoCorp 
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Suite E 

Newport News, VA 23(i()6 

(804) 873-1947 FAX:(804)873-2154 
PSEUDOCORP. CIRCLE 287 
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TOP 
SOURCE:--W.W~ 
FOR 38 EMI FILTERS 
We are a specialist in 3-phase, power line 
filters, able to concentrate all engineering 
and productivity in creatin9 the most pro
tective, most dependable high current filters 
in the world ... because no one else comes 
close to the total quality control which 
results from our computerized production. 

Contact us 
today for full 
information 
... Emission 
Control, Ltd., 
P.O. Box797, 
Cedarburg, 
WI 53012 • 
Ph:414-
375-4775 

CIRCLE 281 

HIGH DENSITY-LOW INSERTION FORCE 
70-350 POSITION BLIND MATASLE CONNECTOR 

N Series rack & panel connectors are available in 70, 
110, 150, 190, 230, 270, 310 and 350 position models. 
The use of the Hypertac® LIF (Low Insertion Force) 
contact provides reli8ble operation without space con
suming, expensive earning or jacking devices. 

HYPERTAONICS CORPORATION 
16 Brent Dtive, Hudson , MA 01749 
Telephone (508) 568-0451 

HYPERTRONICS CORP. CIRCLE 284 

YOUR 
AD 

HERE 
Here 's all you have to do: 

• Send a B/W or 4C glossy photo. 
• Include 13 lines of copy. 

(37 characters per line) 
• Write a headline of 32 characters or less. 
We do all the rest. 
No production charges. 

We also accept camera-ready art. 
Ad size 23/16" wide X 3" deep. 

DESIGN 

CIRCLE 288 
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ADS 

RELIABILITY 
PREDICTION 
SOFTWARE 

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE? 

The RelCalc 2 Software Package predicts the reliability of your 
system using the part stress procedure of MIL-HDBK-217E, and 
runs on the IBM PC and full compatibles. Say goodbye to 
tedious, time consuming, and error prone manual methods! 
RelCalc 2 is very easy to use, and features menu windows, 
library functions, global editing for what·if? trials, and clear 
report formats. Try our Demo Package for $25. 

T·CUBED SYSTEMS, 31220 La Baya Drive# 110, Westlake 
Village, CA 91362. (818) 991-0057 • FAX: (818) 991-1281 

AUTOMATE MIL-HDBK-217E CIRCLE 282 

DASP100 

Q 
[3, 

r:;J 

7J 
~1 

J 
:m1mm111u11 lllllJlllllllUlllHllllllhtll 

100MHz 
DATA ACQUISITION & SIGNAL PROCESSING 

* 100 MILLION SAMPLES PEA SECOND 
* 256k SIGNAL MEMORY (EXPAND TO 2 MB) 
* 10 MIPS DSP (320C25) 
* EXTENSIVE HARDWARE & SOFTWARE SUPPORT 
* 3 DATA ACQUISITION MODES 
* MUL Tl-CHANNEL CAPABILITY 

ALSO ASK ABOUT OUR NEW DASP25! 

t 

357 N. Sheridan St. #119 
CORONA, CA 91720 

SIGNATEC 

(714) 734-3001 
FAX: (714) 734-4356 

CIRCLE 285 

Don,t Get Zapped! 
High Inrush current can dHtroy.your sensitive VAX 
CPUs and peripherals In IH• time th•n II take• to 
n1p •-Itch. 

THE SOLUTION? 
Power up with l-l.INE TPC 115-10 MT~TM 
the t11111111Ht power distribution 
and control system available. Z • NE ' 
POWER UP WITH - - -

,._......:.<~ .. ;::. : T,.._ 
Our proprietary Multiple Time O.lay ™ circuitry 
uquencH your power-up to protect your 1yatems 
from the spikes and surges, EMI & RFI, that dHtroy 
your h•rdw•,. •nd .,. .. your data. And our 
remote on I off and emergency shutdown glvH the 
power control b•ck to you. 

All Pulizzi Engineering MTD ™ controllerw .,. 
compatible with DEC and UPS ayatema. 
PRICU FROM '463 TO '317 

DON' T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TOOAYI 
Pl'LIZZI ENCINl:.'ERINC INC. 

3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704·8885 
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9082 

PULIZZI ENGINEERING CIRCLE 289 
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Tango-Schematic Series I l:M 
It simply wori<s better. UNIQUE 

FILTER DESIGN 
SOFTWARE 

SAVE TIME AND EFFORT -- from specification to 
production·· or your MONEY BACK! 
S/FILSYN is the most ~ , user-friendly, ~and 
S1allW program in existance for filter design. Modules are 
structured for synthesis, design and analysis of ~ 1.Q, 
~BQ . ~and~!i.!lm.~~ 
~.and-~. Special features include pre
distortion for dissipative effects, arbitrary terminations including 
open or short, complex transmission zeros and specified trans
fer functions. FREE 90-day telephone consulting and 90-day 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. CALL TODAY. 
DGS ASSOCIATES. 1353 Sarita Way Santa Clara CA 95051 . 
(408) 554-1469 

SOFTWARE CIRCLE 270 

INTERFACE 
• Dual-Redundant 
• Commercial & Militarized Versions 
• IBM PC/XT/AT/386 Half Card 
• Powerful Software With 

Window-driven User Interface 

p 
77'20 Arjons Drive 

San Diego, California 92126 
(619)271-6309 • Fax(619)271-6341 • BBS(619)27l-6342 

PONSOR ENTERPRISES CIRCLE 273 

,r--Telecom Design! 
S.I. T. & INTERNATIONAL 

TONE DETECTOR 

M·984 is a low-power 14 pin CMOS DIP 
that detects S.l.T.s (special information 
tones), OCC (other common carrier) dial 
tone (400 Hz), as well as many international 
call progress tones. 
• Single 5V supply 
• 3.58 MHz time base 
• 30 dB dynamic range 
• Tri-statable outputs 

For more info call: •1l'le-:·r."'r'"•111t··"'F'"~ .... tc-·v"'f."'l ... il 
(In Washington State: 206-827-9626) 

iCEL"'CCNE® 
10801-120th Avenue NE, Kirkland, WA 98033 

TEL TONE CIRCLE 278 

We listened to your suggestions and built the best in PC-based 
schematic capture. More versatile 1han OrCAD.'" More 
features than Schema.'" Easier to use than 
DASH.'" Thanks 10 our streamlined 
interface and integrated approach, 
Tango-Schematic makes creating 
complex schematics simple. 
Compare for yourself. 

Tango-Schema1ic features SEDCO '" 
libraries, with over 8.000 pans guaranteed-....1111111111 .... ~ 
for accuracy; integra1ed component creation; true 
ANSI/ IEEE support; forward- and back-annotalion; 
PostScripl and DXF output; free tech supporl: and much more. 
Ifs all 1here for just $495-guaranteed. 

• 

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE 
800 433-7801 619 ;;•-1000 619 ;;;-1019 Fax 

ACCEL '" Technologies • 6825 Flanders Dri\'e • San Diego, CA 91. IJ. I USA 
lnternalional prices m:ty \':try. Contac1 us for the di stributor neares1 you . 

SEE US AT WESCON BOOTH 423 CIRCLE 271 

IEEE-488, (GP·IB, HP·IB) CABLES 

• Reliable gold plated contacts. 
• Durable metal connectors. 
• High strength strain reliefs. 
•Two shields for high noise immunity. 
• Custom lengths at low prices. 

ra!a-.Yal Capital Equipment Corp. 
~ ~ ~ ~ Burlington, MA. 01803 

Informative catalog 800-234-4232 
Appllcatlons help (617) 273-1818 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CIRCLE 274 

PC Communications 
Coprocessors 

Our communications coprocessors offload serial and 
parallel communications tasks from PC's used in 
dedicated applications. RS232 and RS485 style 
communications. Easily programmed using C. A 
memory mapped interface to the host PC allows high 
speed data transfer and simple buffer schemes. 
From 64k to 512k of memory local to the coprocessor 
but accessible from the host PC. Used in many in
dustrial and business systems to dramatically im
prove performance compared to standard PC serial 
port Implementations . 

Z-World Engineering 
1340 Covell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616 

(916) 753-3722 
Fax : (916) 753-5141 

Z·WORLD ENGINEERING CIRCLE 277 

ADS 
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16 Chliiiiel 12 bit D/A (PCL726J $4951 
• O•lpulllaqn: Oto +SV,Oto +IOV, zSV, z:lOV,or sink4-20mA 
• SettJina time: 79~. l..inearity: z: lJlblLVottage ou~ drive capacity: z: !mA. 
• Olailal l/O: 16 digital Input and 16 digital ouiputs (TTL compa1ible). 

MC I VISA I AMEX CaJJ today f<N dala.th.ttu! 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC. 
750 N. P .. tori• An, Sunnyvale, CA 940l6 USA 
TE'-' (408)730-5511 FAX. (408)730-5521 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS CIRCLE 272 

I PC BASED UNIVERSAL 
DEVICE PROGRAMMER $695/895 I 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC, 
750 N. P .. tori• Av• .. Sunnyval•, CA 94086 USA 
TE'-'(408)730-551 I FAX. (408)730-5521 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS CIRCLE 275 

Analog Circuit Simulation 
ECA·l Electronic Circuit Analy1i1 offer1 the be11 MonteCarlo 
and Wont-Cue analy,.. with the copability co concurrently plot 
random 1ample1 or Min / Mu / Nominal value1. 

• AC. OC, Tran1tenc, Fourier , and T~re Analy1i1 • lnler
IClive or batch mode1 • Full nonlinear 1imulator • Sine , Pulte . 
PWL, SFFM , and Exponential generllon •IBM PC / Mac /SUN 
• Mulciple plou • On-line real time graphics - 2 to !O ctme. 
futer than SPICE • Over ~ nodes • Advanced component 
parameters • Component Sweeping • Full editing, buih·in or 
external • Detailed 525 pege manual 

Call for FREE DEMO! 

~ 
Tatum Labs, Inc. 

3917 Rt111Rh P11t Dr. 8·1 , Ann Arbor, Ml 481111 
313-163-8810 

TATUM LABS CIRCLE 278 
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EPROM PROGRAMMER 
FOR THE PC $139.95 

• 2716 to 2 Meg, updateable to 32 Meg ~ 
• Programs 2764A In 10 seconds ~ 

16/32 bit split programming 
1
1• 1) 

• Menu driven software 
• No personality modules required 
• Adapter for 8748, 49, 51 , 52, 55, TMS 7742, 27210, 

57C1024, and memory cards 
• 1 year warranty • 10 day money back guarantee 
• Made in the U.S.A. 

For more information, call (916) 924-8037 

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS 
4539 Orange Grove Avenue • Sacramento, CA 95841 

(Monday· Friday 8:00 am · 5:00 pm PST) 

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS CIRCLE 251 

HOW TO 
WRITE FOR 

"'"""'[.:] 
• ----------. -----------·-----------·······-·· ---

ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTHOR'S GUIDE 
Thinking of writil'l!I a technical article fa publication in 
Electronic Desigl1 This 12-page brochure contains just 
about everything you need to know about the process: 
submitting the outline, tips on writing the manuscript, 
preparing the artwor1<, and more. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 
611 Route #46 West 
HasbroUCk Heights, NJ 07604 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN CIRCLE 290 

OEM MODEM 

$75 
in quantity 

* High Quality card modems 
• Bell 212, 202; CCITT V. 21, 22, 23 
• all designs on same 31 /2" x 23/4" size 
• 5 volt only, FCC registered design 
• Form fit and function with UDS modem 

WESTERN RESERVE COMMUNICATIONS 
Telephone (216) 788-6583 

WESTERN RESERVE COMMUNICATIONS CIRCLE 252 

Easy Emulator Pods &Adapters 
• Plug your PLCC and LCC packages Into your PC board In 
minutes, with these easy-to-use adapters. 
• Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt-a-Pod '"converts 
one package type to another (LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DIPs). 
• Emulator pods and adapters are available In all standard 
pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers. 
• Custom englneerlng services and do-It-yourself emulator 
pod converters. Free catalog. Er 
Emulation Technology, Inc. 
2368-B Welsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051 
Phone: 408-982-0660 f'AX: 408-982-0664 
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE 255 

ADS 

END WARPAGE WITH BOARD STIFFENERS 

• Rigidize boards during and after assembly 
• Prevenl vibration and shock damage 
• One-step installation requires no hardware 
• Use as a ground, or to carry up to 64 amps 

%~~fc~o2o&Gtt~~~ard Stiffeners 

Rogers Corp., 2400 S. Roosevelt St. 
Tempe, AZ 85282 602/967·0624 
BOARD STIFFENERS CIRCLE 288 

SIMPLIFY BOARD LAYOUT 
MICRO/Q 1000 ceramic decoupling capacitors 
share board mounting holes with IC pins to 
simplify board design. Now add more active 
devices with increased density in the same 
space, or design the same package on a 
smaller board. 
Send for your free Information. 
ROGERS CORPORATION 
2400 S. Roosevelt St. 
Tempe, AZ. 85282. Phone: (602) 967-0624 
ROGERS CORP. CIRCLE 289 

~ 
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1991 SCHEDULE 
Issue Date: Ad Close Issue Date: Ad Close Issue Date: Ad Close Issue Date: Ad Close 

Jan. 10 Dec. 14 April 11 March 15 July 11 June 14 Oct. 10 Sept. 13 
Jan. 31 Jan. 4 April 25 March 29 July 25 June 28 Oct. 24 Sept. 27 
Feb. 14 Jan. 18 May 9 April 12 August 8 July 12 Nov. 7 Oct. 11 
Feb. 28 Feb. 1 May 23 April 26 August 22 July 26 Nov. 21 Oct. 25 
March 14 Feb. 15 June 13 May 17 Sept. 12 Aug. 16 Dec. 5 Nov. 8 
March 28 March 1 June 27 May 31 Sept. 26 Aug. 30 Dec. 19 Nov. 20 

To Advertise, Call JEANIE GRIFFIN At 201/393-6080 
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HSPICE: From ConceP-1 to Creation 
The competition Is tough In today's marketplace. 
Innovative companies need to bring their products 
to market Just as the demand ripens. HSPICE Is the 
optimizing circuit simulator which brings concepts 
to reality. 
Why HSPICE? 
• HSPICE Is proven In the marketplace. Engineers 
have depended on HSPICE for over ten years to 
provide the circuit simulation solution they demand. 
• HSPICE addresses all electronic Industry seg
ments, including mixed signal ASIC s, custom IC 
design, PCB/backplane design, cell character
ization, RF and microwave designs, and discrete 
power applications. No matter what your speclallty, 
HSPICE provides the answers. 
• HSPICE Is continually enhanced and Improved 
to stay ahead of your creative processes. When 
your design Is ready to be simulated, HSPICE wlll 
be there with the tools you need for accurate results. 
'tansmlsslon lines and submlcron MOS models are 
already part of HSPICE. So Is the built-In optlmlzet 

• The HSPICE Instrumentation Interface, ATEM, 
along with a custom MetaTestchlp1M automates 
HSPICE model creation. Meta-software also main
tains a semiconductor measurements lab for 
research and development efforts and user model 
generation. Meta-Software compares results to the 
slllcon Itself, not to other simulators. You don't get 
a comparable answe1; you get the right answet 
Engineers designing analog and mixed signal 
circuits tum to Meta-Software's HSPICE for their 
slmulatlon solution. '19sterday, today and tomorrow 
-we're there to give you the competitive advantage. 

META-SOFT'v/ARE 
THE CIRCUIT DESIGN ADVANTAGE! 
1300 White Oaks Road • Campbell, CA 95008 
Phone (408) 371-5100 • Toll Free (800) 346-5953 
FAX (408) 371-5638 • Telex 910-350 -4928 

Pacemaker photo courtesy of Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc. Satellite photo courtesy ol NASA. Use ol PC board courtesy of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
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Inductive Co1nponents VAt 
VACUUMSCHMELZE 

forlSDN 
Success through new 1naterials 

Do you need signal transformers for S0 -interfaces or common 
mode chokes for RF/ suppression, maybe for applications in 
consumer terminal equipment or terminal adaptors or for net
work terminal devices or extension equipment? Contact us 
immediately if you intend to be more successful than your 
competitors. Using our ISDN purpose developed core materials 
as a basis we offer: 

e a reduction in volume up to 50% achieved through 
new high permeability core materials 

e considerably improved assembly and cost-effectivity 
achieved through modute·design 

e components meeting technical specifications as, e.g. 
in CC/TT, FTZ, BABT and CNET 

e high insertion losses in the frequency range specified 

Forward your individual requirements right away. You won 't 
have to wait long for our solution. 

VACUUMSCHMELZE GMBH 
186 Wood Avenue South · lselin, N.J. 08830 ~ (201) 494-3530 [EM) (201) 3213029 CW 4900006431 

Gruner Weg 37, D-6450 Hanau - ~ (**49) 6181 /38-0 · I Fax I (**49) 61 81 /38-2645 · CW 4184863 vac d 
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YOU can get a Jot more time out 
of the office when you use the new 
SUSIE-Concurrent Designer™ 6.0. 
SUSIE-CD is the fast, efficient way 
to simulate and verify breadboard 
designs and skip the time-consuming 
prototype stage. Powerful and pro
ductive SUSIE-CD is the concurrent 
design and simulation tool optimized 
for PLO and 
PGA use. 

Design problems 
can't be overlooked. 
With SUSIE-CD, 
every pin of every IC 
chip is watched and 
reported on during 
each clock cycle. 
Timing violations, bus conflicts, etc. 
are automatically reported on. 

• Easy to learn 
and use. 

• Save time by 
skipping the 
breadboard stage. 

• Mouse-driven, 
pop-up menus. 

• No software knowledge required. 

1 COMPUTER ............ 386/486 

2 ADDRESSING .......... 32-BIT DIRECT 

3 LOGIC SIMULATION ..... 165-SfATE 

4 PARTS LIBRARY ........ VHDL 

5 DESIGN SIZE . ... . . . .... 200K+ GATES 
l MB = 20K GA'IBS 

For a free evaluation kit of SUSIE-CD, 
the effective simulation tool that 
enhances your performance and gets 
you out of the office, call us at 

1-800-48-SUSIE 
For international sales 
Telephone: (805) 499-6867 
Fax: (805) 498-7945 

See us at WESCON/90, booth 352 

CIRCLE 164 
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Part# 

MT5C1001 

MT5C1005 

MT5C1008 

MT5C2561 

MT5C2564 

MT5C2565 

MT5C2568 

l,x4,x8 

AVAILABLE NOVI! 
Organization 

1MEGx1 

256K x 4 

128K x 8 

256K x 1 

64K x 4 

64K x 4 ml 

32K x 8 

Spttd• Packages Availability Part# Organization Speed• 

25ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW MT5C6401 64K x 1 12ns 
LCC, Flatpack MT5C6404 16K x 4 12ns 

25ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW MT5C6405 16Kx40E 12ns 
LCC, Flatpack 

MT5C6406/7 16K x 4 S. 1/0 
25ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW 

12ns 

LCC, Flatpack MT5C6408 BK x 8 12ns 

20ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW 
LCC MT5C1601 16K x I 12ns 

20ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW MT5C1604 4K x 4 12ns 
LCC MT5C1605 4K x 40E 12ns 

20ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW 
LCC 

MT5C1606/7 4K x 4 S. 1/0 12ns 

MT5C1608 2K x 8 12ns 
20ns PDIP, CDIP, SO), NOW 

LCC, ZIP, Flatpack •Slower speed s also available. 

2805 E. Columbia Rd., Boise, ID 83706 (208) 368-3900 
CIRCLE 101 

Packages 

PDIP, CDIP, SO) 

PDIP, CDIP, SOJ 

PDIP, CDIP, SO) 

PDIP, CDIP, SO) 

PDIP, CDIP, SO), 
LCC, Flatpack 

PDIP, CDIP, SO) 

PDIP, CDIP, SOJ 

PDIP, CDIP, SO) 

PDIP, CDIP, SO) 

PDIP, CDIP, SOJ 

Availability 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 

NOW 



Switch signals 5x {aster 

2.6Gbit/s16x16 
Crosspoint Switch IC 

Not even a 16-hand operator can switch this 
fast! GigaBit's new 10G051 16x16 Crosspoint 
Switch IC can switch signals at 2.6 Gbit/s rate in 
less than 2 ns. With its wide bandwidth, the 
10G051 handles SONET OC3 to OC48 as well as 
HIPPI/Fiber Channel signals at full speed. 

The 10G051 features full broadcast capability. 
Any output can independently select any input, 
including an input chosen by another output. A 
complete reconfiguration of the switch can be as 
fast as 1.8 ns. 

Switch to the fastest optical fiber communications 

IC family available. Contact us for more infor
mation on the 10G051 as well as our high-speed 
clock and data recovery circuits, transimpedance 
amplifiers, laser diode driver, LED driver, 
mux/demuxes, limiting amplifier, and the rest of 
the PicoLogicT" line of high-performance ICs. For 
more information, call: United States and Canada: 
(805) 499-0610; Europe: GIGA, +45 4343 1588; and 
Japan: Tokyo Electron Ltd., 423 33 8009. 

{GBL] GigaBit Logic 
CIRCLE 140 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CIRCLE 141 HA VE A REPRESENTATIVE CONTACT ME 
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finding new ways . 
setting higher standards 

de to 4.6GHz trom$32~4) 
Tough enough to pass stringent MIL-STD-883 vibration , shock, thermal 
shock, fine and gross leak tests ... useable to 6GHz .. . smaller than most 
RF switches ... Mini-Circuits' hermetically-sealed (reflective) KSW-2-46 

and (absorptive) KSWA-2-46 offer a new, unexplored horizon of 
appl ications. Unlike pin diode switches that become ineffective below 

1 MHz, these GaAs switches can operate down to de with control 
voltage as low as -5V, at a blinding 2ns switching speed. 

Despite its extremely tiny size, only 0.185 by 0.185 by 0.06 in ., these 
switches provide 50dB isolation (considerably higher than many larger 
units) and insertion loss of only 1 dB. The absorptive model KSWA-2-46 

exhibits a typical VSWR of 1 .5 in its "OFF" state over the entire 
frequency range. These surface-mount units can be soldered to pc 

boards using conventional assembly techniques. The KSW-2-46, priced 
at only $32.95, and the KSWA-2-46, at $48.95, are the latest examples 
of components from Mini-Circuits with unbeatable price / performance. 

Connector versions, packaged in a 1.25 x 1 .25 x 0.75 in. metal case, 
contain five SMA connectors, including one at each control port to 

maintain 3ns switching speed. 
Switch fast ... to Mini-Circuits' GaAs switches. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Pin Model KSW-2-46 

Connector Version ZFSW-2-46 

FREQ. RANGE dc-4.6 GHz 

INSERT LOSS (db) typ max 
dc-200MHz 0.9 1.1 

200-1 OOOMHz 1.0 1.3 
1- 4.6GHz 1.3 1.7 

ISOLATION (dB) typ min 
dc-200MHz 60 50 

200-1000MHz 45 40 
1- 4.6GHz 30 23 

VSWR (typ) ON 1.3:1 
OFF 

SW SPEED (nsec) 
rise or fall time 2( typ) 

MAX RF INPUT 
(bBm) 

up to 500M Hz +17 
above 500MHz +27 

CONTROL VOLT - 8V on, OV off 

KSWA-2-46 
ZFSWA-2-46 

dc-4.6 GHz 

typ max 
0.8 1.1 
0.9 1.3 
1.5 2.6 

typ min 
60 50 
50 40 
30 25 

1.3 
1.4 

3(typ) 

+17 
+27 

-8V on. OV off 

0 Mini~,~l!:,~~.~C~o~ OPER/STOR TEMP. - 55° to +125°C -55° to +125°C 

PRICE (10-24) $32_95 $48.95 
$69.95 $79.95 

P. 0 . Box 350166. Brooklyn, New York 11 235-0003 (718) 934-4500 
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156 

WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS C 117 REV. G 
CIRCLE 125 



1990 
Linear Appllcallons Handbook 

A Gulde to Linear Circuit Design 

Order Linear's S pport LibraryToday. 
Monolithic Filter Handbook: 

230+ page handbook of filter applica
tion notes and data sheets to make filter 
design easier. Included with the hand
book is FilterCAD, a menu-driven 
filter design program which runs 
on IBM PCs and compatibles. This 
CAD program assists in the selection, 
design, and implementation of opti
mum switched capacitor filter circuit 
networks ($40.00). 

Linear Applications Handbook: 
928 page handbook of in-depth appli-

Yes, I'd like to order the following tools: 

cation notes, ideas and design notes. 
A special feature includes 22 pages on 
SPICE macromodels ($20.00). 

Linear Databook: A 1600 page 
catalog of data sheets covering more 
than 300 devices ($10.00). 

NOISE Disk: For IBM PCs or 
compatibles. This program permits you 
to calculate circuit noise using LTC 
op amps, calculate resistor noise, and 
determine the best LTC op amp for 
best noise performance. (Free) 

SPICE Macromodel Disk: Contains 

Linear Monolithic Filter Handbook (USS40/copy) 
(Includes FilterCAD Disk) 

Copies s __ _ 

L 

Linear Application Handbook (USS20/copy) 

Linear Databook (USSIO/copy) 

NOISE Disk 

SPICE Macromodel Disk (Includes application note) 

Name Title 

Company MIS 

Address 

City Stale 

Phone 

Copies s __ _ 
Copies $ __ _ 

No charge 

No charge 
Total $ __ _ 

Zip 

Mail o rders require 6-8 weeks. Mail order form and remittance to Linear Technology 
Corporation. 1630 McCarthy Blvd .. Milpitas. CA 95035. Ann: Communications Dept. 

CIRCLE 151 

the LTC SPICE macromodel op amp 
library for circuit simulations. These 
hand-tailored models provide a good 
trade-off between actual device char
acteristics and fast simulation speed. 
Includes over 50 models and a working 
version of PSPICE"' by MicroSim. 
(Free) 

Order by phone or use the coupon 
below. Visa/MasterCard accepted. 
Contact Linear Technology Corporation, 
1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas , CA 
95035. Order by phone: 800-637-5545. 

Save time. Order by phone: 800-637-5545 

Please bill my Visa __ or MasterCard __ 

Account#----------~ 

Expiration Date ________ _ 

Signature of Cardholder 

TOUGH PRODUCTS 
FOR TOUGH APPLICATIONS. 

I 

_J 
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